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Abstract

Aircraft trailing vorticesconstitutebothakaleidoscopeof instructivefluid dynamicsphe-
nomenaanda challengefor thesustaineddevelopmentof safetyandcapacityof theair-
transportationindustry. The currentmanuscriptgives an overview on the wake vortex
issuewhich commencesat its historical rootsandconcludeswith the currentstatusof
knowledgeregardingthenatureandcharacteristics,andthemodelingof aircraftwakes.
The incentive of today’s wake vortex researchstill restson the empirically motivated
separationstandardsbetweenconsecutiveaircraftintroducedin the1970s.Theseaircraft
separationsfix thecapacityof congestedairportsin a rapidly growing aeronauticalenvi-
ronment.Advancedsolutionsfor dynamicallyadjustedweather-dependentaircraftsepa-
rationshold significanteconomizationswithout compromisingsafety. Appropriatesepa-
rationdistancesarealsocrucialfor thesuccessof thetwin-deckA380airlinerwhichwill
enterservicein 2006.On thesearchfor technicalanswers,appliedwake vortex research
mustalwaysconsiderits complex operational,political, andbusinessenvironmentandit
mustbeawareof its seriousresponsabilityfor passengersafety. Theextensive introduc-
tory survey concludeswith a delineationof scientificwindows on wake vortex physics,
connectedchancesandlimitations,anda list of controversialissuesthatmotivatetheau-
thor’s contributionsto thefield. Thesecondpartof themanuscriptguidesthroughthese
contributionswhicharedetailedin eightintegratedjournalpublications.Fourof thesepa-
perstreattheanalysisof wakevortex evolutionanddecayin thestablystratified,sheared,
turbulent,andconvective atmosphericboundarylayer andleadto a theoreticalfounda-
tion for thephysicsof vortex decay. A subgrid-scaleclosuremodificationfor largeeddy
simulationwith strongstreamlinecurvatureis suggestedandtheaccuracy of lidar mea-
surementsof wake vorticesis assessed.Finally, the devisedparametricreal-timewake
vortex predictionmodelis introduced.Validationsagainstobservationdatafrom five dif-
ferentfield deploymentsindicatethat theprobabilisticmodelhasreacheda high degree
of maturitywhichsuggeststhatthemodelmayenteroperationalusein thenearfuture.
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Zusammenfassung

Die zahlreichen Facetten des Themas Wirbelschleppe enstehen aus dem Spannungsfeld
einer beeinduckenden Vielfalt instruktiver und nur zum Teil verstandener fluiddynami-
scher Phänomene und der grundlegenden Herausforderung, die Wirbelschleppen für die
nachhaltige Entwicklung der zivilen Luftfahrt darstellen. Das vorliegende Manuskript
gibt eine Übersicht über verschiedene Aspekte des Themas, die bei den historischen
Wurzeln der Erforschung der Wirbelschleppe beginnt und mit dem aktuellen Wissens-
stand bezüglich ihrer Eigenschaften und Modellierung schließt. Nach wie vor leitet
sich die Motivation aktueller Wirbelschleppenforschung von der Einführung empirischer
Sicherheitsabstände zwischen aufeinanderfolgenden Flugzeugen in den siebziger Jahren
ab. Diese Mindestabstände fixieren die Kapazität verkehrsreicher Flughäfen in einem
schnell wachsenden wirtschaftlichen Umfeld. Ein beträchtliches Potenzial zur Erhöhung
der Kapazität großer Flughäfen, bei mindestens gleichbleibender Sicherheit, liegt in
der Entwicklung von Systemen für dynamische wetterabhängige Flugzeugstaffelungen.
Auch für den Markterfolg des doppelstöckigen Großraumflugzeugs A380, das im Jahr
2006 den kommerziellen Betrieb aufnehmen wird, sind angemessene Sicherheitsabstände
von maßgeblich Bedeutung. Jegliche Systeme zur Erhöhung der Flughafenkapazität
müssen stets das vielschichtige operationelle, wirtschaftliche und politische Umfeld der
Wirbelschleppenproblematik berücksichtigen; insbesonders aber muss die angewandte
Wirbelschleppenforschung ihrer großen Verantwortung für die Sicherheit der Passagiere
gerecht werden. Eine Liste kontroverser Fragestellungen, die die Beiträge des Autors zum
Thema motivieren, leitet in den zweiten Teil des Manuskripts über. Dieser führt durch
acht ausgewählte und in das Manuskript eingebundene Zeitschriftenveröffentlichungen.
Vier dieser Veröffentlichungen behandeln das Verhalten der Wirbelschleppe und ihres
Zerfalls in der stabil geschichteten, gescherten, turbulenten und konvektiven atmo-
sphärischen Grenzschicht. Wesentliche Mechanismen der Wirbelschleppenentwicklung
werden herausgearbeitet und in verallgemeinerter Form dargestellt. Eine Korrektur für
Schließungsansätze der Grobstruktursimulation mit starker Stromlinienkrümmung wird
entwickelt und Strategien zur Messung der Wirbelschleppe mittels Lidar Techniken
werden vorgestellt und bewertet. Abschließend wird ein parametrisches Modell zur
Echtzeitvorhersage von Wirbelschleppen präsentiert. Die Validierung mittels Daten aus
fünf Feldmesskampagnen verdeutlicht, dass das probabilistische Modell einen hohen
Reifegrad erreicht hat, der es ermöglicht, das Modell bereits in naher Zukunft zur Op-
timierung von Flugzeugstaffelungen einzusetzen.
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1 INTRODUCTION 1

1 Intr oduction

As an unavoidableconsequenceof lift, aircraft gen-
eratea pairof counter-rotatingvortices,theso-called
wing-tip vortices,aircrafttrailing vortices,or aircraft
wake vortices.Already onecenturyago,the signifi-
canceof thesevorticeswasrecognizedby Lanchester
(1907)andPrandtl(1918,1919)duringtheirpioneer-
ingsearchfor atheoryof humanflight. Theconceived
Lifting-Line Theory recognizesthat the strengthof
theboundvortex

�
, expressedasits circulationΓ, de-

creasesfrom thewing’sroottowardsits tips(seeFig-
ure1). As aconsequence,vorticity detachesfrom the
wing continuouslyandformsa trailing vortex sheet.
This vortex sheetrolls up at its endsdrivenby self-
inductionandgeneratesthetrailing vortices(seeFig-
ure 2). The theory further elucidatesthe generation
of induceddragwhich is zero for an airfoil of infi-
nite span.For wingsof finite span,the induceddrag
arisesfrom an effective reductionof thewing’s atti-
tudewhichis causedby thedownwashinducedahead
of thewing by thetrailing vortices.Theinduceddrag
roughly equalsthe kinetic energy of the wake vor-
ticesandcanbe understoodin analogyto the wave
dragexperiencedby a ship.

Furtherdescriptive explanationsfor wake vortex
formation are: (i) The pressuredifferencebetween
suctionside and pressureside of the wing acceler-
atesfluid aroundthe wing tips and thus initiates a
pair of counter-rotatingvorticestrailing behind.An-
otherdemonstrativeapproach(ii) usesthenotionthat
thefluid exertsanupwardlift forceon thewing, and,
therefore,the aircraft wings deflectfreestreamflow
downwardsimpartingadownwardsdirectedmomen-
tumontothefluid. At theedgesof thegenerateduni-
form downwash,a shearlayer developswhich rolls
up to the wake vortex pair. (iii) Finally, the first
Helmholtz vortex theoremstatesthat a vortex tube
cannotend within the fluid. It must either end at a
solidboundaryor formaclosedloop.For trailingvor-
tices,theclosedloopconsistsof theboundvortex

Figure1:Prandtl’ssketchillustratingtheellipticalcir-
culationdistributionalongthelifting line (above)and
the detachmentof differential vortex filaments(be-
low).

Figure 2: Lanchester’s perceptionof vortex roll-up
anddecayaboutonecenturyago.

�
Theboundvortex is ahypotheticalvortex filamentlocatedona lifting line whichrepresentsastraightwing. In auniformflow perpen-

dicularto its axis,theboundvortex experiencesa lift forceaccordingto theKutta-Zhukhovski lift theorem.
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b

w

Figure 3: Schematicof vertical velocity profiles of
two counter-rotatingvortices(fine lines)separatedby
b andcorrespondingverticalvelocity envelope(bold
line).

along the wings, it is continuedby the trailing vor-
ticesandcompletedby thestartingvortex.

Thestrengthof wake vorticesis usuallyexpressed
by their circulation,Γ. Whentheforceswhichacton
theaircraftarein balance,the initial circulationcor-
respondsapproximatelyto

Γ0
� M g

π
�
4 ρBV � (1)

Thus, the strengthof the vorticesis proportionalto
theweightof theaircraft,Mg, andinverselypropor-
tional to the air density, ρ, the wing span,B, and
the flight velocity, V. Interestingly, the circulation
achievessimilar magnitudesfor both a cruisingair-
craft at high altitudeandanaircraftduringapproach
to anairportat low altitudebecausetheinversevari-
ationof flight velocity andair densityroughlycom-
pensateeachother, respectively.

Dueto themajordifficultiesconnectedwith mea-
surementsin the vicinity of high-Reynolds-number
wake vortex cores,there is no commonagreement
on theactuallyprevailing tangentialvelocity profiles
in wakevortices.Severalvortex modelsareavailable
(Gerzet al. 2002)which areat leastconsistentwith
respectto their limits: They approacha forcedvortex

Figure4: Streamlinesof the vortex pair in a coordi-
natesystemdescendingwith thevortices.

in the vortex centerand a potentialvortex on large
radii. Notableextremal valueshave beenmeasured
in the transitionzonebetweentheseregimes.Max-
imum peak tangential velocities of 99 m/s have
beendeterminedfor a B757 vortex on a 200-foot
tower equippedwith hot-film anemometers(Garodz
and Clawson 1993). The correspondingminimum
wake vortex core radii may be lessthan 1% of the
wingspansof aircraft with retractedflaps (Delisi et
al. 2003).

As depictedin Figure3, thevorticesmutually in-
ducea descentspeedwhichamountsto

w � Γ
2πb � (2)

where b denotesthe vortex separation.Initial de-
scentspeedsof trailing vorticesof commercialair-
craft rangefrom 1 to 2 m/s and maximumdescent
distancesmayreachoutmorethan300m.Duringthe
descentthevortex pairtransportsfluid within anoval-
shapedstreamline(seeFig. 4, Lamb 1879) which
connectstwo stagnationpointsabove andbelow the
vortices,respectively. The motion at externalpoints
correspondsto the inviscid flow aroundan equally-
shapedrigid body. This quasiinviscid flow topology
explainsthelow dragof thedescendingoval andthe
sizeabledescentdistancestravelledby wakevortices.
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The impulse or momentumof the oval per unit
length

I � ρbΓ (3)

consistsof contributionsfrom translationalmomen-
tum of the descendingoval and from angularmo-
mentumof therotatingvortices(HolzäpfelandGerz
1999).

Characteristicscalesused for normalization of
wake vortex parametersconsistof the initial vortex
separation,b0, andthe time t0 � b0

�
w0 that thevor-

tex pair initially takesto descendonevortex spacing.

Dependingon meteorologicalconditions, wake
vorticesmay persistfor several minutesand, there-
fore, may posea potentialrisk to aircraft following
behind.Seriousproblemswith wake vorticeswere
first recognizedbackin the 1970swhenthe Boeing
747cameinto service.To avoid wake-vortex encoun-
ters,theFederalAviation Administration(FAA) and
theInternationalCivil AviationOrganization(ICAO)
establishedseparationstandardsbetweenconsecutive
aircraft. Theseseparationdistancesvary between3
and6 nauticalmiles for differentcombinationsof a
3 � 3 weightclassmatrix for precedingandfollower
aircraftonapproach.

No accidentunderadherenceto separationstan-
dardsis reportedto date,indicatingthatthecurrently
effective separationstandards,which arelargely em-
pirical and lack full rationale,aresufficient. On the
otherhand,flying throughwake vorticesturnedout
to bealmostdaily practise.Flight datarecorderanal-
ysesperformedwithin theEuropeanprojectS-Wake
indicate more than one wake vortex encounterev-
ery 200approachesto London-Heathrow Airport (de
Bruin 2003),yet without seriousconsequences.An
explanationis that aircraft reactionsto wake vortex
encountersmake it extremly unlikely to hit the haz-
ardousvortex coreregion.Therefore,pilots oftendo
notevenattributetheencounteredturbulenceto wake
vortices.

If, however, separationstandardsarenot obeyed,
which is commonpracticeunderVisual Flight Rule

(VFR) conditions, severe encountersmay occur.
Statisticsstate (Aviation Week 2002) that aircraft
wake turbulenceconstitutedthe most frequentrea-
sonfor lossof control(almost100incidents)of mul-
tiengineturbojetwithin a time periodfrom 1987to
1995.

Unfortunately, the currently effective separation
standardsmay heavily degrade aviation efficiency
when traffic congestionlimits airport capacitydur-
ing landingandtake-off. A systemthatwould allow
to relax currentaircraft separationsunderfavorable
weatherconditions,whilst keepingsafetyat leastat
thesamelevel, couldprovidesignificanteconomiza-
tions.Hemmet al. (1999)estimateannualsavingsof
$15million peryearandairportasanaverageover10
internationalUS airports.This estimationaccounts
only for cost avoidancebasedon reductionsin ar-
rival delays.Savingsdueto reduceddeparturedelays,
value of passengertime, additionalairline revenue,
avoidanceof runway or airportconstructionandair-
line relocationarenotconsidered.

With theAirbusA380 anaircraftwith largerspan
andlargerweightasthecurrentlyoperatingtransport
aircraft will enterairline servicein 2006.The twin-
deck, four-aisle airliner will be lessattractive if its
advantagein termsof arriving seatsperhourwill be
diminishedby increasedseparations.In orderto ver-
ify whethercurrentoperationalstandardsarestill ad-
equatefor the A380, existing knowledgeand tools
have to be utilized for the assessmentof potential
risksexertedby A380wakevorticesonfollowingair-
craft (Holzäpfeletal. 2004).

Thedevelopmentof asustainablesystemthataims
to re-staggeraircraft separationsnecessitatesan in-
terdisciplinaryeffort wheredisciplineslike fluid dy-
namics,flight dynamics,andflight guidancemustco-
operatetightly. Thefinal acceptanceof suchasystem
though,requiresearly cooperationbetweena much
largercommunityof interestgroups.Researchgroups
mustcultivatethediscoursewith aircraftmanufactur-
ers,air traffic control,andairport serviceproviders,
aviation authorities,airlines,andpilots. But already
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simply the fluid dynamicspart comprisesa kaleido-
scopeof instructive andonly partly understoodphe-
nomena.For example,the impactof rotationon tur-
bulence,whichmaygiveriseto stronganisotropy and
mayimpededissipation,representsafundamentalre-
searchtopic that is not likely to besolvedin nearfu-
ture.

A principal objective of wake vortex researchis
first tounderstandandthenpredict,or evenaccelerate
vortex decay.† However, the longevity of wake vor-
tices inhibits investigationsof vortex decayin wind
tunnelsand complicatesthem in unusualfacilities
like catapultsand large towing tanks.The only and
indispensableaccessto realwake vortex behavior is
providedby lidar measurementtechniques‡ thattrace
full-scalewakevorticesin thefreeatmosphere.Here,
environmentalconditions that can neither be con-
trollednorreproducedhaveastrongimpactonvortex
evolution.Furthermore,advectionof thevorticesbe-
yondtheobservationdomainandintrinsicdifficulties
connectedwith the interpretationof thecomplex ve-
locity fieldsof erodedwake vorticesimpededetailed
insightsinto vortex decaymechanisms.

As a consequence,high-resolutionnumericalsim-
ulation constitutesan essentialresourcein order to
elaboratecomprehensiveunderstandingof vortex de-
cay characteristics.The great advantageis that all
desiredquantitiesare readily available for analysis.
Unfortunately, numericalsimulationsof wake vor-
ticesin theatmosphereunavoidablysuffer from lim-
ited resolution,in particular, in the vortex core re-
gion. Whereasdirect numerical simulation (DNS)
only reachessmallReynoldsnumbers,it is thetypeof
subgrid-scaleclosurethatcontrolsvortex coreevolu-
tion in largeeddysimulation(LES).Bothapproaches
donotmeetthecomplex interactionof turbulenceand
rotationathighReynolds-numberflowstogetherwith
thepeculiaritiesof specificaircraftconfigurationsand
environmentalconditions.Suchlimitationswill per-
sist despitethe enormousincreaseof computational

powerandthedevelopmentof smartnumericalmeth-
ods.Full-scaleexperimentsremainbothchallenging
andmandatoryto ensurethe validity of the conclu-
sionsdrawn from numericalsimulations.

A numberof surveys and reviews on wake vor-
tex researchhave beenpublishedover the years.In
1975the Annual Review by Widnall andthe exten-
sive monographof DonaldsonandBilanin appeared,
the latter still beinga repositoryfor analyticalwake
vortex methods.Twenty-threeyearslater, Hallock et
al. provideda retrospectionon mainly the US wake
vortex activities andSpalartpresentedhis discerning
and soberingreview on the understandingof wake
vortex physicsas relevant to safetyand productiv-
ity of aviation. Oneyearlater in 1999,Rossow gave
a historical review with a focus on wake structure
and alleviation. In the year 2002, Gerz et al. pre-
senteda consolidatedEuropeanview on the sta-
tus of knowledge on aircraft wake characteristics,
technicalandoperationalproceduresof minimizing
and predicting vortex strength,and avoiding wake
encounters.Throughouttheseyears,JamesHallock
maintainedan extensive and probablyalmostcom-
pleteon-linewakevortex bibiliographywith abstracts
(http://www.volpe.dot.gov/wv/).

More than30 yearsof wake vortex researchwere
characterizedby a numberof pressingquestionsand
fundamentalcontroversies(Spalart1998).Below the
subsetof issuesis listed that is adressedby the au-
thor. Referencesthat are integratedinto the current
manuscriptareflaggedby numbersin brackets.

(i) Is theageof wake vorticesbetterdescribedby
thedistanceto thegeneratingaircraft,x, or by a non-
dimensionaltime,t

� � t
�
t0, wherethereferencetime,

t0 � 2πb2
0
�
Γ0, consistsof trailing vortex parameters?

This issueis discussedin Gerzetal. (2002).

(ii) Which methodis bestsuitedto uniquelyde-
rive circulationfrom both measurementandsimula-
tion dataand,at the sametime, to meetoperational

†Thelatterissue,which is not addressedin thismanuscript,is mainlypursuedvia constructive measuresat thewings.
‡LIght DetectionAnd Ranging–Remotesensingtechniquetodeterminetheline-of-sightvelocitycomponentby measuringtheDoppler

shift of a laserbeam.
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requirements,as e.g. the correlationwith effectsof
potentialwakeencounters?[5]

(iii) Thebehavior of wakevorticesin astablystrat-
ified atmospherehasbeendiscussedcontroversially
for a long time.Is thedescentdeceleratedor acceler-
ated,a sequenceof bothor evenanoscillation?Does
stabletemperaturestratificationprolongateor shorten
vortex lifetimes?[1, 3]

(iv) Can environmentalconditionsprevent wake
vorticesfrom descendingor evencausea potentially
hazardousreboundto flight level?Candidatemeteo-
rologicalconditionscomprisewind shear, stabletem-
peraturestratification,and the convective boundary
layer. [1, 2, 3], Meleshko et al. (2001), Frechand
Holzäpfel (2002),Holzäpfel et al. (2002),Hofbauer
andHolzäpfel(2003)

(v) Whicharetherelevantdecaymechanisms?Do
vorticesdecayfrom insidelike a laminarvortex§ or
arethey erodedfrom outside?[2, 6]

(vi) How doesvortex decayproceedin time?Fun-
damentallydifferentconceptsweredebated,namely
theconceptof gradualandpredictabledecay, thecon-
ceptof stochasticcollapse,andtheconceptof a two-
phasedecay. [2, 6], Gerzetal. (2002)

(vii) How to designa reliableparametricreal-time
wakevortex predictionmodel?Shouldit bebasedon
impulsebalances,employ discretevortex methods,or
aretheresuperioralternatives?[4, 8]

(viii) Are deterministicwake vortex predictions
feasible or do appropriateapproacheshave to be
probabilistic?[4, 8]

(ix) How to modelpoorly resolvedvortex coresin
a numericalsimulation?Doesan insufficient resolu-
tion adulteratetheresults?[7]

Only thesynopsisof simulation,measurement,and
theoryallows to answerthesequestionsandto elab-
oratethe sustainablegroundwork of comprehensive
knowledgeof wake vortex behavior which is neces-

saryfor thedesignof a reliablewake vortex warning
andpredictionsystem.

In thefollowing sections,eightpeerreviewedpub-
licationsaredescribedwhichprovidecontributionsto
all of thenamedelements– simulation,measurement,
andtheory. Thekey methodappliedin all the inves-
tigations,though,is the large eddy simulation.The
descriptionsratherfocusonthelogic andstructureof
thecompletework thanto provide a summaryof all
individualfindingswhicharedescribedin therespec-
tivepublications.

Section2 dealswith the analysisof wake vortex
evolution anddecayin the stablystratified,sheared,
and turbulent atmosphericboundarylayer which is
detailedin papers[1-3, 6]. It startswith the more
simple and clear two-dimensionalsimulationsand
analyses.Thesefindings are generalizedto three-
dimensional,turbulentflows which aremainly stud-
ied by LES.Theinvestigationsfinally leadto a num-
berof postulatesthatprovideatheoreticalfoundation
for thephysicsof vortex decay.

Section3 introducestheintrinsicproblemof insuf-
ficient resolutionof all relevant lengthscalesin LES
of wake vortex evolution in the atmosphericbound-
ary layer [7]. A subgrid-scalemodification is sug-
gestedthatallows for a morephysicalrepresentation
of poorly resolvedvortex cores.It is shown thateven
inadequatelyresolvedvortex coresdo not disqualify
thesimulationsbecausewell-resolvedsecondaryvor-
ticity structurescontrolvortex decay.

Section4 investigatesthe accuracy of lidar mea-
surementsof wake vortices[5]. Knowledgeon lidar
datacharacteristicsis pre-requisitefor thevalidation
of numericalpredictions.Systematicdeviationsfrom
nominalcirculationandthescatterof circulationdata
causedby thegenuinevariability of wake vorticesin
theatmosphericboundarylayerareassessed.

Section5 describestheparametricreal-timewake
vortex predictionmodelP2P[4] which wasdevised

§Notethatthehalf-life periodof theradii-averagedcirculationΓ5 � 15 (see[5]) of alaminarlydecayingtrailingvortex wouldtheoretically
amountto 26.6days.
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basedontheresultsof theprevioussections.Thepri-
maryobjective of sucha modelis to reliably predict
vortex positionsandstrengthsin real-timein orderto
re-adjustaircraftseparationsdynamically. Input data
for P2Pprognosesareaircraft parametersandmea-
suredor forecastedenvironmentalparametersalong
the glide path.P2Ppredictionsarecomparedto ob-
servationdatafrom five differentfield deployments.
Thepredictive skills of themodelaswell astheair-
craftspacingreductionpotentialarequantitativelyas-
sessed[8]. Finally, recentenhancementsof the P2P
modelarepresented.

2 Wake Vortex Evolution in the
Atmospheric Boundary Layer

This sectiondealswith the transportand decayof
wake vorticeswithin the threegenericcategoriesof
atmosphericenvironments:the stably stratifiedand
the neutralenvironment,and the convective bound-
ary layer. The mechanismsthat control vortex de-
scentanddecayareanalysedfirst by meansof two-
dimensionalsimulations,potentialflow theory, and
integraldescriptionsin termsof impulse.Then,three-
dimensionaland fully turbulent simulationsreveal
that two-dimensionaleffects are dampedby turbu-
lenceand that, in general,turbulent decayprevents
wake vorticesfrom a hazardousreboundto theflight
level. Finally, turbulentdecaymechanismsareanal-
ysedin detail,generalizedfor any sourcesof distur-
bances,andpinpointedin elevenpostulates.

2.1 Stably Stratified Atmosphere

2.1.1 Two-DimensionalInvestigations[1]

The first publication [1] within the presentedse-
riesalreadydemonstratesthatwake vortex physicsis
preferentiallyanalysedby considerationof vorticity
distributionsandtheireffectsontheirsurroundingsin
termsof inducedvelocities.Primaryvorticity, which

0

-1
0

z/
b

t*=3.1
	

0y/b
 0 1

N*=1

Figure5: Axial vorticity distribution of trailing vor-
tices in strongly stably stratified environment.Red
oval denotesadiabaticallywarmedfluid descending
with thevortices;dashedlines mark negative vortic-
ity.

is associatedwith the wake vortex pair, interacts
with secondaryvorticity, which may stemfrom tur-
bulence,wind shear, or is producedby baroclinity.
Both typesof vorticity arerearrangedby tilting, in-
tensifiedby stretching,attenuatedby squeezing,and
annihilatedby mutual compensationof vorticity of
oppositesigns.

In the stably stratified environment, the oval
aroundthevortex pair descendsandwarmsadiabat-
ically. Theevolving bouyancy forcedoesnot simply
deceleratethesinkingmotionof theovalbut it creates
counter-rotatingsecondaryvorticity along the oval-
shapedinterfacebetweenwarmedinternalflow and
colder ambientflow (seeFigure 5). The generated
baroclinicvorticity is left behindtheoval andconsti-
tutesasecondarywake.Within theoval thesecondary
vorticity inducesanupwardsdirectedflow which re-
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ducesthedescentspeedin consistencewith theeffect
of thebouyancy force.But it alsoinducesthemutual
approachof thevortex pairleadingtocounterintuitive
effects:Approachingvorticeswith constantcircula-
tion and,nevertheless,decreasingdescentspeedare
in contradictiontoequation(2).Dimensionalanalysis
andpotentialflow methods,which excellentlyrepro-
ducetheflow topologyfoundwith thehigh-resolution
simulations,elucidatethefunctioningof thecompet-
ing effectsof inducedaccelerationanddeceleration
andherewith resolvetheapparentcontradiction.

Dimensionalanalysisfurtherallows to derivea lo-
calshear-number,Sh, whichtakesinto accountthein-
teractionof primaryandsecondaryvorticity andde-
scribesthe instantaneoustendency of wake vortices
to acceleratefor Sh � 1 or to deceleratefor Sh � 1.
Furthermore,it is shown that a normalizedBrunt-
Väis̈alä frequency of N

� � 1 (for definitionof N
�

see
equations(2), (3) in Ref. [1]) constitutesthe thresh-
old for thedegreeof temperaturestratificationwhich
separatessteadilydescendingfrom reboundingwake
vortices.For N

� � 1 � 4 the trailing vorticesonly de-
scendaboutonevortex spacingandsubsequentlyre-
boundto flight level.

Thepotentialflow methodis extendedto theanal-
ysisof buoyancy oscillationswhichdevelopfrom any
massof buoyant fluid releasedin its environment.
Variousexamplesfor suchoscillationsmaybefound
in geophysicalflows suchas overshootingthunder-
stormsor cloud turrets.By deviding the oscillation
into quarterperiods,four different regimescan be
identified,wherethevortex pair eitheracceleratesor
deceleratesandentrainsor detrainsambientflow, re-
spectively.

Evaluationsof the impulse of the wake oval it-
self and the total wake, including primary and
secondaryproducedvorticity, demonstratethat the
Brunt-Väis̈alä oscillationassumedin theory is exe-
cutedby thewholesystemandnot by theoval alone.
Thevortex oval performscomplex displacementpat-
ternswhich, at a first glance,seemto contradictthe
lawsof conservation.

2.1.2 Turbulent Investigations[3]

For the three-dimensionalinvestigationsof trailing
vortex evolution in stably stratified environments,
two different approachesconcerningthe initialized
turbulencewerepursued.Asabaselinecase,thewake
vorticesdevelopin quiescentatmosphere;turbulence
then only stemsfrom the turbulent aircraft bound-
ary layer, the mixing of the separatedflows at the
trailing edges,and the turbulent exhaustjets. This
caseis a conservativeapproachwhichexploresmax-
imum life spans.The respective turbulenceinitiali-
sationis derived from in-situ five-hole-probeveloc-
ity measurementsperformedwith the DLR research
aircraftFALCON chasingB737,A340,A310,B727,
andVFW614aircraft in smalldistancesup to 40 m.
In a secondcase,in additionto theaircraft-boundary
layer turbulence,weakto moderate,anisotropic,and
decayingatmosphericturbulenceis superimposedon
thewholevelocityfield.Thisflow scenariorepresents
the typical atmosphericstateat aircraft cruisingalti-
tudes.

Thesimulationsshow that initially neitherstratifi-
cationnor turbulencealterthebehavior of thevortex
pair. Lateron, the level of stratificationcontrolsvor-
tex separationanddescent;theintroductionof turbu-
lenceandchangesof the type of turbulencemodify
thisbehavior onlymarginally.Thelateaccelerationof
descent,which is seenfor moderateto strongstratifi-
cationin 2D, is impededby turbulentdecay. Theau-
thorsconcludethat theagreementbetweenturbulent
andlaminarcasesregardingvortex descentandspac-
ingclearlyindicatesthattheunderlyingphysicsof the
earlydevelopmentis intrinsically two-dimensional.

Further, the simulationsindicate that circulation
decayprogressesin two phases(cf. figure 11). The
initial decay, which is due to internaldiffusion and
stretchingof secondaryvorticity (seesection2.3), is
similar for all cases.Then,a phaseof rapid circula-
tion decayis initiatedat timesdependingonenviron-
mentalconditions.Thehighertheturbulenceandthe
strongerthe stratification,the earlier startsthe final
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decayof circulation.In theneutralandquiescentat-
mosphere,the vorticesmay last beyond times of 6
minutesanddescendto altitudesbelow 470m for an
A340.Eitherweakstratificationor weakatmospheric
turbulenceis sufficient to approximatelyhalve the
lifetime to 3 minutes.

It is noteworthy thatat the time whenthevortices
have reboundedto 10 m below the glide pathin the
very stablystratified(N

� � 1 � 4) andquiescentatmo-
sphere,thecirculationhasreducedalreadyto 5% of
its initial value.Hence,thevortex reboundexpected
at stronginversionlayers,which is suspectedto be
veryhazardousfrom anoperationalpointof view, ap-
pearsharmlessbecauseof advancederosionof vortex
coherenceandstrength.

Thestructuraldevelopmentof thevorticesis gov-
ernedby theinteractionof short-waveandlong-wave
disturbancesand baroclinic vorticity dependingon
the type of initialized turbulenceand the degreeof
stratification.For theinitiationof rapidvortex decaya
sequenceof eventsis identified.Hereit is exemplified
for vortex evolution in thequiescentstablystratified
environment (seeFigure 6). For different environ-
mentalconditionsthesequenceis modifiedbut canbe
explainedby similar reasoning.First, the baroclinic
torqueperturbedby aircraft-inducedsmall-scaletur-
bulenceproducesrip-like structuresof baroclinical
vorticity (cyan,blue).Second,the rip-like structures
above the vortex pair inducebelow a wavy veloc-
ity field (colored iso-lines).Third, the vorticity of
the wavy velocity field is strongly stretchedby the
acceleratingdownwardmotion midway betweenthe
main vortices,yielding intensevorticity-streaks(or-
ange,magenta).Fourth, the centralvertical streaks,
which act like counter-rotatingrolls, exchangefluid
betweenthetwo vorticesoutmosteffectively. Theco-
herentlateralexchangeof fluid acrossthevortex pair
centerplaneis prerequisitefor therapidturbulentde-
cay of vortex pairsbecauseonly this particularpro-
cessenablesthemutualannihilationof thewakevor-
tices’opposite-signedvorticity.

Figure6: Turbulentwake vorticesin a weaklystably
stratifiedandquiescentatmosphereat t �� 2 � 8. Iso-
surfacesof all threevorticity componentsin a per-
spective view and iso-linesfor lateralvelocity, v, in
ahorizontalplaneabovethevortices.

2.2 ConvectiveBoundary Layer [2]

Wake vortex evolution in the convectively driven
atmosphericboundarylayer (CBL) was controver-
sially disputedin the context of the furtherdevelop-
mentof thewakevortex warningsystem(WVWS) of
Frankfurtairport (Frechet al. 2002).TheWVWS is
supposedto predictstatisticallythe propagationand
lifespan of wake vortices in a safetybox of 80 m
height above ground.Pilot associationsarguedthat
above that safety box, the updraftsin a CBL may
causewake vorticesto stall or even to riseup to the
glide slope.In the CBL, buoyancy driven thermals
form highly energetic updraftsdue to the radiative
heatingof the ground,where the updraftsare sur-
roundedby lessturbulentdowndraftregions.

The simulation of wake vortex evolution within
a CBL posesdemandingrequirementson numerical
resolution.Ideally, the resolvedlengthscalesshould
spana rangefrom theorderof approximately0.1 m
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in the vortex coresto theorderof 1000m in the at-
mosphere,wherethelatterlengthscaleroughlycorre-
spondsto theinversionheightof aCBL. An appropri-
ateequidistantnumericalmeshwould need ��� 1012�
meshpoints,which is far beyond currentcomputa-
tional capabilities.The devisedcompromisewas to
simulatewake vorticeswith relatively large vortex
coresin an evolving CBL with an inversionheight
of 512m. TheCBL simulationwasdrivenby a con-
stantverticalheatflux at the lower surfaceandthree
wakevortex pairsweresuperimposedontheturbulent
flowfield aftertheevolving CBL waswell established
(seefigure7).

The comparisonof velocity andtemperaturefluc-
tuation patternsand spectraof the turbulent kinetic
energy obtainedalong instrumentedaircraft flight
path segmentswith respective simulationdataindi-
catesthat typical featuresof a CBL arewell metby
thesimulation.In particular, theLEScomprisesquite
well the energy levels of real atmosphericCBLs in
thewavelengthrangethatis relevantfor wake vortex
decay.

TheLESresultsillustratethattheprimaryrectilin-
earvorticesarerapidly deformedon thescaleof the
alternatingupdraftanddowndraft regionswhich re-
ducestheimpacttimeof forcesandmomentsexerted
ontoencounteringaircraft.Actually, vortex segments
remainon or even rise up to 20 m above the flight
level as arguedby pilot associationsbut are, fortu-
nately, quickly erodedby theenhancedturbulenceof
anupdraft.Thelongestliving sectionsof thevortices
arefoundin regionsof relativelycalmdowndraftflow
whichaugmentstheirdescent.

The describedinvestigationtreatsexactly the sit-
uation wherethe strengthof the updraftsjust com-
pensatesthe self-induceddescentspeedof the wake
vortices. This allows to extend the conclusionsto
CBL caseswith strongerand weaker thermals:In
theweaker CBL case,thecommonsituationprevails
wherewake vorticesdescendbelow the glide path.
In a strongerCBL, piecesof thewake mayevenrise
considerablyaboveflight level but theturbulence

Figure7: Iso-surfacesof the positive vertical veloc-
ity value,w � 2 m/s,of theevolving CBL with three
pairsof 10secondsold wake vortices.

level is also increasedin the updraftswhich further
augmentsthedecayrateof thosevortex segments.

Thesimulatedflowfield wasemployedto estimate
theencounterprobabilityandseverity for aB737air-
craft following a B747 by meansof strip theory. It
is found that the deformationanddecayof the vor-
tex pairscounteractanddominatethepotentiallyhaz-
ardouseffectsof risingwakevortices.At avortex age
of 60 seconds,which correspondsroughly to mini-
mumradarseparationof 2.5nauticalmiles,theprob-
ability to encountera potentially hazardousrolling
momenthasdecreasedto 0.009%.At this time, the
wake inducedrolling momentshave almostdecayed
to thebackgroundlevel of atmosphericturbulence.
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2.3 Generalization of Decay Mecha-
nisms[6]

To provide outmostuniversalunderstandingof wake
vortex decaymechanisms,four differentcases,sim-
ulated with different numerical codesby different
groups,wereanalysedin manuscript[6]. The cases
comprise(i) the near-field interactionof a trailing
vortex with anexhaustjet, (ii) theevolutionof single
vorticesand counter-rotatingvortex pairs in homo-
geneousisotropicturbulence,(iii) thedecayof wake
vortices in a turbulent stably stratifiedatmosphere,
and (iv) wake vortex evolution in a weakly turbu-
lent shearedenvironment.Thedissimilarapproaches
andspecificsof thedescribedcasesononehand,and
the, nonetheless,similar topologiesof the resulting
vortex evolutionson the otherhand,indicatethe in-
dependency of resultsfrom particularscenariosand
methodologicalaspects.Thisobservationencourages
theauthorsto considertheextractedaspectsof wake
vortex decayasgenericanduniversallyvalid.

Case(i) demonstratesthat disintegratedandinco-
herentexhaustjet vorticity regainscoherenceby tilt-
ing andstretchingwhich is exertedby the potential
vortex flow of the primary vortex. In general,this
meansthattheprimaryvortex mayaligne(tilting) and
reinforce(stretching)any proximaterandomvorticity
suchthatspiral-shapedsecondaryvorticity structures
(SVS) are produced.The tilt-rates and stretch-rates
found in the direct numericalsimulationcan be re-
producedanalytically.

Case(ii) addressesthesimilaritiesanddifferences
betweendecaymechanismsof single vortices and
counter-rotating vortex pairs. In both cases,single
vorticesand vortex pairs, SVS are createdby tilt-
ing andstretchingmechanisms.A primaryvortex that
stretchesSVS performeswork on the SVS. Simple
modelassumptionsindicatethatadoublingof length
of a SVS correspondsdirectly to a doubling of ro-
tationalenergy of the flow in the vortex coreof the
SVS. Hence,during the stretchingprocessthe SVS
gain rotationalenergy, whereasthe primary vortex,

in turn, losesrotationalenergy. It is shown that this
transferof rotationalenergy togetherwith diffusion
processesleadsto aninitial gradualcirculationdecay.

However, the generation of vertical vorticity
streaksmidway betweenthevortex pair andthecon-
sequentialmutualexchangeof primaryvorticity be-
tweencounter-rotatingvortex pairs (asdescribedin
section 2.1.2) does not apply for single vortices.
Therefore,rapid circulation decayis only observed
for counter-rotating vortex pairs, whereasthe de-
cay of singlevorticesis strongly reducedwhen the
energy transferfrom primary to secondaryvortices
ceasesbecausethe secondaryvorticesareno longer
stretchedsubstantiallywhenthey tendto be aligned
azimuthally.

In highly turbulentenvironments,theprimaryvor-
ticesaretooweakandthetimescalesof vortex decay
aretooshorttoessentiallystretchatmosphericeddies.
As a consequence,thesinglevorticesandwake vor-
tices both are rapidly disrupteddirectly by ambient
turbulence.

Case(iii) follows up decaymechanismsdescribed
in [3] anddemonstratesthatstabletemperaturestrat-
ification amplifieseffectsof turbulenceby an inten-
sification of disturbancesinducedabove the vortex
pair. As a consequence,the resultingvertical vortic-
ity streaks,which initiaterapidvortex decay, arepro-
ducedearlierandbecomestronger.

Case(iv) dealswith effectsof wind shearon trail-
ing vortex evolution. Shearflows exhibit vigorous
andvariforminfluencesonwakevortex transportand
decay. Wake vorticesthat interactwith a shearlayer
may experiencevortex tilting, separationandsubse-
quentrebound,whereuponthevortex with opposite-
signedvorticity comparedto thevorticity of theshear
layer shows the strongertendency to rebound(Hof-
bauer and Holzäpfel 2003). It is again the vortex
with opposite-signedvorticity that decaysdistinctly
fasterwhenthevortex pair immergesinto a turbulent
shear-layer. Also thespectacularreboundobservedat
London-Heathrow Airport canbe at leastin part at-
tributedto shear-layereffects(Holzäpfeletal. 2002).
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3.7
�
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Figure 8: Perspective view of wake vorticesin tur-
bulent shearedenvironmentat two instantsof time.
Iso-surfacesof lateralandvertical vorticity compo-
nentsplottedin colors;wake vorticesrepresentedby
grey tubularcontours.

Figure 8 demonstratesthat the constantback-
groundshearimposedin case(iv) breaksthesymme-
try of vortex evolution.For thevortex with opposite-
signedvorticity (right vortex in figure 8), the SVS
structurescovera distinctly smallerdistanceto com-
pletely encompassthe vortex and,consequently, the
SVS experiencemuch stronger accelerationand,
hence,muchstrongerstretchingin thevicinity of that
vortex. This leadsto unbalanceddecayratesandpro-
longatedlifetimesof oneof thevorticesin thesheared
environment.

Theinvestigatedcasessuggesta rankingof theef-
ficiency of thedifferentenvironmentalparametersre-
gardingvortex decayrates.Basically, thelife spanof
the vorticesis correlatedto the intensityof ambient
turbulence.Imposingadditionallya stabletempera-
turestratificationwith N �� 1 mayreducewake vor-
tex lifetime by roughlytwo timeunits( t0 � 15 � 30s)

whereasanincreaseof ambientturbulencefluctuation
velocitiesby a factorof four mayshortenwake vor-
tex life by four time units. In contrast,it is found,
in agreementwith dimensionalanalysis,that the life
spanof wakevorticesin agivenenvironmentmaybe
halvedby areductionof vortex spacingby a factorof�

2.

3 Adjustment of Subgrid-Scale
Parametrization [7]

Largeeddysimulation(LES)explicitly simulatesthe
Navier-Stokes equationsand, thus, fully considers
the effectsof curvatureandrotation in the resolved
scales.Smallerscalefluctuationsaresmoothedand
modeled by subgrid-scale(SGS) closures. If the
scalesof eddiesthatdominateturbulenttransportare
resolved,thesubgridmodelprimarily hasto provide
anappropriateenergy sink thatpreventsa tailbackof
smallscaleenergy. If, however, thelarger-scaleturbu-
lenceis suppressedby stabilizingbodyforces– asthe
buoyancy force in a stablystratifiedenvironmentor
centrifugalforcesin a rotatingflow – or is dampedin
thevicinity of awall, theSGSmodelmaylocallycon-
trol turbulent transport.As a consequence,the flow
regionsthatarestronglyaffectedby bodyforcesmay
ratherrepresenta solutionof theSGSmodelthanof
the Navier-Stokesequations.An examplewherean
appropriateresolutionof all relevant lengthscalesis
notfeasibleand,therefore,thesolutionis locally con-
trolled by the SGSmodel is given in section2.2 by
the LES of wake vortex evolution in the convective
atmosphericboundarylayer.

To come up against thesedissatisfiableresolu-
tion requirements,an adjustmentof subgrid-scale
parametrizationsto strong streamlinecurvature ef-
fects is proposed.The devised correction termed
NaCooidentifiesthe local degreeof centrifugalsta-
bility via a rotationalRichardsonnumberwhich is
determinedfrom local streamlinecurvatureat every
grid point.TheRichardsonnumber, in turn, is used
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Figure9: Vorticity distributionof asinglevortex with initially superimposedrandomperturbationsat (a)t � 0s
with whitestreamlinesandat t � 20sapplying(b) thestandardSmagorinsky closureand(c) NaCoo.

to modify theSGSviscositysuchthatSGSmomen-
tum transportis increasedin instableanddecreased
in stablesituations.

Figure 9 demonstratesmain benefitsof NaCoo:
(i) conservationof peakvorticity in thevortex cores
and (ii) allowance for appropriateturbulence lev-
els in the vicinity of the vortices.Further benefits
are(iii) reductionof vortex coreradiusgrowth rates,
(vi) an approachto propertiesof tangentialveloc-
ity profiles found in experiments,and (v) non sup-
pressionof vortex coremeandering.Thesefeatures,
which arein line with experimentalstudiesof turbu-
lentvortices,denoteasignificantsteptowardsamore
physicalmodelingof inadequatelyresolved vortices
by LES.

Applicationsof NaCooto single vorticesand to
aircraftwakevorticesin aquiescentandturbulenten-
vironmentillustrate the performanceof the stream-
line curvaturecorrection.In particular, it is shown
that streamlinecurvatureconstitutesa robust crite-
rion for coherentrotationevenin fully turbulentand
apparentlyincoherentflow topologies(cf. figure9a).
A relationis derivedthatallows theselective adjust-
mentof vortex growth ratescausedby SGSviscosity
dependingon the numericalresolutionof the vortex
andits circulation.Therelation,which indicatesthat
vortex coresgrow accordingto t1� 4 after a transient
constancy, is corroboratedby differentapplications.

For wake vortices,the turbulencestructurewithin
the vortices becomesmore realistic and resembles
flow topologiesfoundin high-Reynoldsnumberlab-
oratoryexperiments.Vortex coregrowth ratescanbe
substantiallyreducedto growth ratesfound in vor-
tex coresof aircraft with retractedflaps. Neverthe-
less,globalparameterslikewakevortex transportand
decayare little affected by the correctionbecause
the well-resolved secondaryvorticity structuresdis-
cussedin section2.3 dominantlycontrolvortex evo-
lution.

4 Lidar Cir culation Evaluation
Capabilities [5]

Both thecomplexity of wake vortex physicsandthe
limited experimentalaccessimpedecomprehensive
analysesof wakevortex physics.In particular, in lab-
oratory experimentsthe far-field evolution of wake
vorticesis not accessibleandin both laboratoryex-
perimentsandnumericalsimulationsthe achievable
Reynoldsnumbersarefar from reality. Theonly and
indispensableaccessto realwake vortex behavior is
providedby lidar measurementtechniquesthat trace
full-scalewakevorticesin thefreeatmosphere.Lidar
(LIght DetectionAnd Ranging)operatesby transmit-
ting a laserbeamandcoherentlydetectingtheradia-
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Figure 10: View from below on simulatednear-field wake evolution up to 5 spansbehindwing tips of an
aircraft in high-lift configuration.Vortex topology illustratedby iso-surfacesof vorticity (blue iso-surfaces
indicatecounter-rotatingvorticity).

tion back-scatteredby aerosols.The spectrumof
Dopplershifts in thefrequency of theback-scattered
radiationis analysedto give the line-of sight (LOS)
velocitycomponentof theaerosols,andhencetheair
motion,alongthebeam.

From the LOS velocitiesvortex positionandcir-
culationcanbe deduced.Circulationconstitutesthe
mostimportantparameterfor wakevortex characteri-
zationsinceit describesvortex strengthin aform that
is correlatedwith effectsof potentialwake encoun-
ters.

Unlike in the casefor single vortices,wherethe
circulationconvergesto adefinitevalueat largeradii,
theproximity of aneighboringvortex affectscircula-
tion valueswhereforethe circulationof vortex pairs
strongly dependson the methodof its evaluation.
Threedifferentmethodsfor circulationevaluationare
investigatedin manuscript[5]. Thesurfaceintegralof
vorticity servesasbaselinecasethatis comparedto a
methodthatevaluatesthe lidar line-of-sightvelocity
midway betweenthevorticesandto anothermethod
that calculatesradii-averagesof circulationsderived
from tangentialvelocities.It is shown thatfor anideal
vortex pair thesystematicdeviationof thecirculation
is a function of vortex spacing,vortex core radius,
vortex tilt angle,andlidar viewing angle.For reason-
ableparametersettingsthesystematicdeviationsare
below some10%.

Nevertheless,initial circulationoverestimationsof
typically 30 � 70% are frequently observed by li-
dar. Thatoverestimationis associatedwith anosten-
sible stronginitial “decay” suchthat at a vortex age
of roughly onetime scalenormalizedcirculationat-
tains a value of one. For the developmentof para-
metricwakevortex modelstherealcirculationevolu-
tion is crucial.To resolve the reasonfor the overes-
timations,virtual lidar measurementsareperformed
basedon high-resolutionnumericalsimulationdata
thatcover thegenerationandmergerof multiplevor-
tex pairsbehindanaircraftmodelin high-lift landing
configuration(seefigure10). Theobservedmultiple
vortex topology clearly illustratesthat the assump-
tion thatthesensedmaximumline-of-sightvelocities
canbeattributedto thetangentialvelocitiesof a pair
of axisymmetricvorticesis heavily violatedaslong
as the roll-up processto a single vortex pair is not
completed.More precisely, theLOS velocitiesstem-
mingfrom thesecondaryvortices,whichdetachfrom
theedgesof theflaps,areinterpretedashigh tangen-
tial velocitieson largeradii appendantto theprimary
vortex, hence,highcirculation.Thevirtual lidar mea-
surementsreproduceexactly the rangeof initial cir-
culationoverestimationsknown from measurements.
Theanalysisof thephenomenonsuggeststhat initial
circulation overestimationsshouldbe simply disre-
gardedfor theinterpretationof trailing vortex evolu-
tion and,in particular, thedevelopmentof wake vor-
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tex modelsandsystems.

Thesimulationdataof vortex evolution in thecon-
vective boundarylayer (seesection2.2) areapplied
to assesstheeffectsof a realisticinhomogeneoustur-
bulentenvironmenton lidar measurements.The vir-
tual lidar measurementsarecomparedto dataof three
10 µm continuous-wave lidars that wereoperatedto
trace the wake vorticesgeneratedby DLR’s VFW
614aircraftATTAS duringthewake vortex forecast-
ing and measurementcampaignWakeOP. WakeOP
hasbeenaccomplishedat the airfield of Fairchild–
Dornier in Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany, from 29
Marchto 4 May 2001.

In both simulationand experiment,the different
circulation evaluationmethodsappliedto the same
vortex pairs yield deviations of almost � 20% and
the standarddeviationsof a seriesof measurements
are of the order of 10 to 20%. Theseresultsindi-
catethatthedegreeof scatterof circulationdata,ob-
servedafter thecompletionof roll-up, appearsto be
mostly dueto the variability causedby the complex
responseof wake vorticesto turbulentenvironments.
We concludethat errorsoriginatingfrom lidar mea-
surementaccuracy appearto benegligible compared
to thegenuinecirculationscatter. For the latevortex
evolution findingsaredifferent.The LES dataindi-
catethatconsiderablyerodedvorticeswhich already
have lost the classicalsignatureand, therefore,can
scarcelybeidentifiedaswake vortices,nevertheless,
maystill possessmorethan50%of their initial circu-
lation. This resultemphasizesthedifficultiesassoci-
atedwith theinvestigationof final vortex decay.

In summary, theradii-averagingcirculationevalu-
ationmethodappearsmostappropriatefor wake vor-
tex characterization.For mediumsizeandheavy air-
craft anaveraginginterval of 5 m to 15 m is recom-
mended.Γ5 � 15 restrictsevaluationsto thesub-range
of wakevortex inducedvelocitiesthatcanbereliably
sensedby lidar andthatwouldalsobeexperiencedby
anencounteringaircraft.Furtheradvantagesarelow

sensitivity toobservationangles,smoothingof scatter
by averagingover several radii, andautomaticcom-
pensationof ambientwind andvortex motion.

5 Real-Time Wake Vortex Pre-
diction

The primary objective of a parametricwake vor-
tex model is to reliably predictvortex positionsand
strengthsin real-time in order to re-adjustaircraft
separationsdynamically. Other applicationsof ap-
proximatewake vortex modelsincludeencounterin-
vestigationswithin flight simulators,safetyanalyses
thatestimatethehazardprobabilityof new aircraftor
of new approachandlandingprocedures,studiesthat
simulatevariousaspectsof reducedspacingsystems
as,for example,thepredictabilityof wakevortex evo-
lution basedon virtual environmentalmeasurement
data,and,finally, cost-benefitanalyses.

5.1 Probabilistic Two-PhaseWake Vor-
tex Decayand Transport Model [4]

Despitethesignificantnumberof availablewakevor-
tex models(listed in [4]) noneof thesemodelscon-
sidersall effectsof thefirst orderimpactparameters
that areaircraft configuration,wind, turbulence,sta-
ble stratification,wind shear, and proximity of the
ground.In particular, they areall deterministic.Not
specifiedaredeviationsfrompredictedvaluesthatare
inherentlycausedby thecomplex responseof vortex
behavior on turbulence¶.

Thecurrentversionof theProbabilisticTwo-Phase
wake vortex decayandtransportmodel termedP2P
considersall of theabovelistedparameters(for wind-
shearandaxial-windeffectsseesection5.3).P2Pis
designedto includeasmuchknowledgeaspossible
gainedfrom both experimentalandnumericalwake

¶Recently, theVFS(Ref.13 in [4]) hasadaptedparameterizationsfor stratificationandprobabilisticbehavior andherewith completely
considersall mentionedeffects.Not yetpublished.
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vortex researchwith a focuson operationalneeds� .
For thispurposethemodelconceptcomprisesthefol-
lowing elements.

First, in contrastto most other models,P2Pem-
ploys a well-definedand experimentallyaccessible
definition for vortex strength.Benefitsof the em-
ployedradii-averagedcirculationΓ5 � 15 arediscussed
in section4.

Second,the complex wake vortex behavior found
in LES (seesection2) indicatesthat the develop-
mentof athoroughreal-timemodelbasedonanLES-
independentapproachis hardly feasible.Therefore,
the basic conceptfor model developmentwas the
confermentof the detailedand complex wake vor-
tex behavior found in LES upona simplebut well-
foundedequationfor vortex evolution. Since there
is no rigorous solution for the evolution of turbu-
lentvortex pairs,thehydrodynamicalbasisof P2Pre-
liesontheequationthatdescribesthespatio-temporal
circulation evolution of the decayingpotentialvor-
tex. In P2Pthis relation,which constitutesan ana-
lytical solutionof the Navier-Stokesequationsfor a
non-stationary, plane,rotatingflow, is extendedand
adaptedto LESresultsof differentgroupsto describe
vortex decayanddescent.

For thepredictionof vortex strength,theconceptof
two-phasecirculationdecay(seefigure 11 andsec-
tions 2.1.2 and 2.3) is pursued.Decay parameters
are determinedas functionsof turbulenceand tem-
peraturestratification.An analysisof 525 wake vor-
tex measurementsof theMemphisdatabaseindicates
normalizededdydissipationrate,ε

�
, asmostsuitable

parameterfor the characterizationof turbulenceef-
fects.This result reflectsthat the lengthscalerange
of wake vortices,which is mostsusceptibleto ambi-
ent disturbances,usuallyresidesin the turbulent in-
ertial subrangeof theatmosphericboundarylayer

���
.

In contrast,turbulentkineticenergy is sensitiveto the
choiceof theaveragingtime frame;thatis thelonger
theaveraginginterval themoreenergy is contributed
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Figure11: Temporalevolution of normalizedcircu-
lation from LES [3] (symbols)andrespective fits of
P2Pfor different turbulencescenariosand different
degreesof stratification.

from largerscalesthatareirrelevantfor vortex decay.

Linearrelationsbetweendescentspeedandcircu-
lation hold only if thecirculationvalueattributedto
thewake vorticeslikewiserepresentsthevelocity in-
ducedat theneighbouringvortex. For radii-averaged
circulationsasΓ5 � 15 this is not valid. Therefore,the
parameterizeddescentrateobeysanon-lineardepen-
denceon circulationwhich confersP2Pthe follow-
ing capabilities.It allows for (i) a reductionof circu-
lation without the reductionof the descentratedur-
ing theearlyvortex evolution,andfor (ii) stagnating
vorticeswith non-zerocirculationin stronglystably
stratifiedenvironments.In other modelscirculation
anddescentarecoupleddirectlysuchthatbothquan-
tities becomezeroat identical times.(iii) It enables
reboundingvorticesin very stronglystratifiedenvi-
ronmentswhich is of high relevancefor the safety
of following aircraft.All thesefeaturesarein accor-
dancewith LESandobservationdata.

Third, P2Ppredictsprobabilisticwake vortex be-
havior. Precisedeterministicwake vortex predictions
arenot feasibleoperationallydueto several reasons.

 
A substantialpartof thebasisfor modeldevelopmentis describedin theprecedingsections.�!�
Thespectraldistribution of kineticenergy in theinertial subrangeis characterizedby thesingleparameterε.
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Primarily, it is thenatureof turbulencethat deforms
and transportsthe vorticesin a stochasticway and
leadsto considerablespatio-temporalvariationsof
vortex position and strength.Moreover, aircraft pa-
rametersandespeciallythe stateof the atmospheric
boundarylayerwith its intrinsic variability canonly
bemeasuredor predictedwith limited accuracy. The
scatterresulting from all thesefactorsonly allows
to predict wake vortex behavior within uncertainty
boundsandarespectiveprobability. For thispurpose,
P2P varies decayparametersin subsequentmodel
runs and it addsvariousstatic and dynamicuncer-
taintyallowances(cf. figures13,14)thatconsiderthe
increasedscatterof vorticesin turbulentandsheared
environments.

5.2 Application and Assessment[8]

P2Pis supposedto conservatively predictwake vor-
tex evolutionin ordertoeventuallyguidethereadjust-
mentof aircraft separationsunderfavorableweather
conditions.To guaranteethe high degree of relia-
bility, which is indispensablefor the operationof
safety-relevant aviation systems,the modelmustbe
validatedfor all weatherconditionsover which it
mustfinally operate.To date,P2Phasbeenapplied
to data accomplishedat five different field mea-
surementcampaigns.Thesecomprisethe two US-
campaignsperformedat InternationalAirportsMem-
phis, TN (December1994,August 1995) and Dal-
las Fort Worth, TX (September/October1997), the
WakeOPcampaignatthespecialairfield in Oberpfaf-
fenhofen,Germany (April/May 2001),andtheWake-
TOUL (May/June 2002) and AWIATOR (August
2003) campaignsboth at TarbesAirport, France††.
A severecomplication,however, arisesfrom thefact
thatthequalityof measurementsusedfor assessment
strongly affects the performanceof the model. For
validationof themodelitself, dedicatedhigh-quality
measurementsarenecessary. For theoperationalreal-
izationof a completewake vortex predictionsystem,

the accuracy andthe spatialandtemporalresolution
of measuredand/orpredictedenvironmentalparame-
tersalongtheglideslopedeterminethecapacitygain.

For validationpurposeseitherindividual casesare
analysedin detail or statisticsare derived from a
largerdataset.To evaluatethebasicperformanceof
a model, deterministicpredictionscan be averaged
to analysethe meanbehavior of the vortices[4] or
thedeviationsof measurementandpredictionarees-
timatedwithin a scoringprocedure[8]. Probabilis-
tic model performance,on the other hand, cannot
be evaluatedbasedon scoringapproachesbecause
increaseduncertaintyallowanceswould always im-
proveratings.Therefore,theprobabilitythatthevor-
ticesactuallyevolve within predictedconfidencein-
tervals is discussedwith regardto potentialrunway
capacitygains [8]. Alternatively, the actual proba-
bility densitydistributionsof wake vortex measure-
mentswithin theupperandlower boundsof thepre-
dicteduncertaintyallowances,arebestsuitedto es-
timate wake predictionskills comprehensively (see
section5.3). Only the latter approachallows to ad-
just theprobabilisticmodelto confidencelevelspre-
scribedby generallyacceptedrisk metrics for op-
erationaluse.Resultsof all of the above listed ap-
proachesaredescribedin thecurrentandthenext sec-
tion.

Data from the Memphis campaignwere exten-
sively usedfor thefirst assessmentsof P2Pdescribed
in Refs.[4] and[8]. Deterministicpredictionsof 144
casesof vortex evolution in the stably stratifiedat-
mosphereand 138 casesin a turbulent atmosphere
areaveragedandcomparedto measurements,respec-
tively. Neglecting the initial circulationoverestima-
tion by the lidar data(cf. section4), predictedand
measuredvortex decayagreesalientlywell. In con-
trast, the first approximatevortex modeldevisedby
Greenein 1986 (Ref. 9 in [4]) underestimatescon-
sistentlyandnon-conservatively thecirculationmea-
surements.Notably, the two-phasedecayof P2Pis

††WakeOPandWakeTOUL campaignswerepartof DLR’s “Projekt Wirbelschleppe”andwereco-fundedby theEC projectC-Wake.
AWIATORis a multilateraltechnologyplatformfundedby theEuropeanCommission.
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maskedcompletelyin themeanevolution,justasit is
hiddenin thescatterof theMemphislidar data.

Further, 211Memphiscasesareusedin a scoring
procedureto comparethe predictive capabilitiesof
the deterministicversionof P2P(termedD2P) and
Sarpkaya’s model(Ref. 9 in [8]). Sarpkaya’s model,
which is part of the currentNASA Aircraft Vortex
SpacingSystem,AVOSS,wasbestratedin a previ-
ouscomparisonwith two further models.Although,
D2P was not designedto predictdeterministicvor-
tex behavior, thecomparisonis quitegood.However,
the calculatedrms deviationsof all the investigated
modelsdiffer only slightly. This indicatesthat ma-
jor contributionsto thermsdeviationsarecausedby
inconsistenciesof thedatabasisandby inherentde-
viationsof wake evolution from deterministicmodel
predictions.

The 211 Memphis casesindicate that the prob-
abilistic predictionsof P2P are conservative. Only
flawed crosswindinformation or pronouncedwind
shearmaycausedeficientpredictions.Detailedinves-
tigationsof individual casesfrom severalcampaigns
reveal, in agreementwith resultsof numericalsim-
ulationsdescribedin section2.3, that constantwind
shearmayprolongvortex lifetime whereasshearlay-
ersmaymodify verticalandlateraltransport.

Basedon the finding that in the majority of cases
P2Pis capableof predictingupperboundsfor circula-
tion, the respective aircraft spacingreductionpoten-
tial is assessedusing over four-hundredcasesfrom
Memphisand Dallas Fort Worth deployments.The
resultingcomparisonof the predictedaircraft sepa-
rationsto thecurrentlyeffective ICAO separationsis
depictedin figure12. It clearlyindicatesthat,at least
for the two considereddatasets,conservative decay
predictionsdonotallow for noticeablereducedspac-
ings.In themajorityof thecases,durationspredicted
by P2PexceedICAO standardssignificantly. These
findingsclearly indicatethat it is mainly thedescent
and/oradvectionby crosswindthattransportsthevor-
ticesaway from the glide pathwhich is responsible
for thehigh level of safetyprovidedby thecurrently
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Figure 12: Cumulative distributions of aircraft sep-
arationsbasedon conservative decaypredictionsof
P2Passuminga thresholdof Γ � 100 m2 � s for ac-
ceptablevortex strengths.

effectiveaircraftseparationstandards.Consequently,
in many casesonly wake vortex transportbearsthe
potentialtoallow for reducedspacingoperationswith
appreciablecapacitybenefits.

However, predictionsof vortex transportareham-
peredby thesubstantialspatiotemporalvariability of
environmentalconditions.During theWakeOPcam-
paign,crosswindjumps of almost5 m/s along less
than200m lengthof flight trackwereobservedwhich
point up the importanceof probabilisticpredictions.
Clearly, vortex predictionquality dependson avail-
ablecrosswinddatasources.PredictionsbasedonLi-
darcrosswindmeasurementsyield theleastdispersed
results.Possibly, the averagingtime of 80 s is most
appropriatebecauseit correspondsroughlyto thelife
spanof thevortices.Largerdeviationsreflectthesub-
optimalaveragingtimesof 10min and10semployed
by Sodarandaircraftcrosswinddata,respectively.

Forty-onecasesof theWakeOPcampaignareused
to evaluatethe potentialof P2Pto predict the time
whenthe vorticeshave left a safetycorridor around
theflight track.Dependingoncrosswinddatasources
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aircraft separationscould have beensafely reduced
in 46% - 66% of the overflights. Almost surpris-
ingly, also crosswindprovided by dedicatedshort-
term weatherforecastswould have allowed the safe
reductionof separationsto below 50 s in 39%of the
cases.

5.3 Further Development

With the field experimentsWakeTOUL andAWIA-
TOR at Tarbesairfield thesuperiorsuitability of the
2 � µm pulsedDopplerlidar for wake vortex charac-
terizationhasbeendemonstrated(Köppet al. 2004).
Two decisive factors, the long-rangecapability of
morethan1 km anda four-stagedataprocessing,en-
able observationsover periodsfrom vortex genera-
tion to a progressedstateof vortex decay. Figure13
demonstratesthatthetwo-phasedecayanticipatedby
simulationsandtheory(sections2.1.2and2.3) now
for the first time could be unambiguouslycorrob-
oratedby measurements.More than 40 overflights
clearly supply evidence of the previously contro-
verslydiscussedtwo-phasevortex evolution (Spalart
1998,Gerzetal. 2002)predictedby P2P.

In the following, the furtherdevelopmentsof P2P

regardingcirculationdecay, effectsof axialwind and
glide slope angle,axial- and crosswindshear, and
modelvalidationarebriefly introduced.

ThelongobservationtimesachievedduringWake-
TOUL andAWIATORcampaignssuggestto increase
the onset time of rapid decay, T

�
2 , by a factor of

1.2. This delayeddecayapproximatelyalso covers
prolongatedlifetimescausedby constantbackground
sheardescribedin sections2.3and5.2.

Comparedto a calm situation, headwind (tail-
wind) advectsyounger(older) vortex segmentsinto
the fixed lidar observation plane which is usually
spannedperpendicularto the flight directionand in
which P2Ppredictsvortex evolution. The resulting
differencein age,∆t, dependson axial wind veloc-
ity, u, andaircraftgroundvelocity, V, accordingto

∆t � u
�
V

1 � u
�
V

t � (4)

Equation(4) implies that the younger(older) vortex
hascovereda smaller(larger) transportdistanceat a
givenobservationtime.

Anothereffectarisesfrom axialwind for descend-
ing andclimbingaircraft.For instance,for descend-
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ing aircraft the vortex advected by headwind (tail-
wind) is generated at lower (higher) altitude com-
pared to the generation height within the control
plane. The respective height difference, ∆z, depends
on age difference, flight speed, and glide slope angle,
ε, according to

∆z � ∆t V tan ε � (5)

For example, for an aircraft facing a headwind of
� 7 m

�
s at an approach speed of V � 70m

�
s on a

glide slope of 3 deg, the age difference amounts to
more than -9% with a corresponding altitude offset
of -33 m at a nominal vortex age of 100 s.

Simulation and experiment both indicate vigorous
influences of wind shear on wake vortex fate. Un-
fortunately, wake-vortex/shear-layer interaction is ex-
tremly sensitive to a number of shear layer param-
eters (Hofbauer and Holzäpfel 2003). Correspond-
ingly, Ref. [8] illustrates that sufficiently precise ob-
servations and, in particular, predictions of shear-
layer characteristics are hardly feasible. Even with
the dedicated wind measurement devices applied in
[8] it was not always possible to measure shear layers
with sufficient accuracy to fully explain the observed

vortex behavior. Therefore, deterministic predictions
that aim to directly emulate the interaction of wake
vortices and the vorticity in the shear layer do not
seem to have potential for operational applications.
At most, probabilistic approaches may cover shear-
layer effects.

A series of measurements from the WakeToul and
AWIATOR campaigns suggest that the interaction of
wake vortices with shear layers can be categorized by
a normalized shear rate according to

sh � � ∂v
∂z

b0

w0
� (6)

Tilting and stalling or even rebounding vortices (see
figure 14) are only observed when wake vortices pen-
etrate shear layers with � sh � ��� 1.

For the parameterization within P2P, the wind ve-
locity difference across a one vortex spacing height
difference, ∆v � ∂v

�
∂z � b0, normalized by the vor-

tex descent speed, w0, can be used as a superimposed
shear-induced propagation velocity, v �sh. If wake vor-
tices encounter a shear layer with � sh � �	� 1, the nor-
malized shear velocity widens the envelopes for vor-
tex transport (see figure 14) in analogy to the appro-
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Figure 15: Measurements (symbols) and deterministic predictions (lines) of wake vortex trajectories of four
overflights at different altitudes close to the ground.

ach proposed for turbulent spreading in [4]. Turbu-
lence velocity, q � , and shear velocity, v �sh, are super-
imposed quadratically to consider the connatural ef-
fects of shear and turbulence. An example of this ap-
plied to the upper bound of lateral position is

y �u � y ���
���

q � 2 ��� C v �sh � 2 dt �	� (7)

where C is a constant. Shear layer uncertainty al-
lowances are applied to both lateral bounds and the
upper vertical bound. Increased shear-layer-induced
descent speeds are covered by unmodified uncer-
tainty allowances.

Some AWIATOR cases provide evidence that also
axial wind shear, ∂u

�
∂z, may cause similar effects as

pure crosswind shear. This may be explained by the
fact that wake vortices in the atmospheric boundary
layer usually are deformed immediately, whereby the
vortices become susceptible to both components of
vertical shear. As consequence, v �sh employs the mag-
nitude of both vertical wind shear components. Fur-
ther, it is assumed that shear-induced propagation ve-
locities may at maximum achieve the magnitude of
the current vortex descent speed, and a temporal re-

laxation of v �sh is adopted which considers that shear-
layer effects persist beyond the passage of the shear
layer.

When trailing vortices approach the ground, a vis-
cous response is provoked in the near-surface flow.
The vorticity created along the ground first causes the
wake vortices to diverge much like a pair of image
vortices would have been introduced below the sur-
face. Later, the surface vorticity may erupt abruptly
leading to the formation of secondary vortex struc-
tures that provoke a lurching rebound of the newly
created vortex pairs. In P2P this sequence is mod-
eled by the subsequent introduction of image vor-
tices, a first set, and a second set of secondary vor-
tices with images following the approach of Robins et
al. (Ref. 29 in [4]). Although effects of the ground are
yet neither assessed nor optimized, the performance
of the two-phase model appears excellent (see Figure
15) based on a few Memphis and Dallas Fort Worth
cases selected for a benchmark comparison of wake
vortex models‡‡.

Comprehensive evaluation of wake prediction

‡‡The benchmark exercise was performed on the occasion of the NASA Workshop on The Prediction of Wake Vortices In-Ground Effect
in an Operational Context, New Orleans, LA, April 27 - 29, 2004.
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skills is achieved by the compilationof probability
densitydistributions (PDD) which set wake vortex
measurementsinto relation to the upperand lower
boundsof the predicteduncertaintyallowances(see
figure 16). For this purpose,the valueof every sin-
gle vortex measurement(exemplarilyshown for lat-
eralposition)is normalizedaccordingto

ŷ � � ymeas� yl
� � � yu � yl

� � (8)

Equation(8) assignsa valueof oneto a vortex mea-
surementsituatedon the predictedupperbound(in-
dex u) and the value zero to measurementson the
lowerbound(index l ).

Measurementsof thewholevortex evolution- from
generationto decay- are includedin the statistics.
The shown PDD employs dataof 49 overflightsout
of 2 campaigns,6 days,and872vortex observations,
respectively. Only overflightsareusedwherevortex
and meteorologicaldataweremeasuredcompletely
and with high quality. Therefore,the PDDs should
mainly representthe intrinsic variability of vortex
evolution and to a lesserextent the uncertaintiesof
theinputparametersof P2P.

The data sample includes many long-lived and
complex caseswith e.g. pronouncedsheareffects.
Note that thePDD for vortex descentis skeweddue
to a few caseswith retardeddescentcausedby shear
layers.Also the PDD for circulationis not centered
aroundΓ̂ � 0 � 5 becauseit is only optimizedregard-
ing the relevant upperboundaryΓ̂ � 1. The lower
boundfor circulation is irrelevant. All other flanks
of the PDDs declinesteeplywhen approachingthe
probabilisticbounds0 and1 which indicatesthatthe
applieduncertaintyallowancesarecloseto an opti-
mum.Theprobabilistic2Pmodelcouldpredictwake
vortex behavior conservatively in 99.7%,99.7%,and
97.9%of theobservationsfor lateralposition,vertical
position,andcirculation,respectively.

Figure 16 indicatesfurther that normal distribu-
tions (dottedlines) fit reasonablywell to the PDDs.
Thenormaldistributionsareusefulfor predictionof
stochasticdeviationsfrom deterministicvortex beha-
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Fitsof normaldistributionsdenotedby dottedlines.

vior in a Monte-Carlo-simulationapproachas it is
employed in the WakeScenePackage(Holzäpfel et
al. 2004).

Although the underlyingdatasampleis not very
largeit, nonetheless,comprisesa varietyof complex
wake vortex cases.Presumably, theshapeof thedis-
tributions will not be basicallymodified by an en-
largeddatasample.It is evidentthatalreadynow the
performanceof P2Pdocumentsa high level of skill
and the uncertaintyallowancesappearappropriate.
Nevertheless,future high-quality measurementdata
areneededto augmentthevalidity of thisassessment.

6 Outlook

To date,the predictive skills of the P2Pmodelhave
been successfullyassessedfor operationsout of
groundeffect basedon data of five different mea-
surementcampaigns.Thougha few selectedbench-
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markcasesindicateexcellentperformancealsoclose
to the ground,the modelhasneitherbeenexplicitly
optimizednor validatedyet for vortex predictionin
groundproximity. Given the manifold of wake vor-
tex behavior and the high safety requirementsre-
gardingintendedoperationalwake vortex prediction
systems,further comprehensive analysesbasedon
high-quality measurementsremain mandatory. Fu-
ture measurementcampaignsare expectedto con-
tributequalifieddata.

In casethatthemodelperformancein groundprox-
imity will turn out not to be reliably enough,LES
may help to provide further insightsin the govern-
ing physicalmechanisms.High-resolutiongrids and
appropriatesubgrid-scalemodelingof the boundary
layerflows,whicharecharacterizedby complex pres-
surefieldsandabrupteruptionsof surfacefluid, will
beindispensableto yield credibleresults.Competing
effects of atmosphericturbulence,wind shear, and
ground-inducedsecondaryvorticeson wake vortex
decaymustbeevaluatedandparameterizedfor real-
timewake vortex prediction.

The integration of the P2P model into the
Wake Vortex Prediction and Monitoring System
(WVPMS), which is developed within the DLR
project Wirbelschleppe,must be advanced.Direct
interfacespertainto quality controlledmeteorologi-
cal measurementdatawhich aremergedfrom vari-
oussensorsandto numericalshort-termweatherfor-
castdataprovided by the model systemNOWVIV
(NowcastingWake-Vortex ImpactVariables,see[8]).
Moreover, the combinationwith the SHAPemodel
(SimplifiedHazardAreaPrediction,[8]), which pre-
dicts the dimensionsof potentially hazardousareas
aroundwake vortex coresfor a given following air-
craft, mustberefined.Theresultingmodelchainfor
the prediction of environmentalconditions,vortex
behavior, andrespective hazardareasmustbe com-
bined with lidar observation systemsthat monitor
smoothoperations.Thechallengewill beto mapthe
temporalandspatialresolution,availability, andac-
curacy of environmentalandaircraftdataon theun-

certaintyallowancespertainingto probabilisticpre-
dictions of minimum separationssuch that the re-
quirementson capacityand safetygainsenvisaged
by the WVPMS aremet.Finally, the WVPMS must
be integratedinto existing ATC environmentstaking
into accountappropriatetime horizonsfor planning,
adequatehuman-machineinterfaces,andacceptable
controlerwork load.During three-monthtrial opera-
tions,plannedfor spring2006atFrankfurtairport,the
WVPMSwill have to demonstrateits qualificationto
safelyreduceaircraftseparations.

Furtheractivities will bedevotedto enhancements
of theWakeScenePackagewhich is supposedto as-
sesstheprobabilityto encounterA380wake vortices
in different air traffic scenariosand the respective
encounterseverity. The packagecomponents,which
model air traffic mix, aircraft trajectories,meteoro-
logical conditions,wakevortex evolution,andpoten-
tial hazardarea,mustbebroughtto anadequateand
consistentdegreeof realism.For wakevortex predic-
tion,sub-modelsfor vortex coregrowth,aswell asfor
theorientationanddeformationof vortex axeshaveto
bedevelopedto enabledetailedencounterinvestiga-
tions.

Anotherfutureapplicationwill bewakevortex pre-
diction in cruise. With regard to the step by step
world-wide accomplishedReducedVertical Separa-
tion Minima (RVSM), which reducevertical sep-
arationsbetweenaircraft from 2000 ft to 1000 ft
aboveflight level 290,therisk to encounterwakevor-
ticesin cruiseincreases.New datalink technologies
like ADS-B (Automatic DependentSurveillance-
Broadcast)supplyinformationonnearbyaircraftand
environmentalconditions.This datacan be utilized
to avoid wake vortex incidentsby providing the pi-
lot with informationregardingan impendingpoten-
tial wake vortex encounter. For airbornewake vortex
warningsystemsthelimited availability andaccuracy
of environmentaldatawill requirethedetermination
of new andrelatively largeuncertaintyallowances.
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The decay of three wake vortex pairs of a B-747 aircraft in an evolving and convectively driven atmospheric
boundary layer is investigated by means of large-eddy simulations (LES). Convective boundary layers are consid-
ered hazardous because the updraft velocities of a thermal may compensate the induced descent speed of the vortex
pair such that the vortices stall in the � ight path. The LES results illustrate that 1) the primary rectilinear vortices
are rapidly deformed on the scale of alternating updraft and downdraft regions; 2) parts of the vortices stay on
� ight level but are quickly eroded by the turbulence of the updraft; 3) the longest living sections of the vortices are
found in regions of relatively calm downward � ow, which augments their descent. Strip theory calculations are used
to illustrate the temporal and spatial development of lift and rolling moments experienced by a following medium
weight class B-737 aircraft. Characteristics of the respective distributions are analyzed. Initially, the maximum
rolling moments slightly exceed the available roll control of the B-737. After 60 s the probability of rolling moments
exceeding 50% of the roll control has decreased to 0.009% in a safety corridor around the glide path.

Nomenclature
b = aircraft span
b0 = initial vortex spacing
c = section chord
cl = section lift coef� cient
dP = probability difference
g = gravitational acceleration
k = wave number
L = lift
L x , L y , L z = domain size in different directions
L0 = neutral lift
M = rolling moment
Mc = available roll control
m = aircraft mass
P = probability
r = radial coordinate
rc = initial core radius
S = one-dimensional power density spectrum
T¤ = free convection temperature scale
t = time
u = axial velocity
u 1 = � ight speed
v = lateral velocity
vt = tangential velocity
w = vertical velocity
w0 = initial vortex descent speed
w ¤ = free convection velocity scale
x = axial coordinate in � ight direction
y = spanwise coordinate
z = vertical coordinate
zi = inversion height
a = angle of attack
a 0 = mean angle of attack
C 0 = root circulation
k = wavelength
k 2 = measure for coherent vorticity
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q = density
0 = � uctuating quantity

Introduction

A S a response to lift, aircraft create counter-rotating vortices
at the wing tips and at the edges of the � aps, the so-called

wake vortices. The wake vortices may exert a serious danger on
following aircraft. Therefore, separation standards were established
that already limit the capacity of many airports.

Naturally, wake vortices descend below the glide path by mutual
induction. However, measurements1,2 and simulations3,4 indicate
that under certain atmospheric conditions wake vortices stop their
descent or even rise again. This hazardous situation is of great con-
cern for reduced spacing operations. As a result, the probability
of encountering stalled vortices during approach increases consid-
erably. Therefore, the question of vortex aging achieves primary
signi� cance.

The question of what type of meteorological phenomena are can-
didates to cause this hazardous situation was also raised in the con-
text of the further development of the wake vortex warning system
of the Frankfurt airport.5 The system was established to run the
closely spaced parallel runways separately at appropriate meteoro-
logical conditions. It predicts the propagation and lifespan of wake
vortices in a safety box of 80 m height above ground, based on
statistical analyses. This particular height of 80 m was chosen be-
cause measurements at Frankfurt airport showed that wake vortices
in ground effect do not rebound to this level. Pilot associations re-
cently argued that above the safety box the updrafts in a convectively
driven atmospheric boundary layer (CBL) may cause wake vortices
to stall or even to rise up to the glide slope. In a CBL, the buoyancy-
driven thermals form highly energetic updrafts due to the radiative
heating of the ground. The updrafts are surrounded by less turbulent
downdraft regions.

In this study, large-eddy simulations (LES) of the evolving CBL
have been performed that indicate that wake vortices actually may
rise in the CBL when the velocity of the updraft exceeds the induced
descent speed of the wake vortices. However, at the same time they
are strongly deformed by the large-scale velocity � eld of the CBL
and decay quickly due to the large turbulence intensity prevailing
in the updrafts of the CBL.‡

To quantify these qualitative results, lift and rolling moments
are assessed by means of strip theory. It is assumed that a B-737

‡The animated simulation can be found at http://www.pa.op.dlr.de/
wirbelschleppe/conv.html [cited 10 October 2000].
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aircraft crosses the CBL along various paths and thereby encounters
the wake of B-747 aircraft. Lift and rolling moment distributions are
� rst analyzed as averages along the � ight path. Averaging takes into
account that the large-scale deformation of the wake vortices reduces
the impact time of the encountering aircraft. Then, probabilities of
local rolling moments are evaluated in terms of probability density
distributions and time series of rolling moments based on various
selected threshold levels.

To the authors’ knowledge, only one previous example of a nu-
merical simulation of wake vortices in a CBL-similar environment
exists.6 There, the prime interest was to study the effect of atmo-
spheric turbulence on vortex decay. Here, an attempt is made to
understand how the peculiarities of the CBL structure (alternating
thermals and downdrafts) alter the wake-vortex behavior. Further-
more, the resulting complex � ow� eld data are used for encounter
assessments. Rossow and Tinling7 give a still up-to-date survey of
techniques to compute forces and moments exerted by wake vortices
on encountering aircrafts. A more recent overview on numerical
and experimental research to characterize wake vortex encounters
is given in Ref. 8.

Methods
LES Code and Its Initialization

LES is used to simulate the CBL and the evolution of three super-
imposed vortex pairs. The numerical method is described in detail
by Schmidt and Schumann.9 The numerical scheme integrates the
full primitive equations of motion in their nonhydrostatic form, to-
gether with the thermodynamic equation, in three dimensions and
as a function of time.9,10 The subgrid-scale � uxes are determined
by means of a � rst-order closure as described by Dörnbrack.11

To achieve an appropriate resolution of both the characteris-
tic scales of the CBL and the wake vortices, a domain size of
L x = L y = L z = 512 m with a grid volume of D x £ D y £ D z =
8 £ 2 £ 2 m3 is chosen. Periodic boundary conditions are employed
in the horizontal directions. At the top and bottom of the domain,
free-slip and no-slip conditions are prescribed, respectively.

The dry and quiescent atmospheric boundary layer is intitialized
with a uniform temperature and superimposed random perturba-
tions. The CBL is driven by a constant vertical heat � ux at the lower
surface until the growing thermals reach the top of the domain.
Although the convective cells are still growing at this stage, the tur-
bulent variances agree well with empirical scaling relations of the
stationary CBL.12 The ongoing evolution of the CBL is neglectable
because the convective timescale is about six times larger than the
lifespan of the wake vortices. The mean value of the turbulent kinetic
energy (TKE) amounts to 0.9 m2/s2 .

After three convective timescales, three wake vortex pairs are
superimposed on the turbulent � ow� eld at three selected locations
of the domain (Fig. 1). The right part of vortex pair 1 is placed on the
shoulder of an updraft (y = 199 m and z = 404 m) to study the effect
of lateral gradients of the vertical wind. The left part is situated in
a quite homogeneous low-turbulence downdraft area to investigate
maximum lifespans. The second vortex pair is superimposed on a
region that covers a strong updraft, a moderate downdraft, and a
rather calm area (y = 386 m and z = 222 m) to examine the effects
of axially varying conditions. The third vortex pair, placed on a low
altitude (y = 132 m and z = 64 m) allows investigation of ground
effects. The three vortex pairs are suf� ciently separated from each
other such that mutual in� uences can be neglected.

The wake vortices are initialized as the superposition of two
Lamb–Oseen vortices

vt (r) =
C 0

2p r

³
1 ¡ exp

¡ 1.26 r 2

r 2
c

´
(1)

representing a B-747 aircraft with a root circulation of C 0 = 565 m2/s
and a vortex spacing of b0 = 47 m. An unrealistically large vortex
core radius of rc = 8 m has to be chosen to resolve the forced vortex
region with four grid points. It is known that the wavelength and
growth rates of wave instabilities are a function of rc / b0 (Refs. 13
and 14) and that the decay rate of wake vortices with larger core radii
may be increased.15 Therefore, another CBL run was performed

Fig. 1 Isosurfaces of the positive vertical velocity value, w = 2 m/s,
of the evolving CBL with 10-s-old wake vortices; numbers denote the
vortex pairs.

with vortex pair 2, which had an initial core radius of 4 m, resolved
by two gridpoints. That run yielded almost identical decay rates
compared to the case with rc = 8 m. Another simulation of wake
vortices in the CBL with relatively tight vortex cores (rc / b0 = 0.125)
was published16 that corroborates our current results. Vortex core
radii also in� uence the results of encounter analyses for span ratios
of follower to generator b f / bg < 0.5 (see Ref. 7). Reducing the core
radius in our study to rc = 4 m would increase the initial rolling
moment experienced by the following B-737 by a factor of 1.4. In
piloted simulator investigations17 of wake vortex encounters, it was
found that core radius effects are negligible.

Encounter Analysis

The hazard reduction for aircraft that encounter the deformed
and decaying vortex pairs is assessed by strip theory. In strip theory,
the load on each wing section is calculated from the local section
angle of attack and integrated to estimate the forces and moments
exerted on an aircraft for a given velocity � eld.18 This straightfor-
ward method is chosen because it provides an economic approach
to perform the calculations at every one of the more than 4 £ 106

grid points. A recent comparison of various simple wake vortex in-
teraction models elucidates the good predictive capabilities of strip
theory.19 A well-known limitation of strip theory is an unreliable
load distribution in the vicinity of the vortex cores.18 For our pur-
pose, the accuracy of strip theory achieved for the overall loading
is suf� cient to give an insight into the prominent phenomena and
to give a realistic estimation of the time span in which the wake
vortices alleviate to harmless strengths. Suf� cient accuracy is par-
ticularly expected for the most interesting � nal decay of the vortices
because then no more intact vortex core structures are observed.20

The rolling moment constitutes the most hazardous effect on air-
craft that encounter wake vortices coaxially or at small angles.7

Therefore, this study focuses on the evaluation of rolling moments
M , which are normalized by 50% of the available roll control,
Mc = 2.8 £ 106 Nm. The threshold j M /0.5Mc j = 1 represents an ac-
ceptable value for wake vortex encounters7 although piloted studies
state that the maximum bank angle provides the most appropriate
measure for a wake vortex hazard.17 However, evaluations of the
bank angle would have to include aircraft as well as pilot reactions,
which is beyond the scope of this study. The current approach re-
sembles, rather, the common arrangement used to study encounter
effects in wind-tunnel experiments. There, the following aircraft is
mounted � xedly on a traversing mechanism and is equipped with
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a force balance or pressure taps on the wings to evaluate loads. To
give a more comprehensive view of the forces experienced by the
aircraft, the effects of down- and upwashes are also presented in
terms of loss and gain of lift (L ¡ L0) / L0 normalized by neutral lift
(weight), L0 = m ¢ g.

As encountering aircraft, the common medium-weight-class
B-737 aircraft is chosen; this enables comparisons with � ight-
test experiments of the NASA Langley Research Center B-737
(Ref. 8). Typical � ight conditions prevailing during the early ap-
proach are prescribed for the whole domain: The B-737 with a span
of b = 28.4 m and a weight of 450,000 N � ies in clean con� gu-
ration at a speed of u 1 = 150 m/s in an atmosphere with density
q = 1 kg/m3 .

In the evaluation, the B-737 penetrates the domain in x direction
at every (y, z) grid point. Lift L and rolling moment M are integrated
according to

L =
q

2
u2

1

Z b/ 2

¡ b/ 2

c(y)cl[y, a (y)] dy (2)

M =
q

2
u2

1

Z b/2

¡ b/ 2

c(y)cl[y, a (y)] y dy (3)

The section lift coef� cients cl are taken from pressure tapping mea-
surements of the DLR-F6 wing–body–engine con� guration, which
were carried out in the S2MA wind tunnel of ONERA.21 Eight
spanwise cl[ a (y)] sections are interpolated to the 2-m-spaced grid
points. The local spanwise section angle of attack is

a (y) = w(y) / u 1 + a 0 (4)

where a 0 = 0.2 deg.

Discussion of Results
Convective Boundary Layer

For the purpose of this study, which is to describe the main fea-
tures of the interaction of the CBL with aircraft wake vortices, the
� ow� eld of the simulated CBL should be as realistic and represen-
tative as possible. Therefore, our simulated CBL is compared with
data obtained in � eld and laboratory experiments as well as from
other LES.

Figure 1 depicts an isosurface of the positive vertical velocity,
w = 2 m/s, of the evolving CBL and the three 10-s-old wake vor-
tex pairs in a perspective view. Three convective cells or updraft
regions can be identi� ed that are partially merged with the tubular
isosurfaces of the upwashes of the trailing vortices. In between the
updrafts, a moderate downward � ow prevails.

Figure 2 shows normalized velocity and temperature � uctuation
patterns along an instrumented aircraft � ight path segment and re-
spective simulation data. The data have been collected in evolving
CBLs during the European Field Experiment in a Deserti� cation-
Threatened Area (EFEDA)22 at a height of about 50% of the inver-
sion height zi . The scaling parameters w ¤ and T¤ are taken from free
convection scaling.12 Another data segment would obviously show
different curves. Nevertheless, some typical features of a CBL can
be well illustrated with this juxtaposition: The updraft velocities ex-
ceed the downdraft velocities and distinct small-scale � uctuations
are superimposed to the up- and downdraft regions. In the up- and
downdraft segments, w 0 and T 0 are correlated such that the heat � ux
w 0 T 0 > 0. Because of the turbulence, smaller-scale segments exist
where w 0 and T 0 are anticorrelated (w 0 T 0 < 0). The area fraction
with a positive heat � ux is larger than that of negative heat � uxes.12

For the interaction of the CBL and the wake vortices, the TKE
of the CBL and its spectral distribution is of particular impor-
tance. Figure 3 depicts a one-dimensional TKE spectrum from
the LES at zi /2 after three convective timescales and before the
wake vortices have been inserted. The range covered by TKE spec-
tra from � eld measurements is included with crosshatches12,23; the
spectrum range found in wind tunnel, water tank, and other LES
studies24 is denoted with dots. [The TKE spectra from the literature
are calculated according to k ¢ STKE(k) / w2

¤ = 0.5(k ¢ Suu (k) /w 2
¤ + k ¢

Fig. 2 Normalized velocity and temperature � uctuation patterns
along an arbitrary � ight path at zi/2; measurement (top) and LES (bot-
tom).

Fig. 3 One-dimensional TKE spectra from the LES at zi/2; range cov-
ered by spectra found in � eld experiments12;23 indicated with cross
hatches; spectra from wind tunnel, water tank, and other LES studies24

denoted by dots.

Svv (k) / w2
¤ + k ¢ Sww (k) / w2

¤ . Values for the normalized dissipation
rate that are needed to transfer the spectra of � eld measurements23

into the current form are taken from Ref. 12, page 164.]
Current computer capabilities do not allow us to simulate suf� -

ciently high effective Reynolds numbers to achieve the wide spectra
as observed in � eld measurements. However, at its most energetic
part, the simulated spectrum lies in the range of the � eld–measured
data. Only the largest and smallest scales carry less energy than
observed. This re� ects that the current CBL is still evolving (en-
ergy maximum at smaller scales) and that the LES suffers from too
strong effective (turbulent) viscosity at the smallest scales. How-
ever, in the wavelength range of 10–100 m of the CBL, which is
certainly most sensitive for the interaction with the wake vortices
and their turbulent decay,20 the LES comprises quite well the energy
levels of real atmospheric CBLs. The underestimation of energy at
smallest scales (below 10 m) extenuates the direct impact of CBL
turbulence on the vortex cores; the underestimation of energy at
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the scales above 100 m reduces the excitation of Crow-unstable
modes.13 Hence, both effects provide conservative bounds for all
results discussed thereafter.

Wake Vortex Behavior

To illustrate the wake vortices graphically, the second eigenvalue
k 2 of the symmetric tensor S2 + X 2 is calculated, which is a mea-
sure of the coherent vortex structures.25 S and X are the symmetric
and antisymmetric components of the velocity gradient tensor r u.
Figure 4 shows surfaces of k 2 = ¡ 0.5/ s2 at t = 10 and 40 s. The
(arbitrary) temperature isosurface elucidates the � ne-scale structure
of the surface plumes. Already, at the early stage of t = 10 s, the
wake vortices are deformed according to their position relative to
the up- and downdrafts. At 40 s, the vortices are partially destroyed
due to turbulent erosion, especially in the updraft regions. Notica-
ble height differences can be observed for the vortices of pair 1,
which was placed on the shoulder of the thermals. The resulting sit-
uation of almost solitary vortices may be more dangerous because
a solitary vortex decays relative slowly26 because the mutually in-

a)

b)

Fig. 4 Side view of ¸2 = ¡ 0.5/s2 (for de� nition see text) of the three
vortex pairs and an arbitrary temperature isosurface at a) t = 10 s and
b) t = 40 s.

Fig. 5 Evolution of vortex positions seen in � ight direction; rectangles
surrounding the initial height of vortex pairs denote safety corridors.

duced destruction mechanisms (shortwave and longwave instability,
stretching of external turbulent eddies) are less effective.4,15 The vor-
tex pair in ground effect is moving laterally (compare Fig. 5) and
thereby displaces the small-scale surface layer plumes. At t =
70 s, all coherent vortices are essentially destroyed.§

Figure 5 depicts the evolution of the vortex positions as seen in
� ight direction for the time span in which they can be uniquely de-
termined by searching local k 2 minima. The initial vortex heights
are denoted by horizontal lines. Because of the different vertical ve-
locities in updrafts and downdrafts, the vortices out of ground effect
are mainly stretched in the vertical direction. Maximum height dif-
ferences of 150 m are estimated. The descent speed varies between
¡ 0.4 and 1.8 times the initial descent speed w0 = ¡ 1.9 m/s. Some
vortex segments of the pairs 1 and 2 actually remain on or even rise
up to 20 m above the � ight level. In regions with moderate spanwise
gradients of w , vortex tilting leads to an increased lateral scatter
of vortex positions (pair 2). The vortex pair 3 in ground effect is
considerably stretched along typical trajectories of separation and
rebound. Some parts even return to their initial position after 50 s.

Encounter Analysis

In this section, lift deviations and rolling moments that are ex-
erted by the vortices and the CBL on a B-737 aircraft are discussed.
These are averaged along each � ight path to condense the three-
dimensional data to two-dimensional plots. The averaging is per-
formed primarily because it takes into account that the large-scale
deformation of the vortices reduces the impact time of forces and
moments. On the other hand, averaging includes the drawback that
contributions of opposite sign may compensate for each other, which
will result in an underestimation of the disturbances. Therefore,
probabilities of local rolling moments will also be analyzed subse-
quently.

Figures 6a and 6b display the averaged and normalized lift devi-
ations (L ¡ L0) / L0 at t = 0 and 40 s, respectively. These lift devia-
tions can be interpreted as vertical accelerations of the following B-
737 aircraft normalized by the gravitational acceleration. At t = 0,
the concentric areas with negative accelerations are signi� cantly
larger and of about twice the intensity (almost ¡ 1 g) of the adjacent
areas with positive accelerations. Later, at t = 40 s, the areas with lift
deviations out of ground effect are mainly stretched in the vertical
direction in a similar way to the vortex positions (see Fig. 5). The
maximum negative acceleration at t = 40 s of L / L0 ¡ 1 = ¡ 0.52 is
caused by the vortex pair 1 close to z = 300 m. This is due to several
effects: A large part of these vortices is situated in a homogeneous
downdraft of the CBL, where lower turbulence intensities leave the

§A comprehensive view on the wake evolution can be gained from the
animated simulation results, which may be found at http://www.pa.op.dlr.de/
wirbelschleppe/conv.html [cited 20 October 2000].
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a)

b)

Fig. 6 Mean lift deviations, L ¡ L0, normalized by neutral lift, L0 =
m ¢ g, experienced by B-737 aircraft crossing the domain in x direction
at every (y; z) position at a) t = 0 s and b) t = 40 s.

vortices quite intact. Furthermore, the descent speed in this area of
the CBL augments the downwash experienced by the B-737. Finally,
the vortices have approached each other, which also intensi� es the
downwash. At t = 60 s only vortex pair 1 still causes accelerations
of up to ¡ 0.36, and at t = 80 s, a maximum value of ¡ 0.26 is found.
However, these accelerations occur at vertical positions of 180 and
250 m below the glide path, respectively.

The rolling moments at t = 0 (Fig. 7a) reach almost the full roll
control capability of the B-737, that is, j M / 0.5Mc j = 2, in the vortex
centers. The rolling moment signature of one vortex pair consists of
two strong primary and four relatively weak counter-rotating sec-
ondary areas. Along a horizontal line through the vortex centers, the
rolling moments change their sign � ve times. These multiple sign
changes are also found in wind-tunnel experiments.27 The magni-
tude and sign of the resulting rolling moment that acts on the en-
countering aircraft depend on its wing span and its position relative
to the vortex pair: The outer secondary areas emerge when only one
wing is placed into the updraft of a vortex. The central alternating
moments act on the wings when the aircraft has a span smaller than
the vortex spacing and is � ying in line with the preceding aircraft. It
is then solely exposed to the downwash region of the predecessor’s
wake.

a)

b)

Fig. 7 Mean rolling moment distribution normalized by 50% of avail-
able roll control Mc at a) t = 0 s and b) t = 40 s; j M/0:5Mc j = 1 is used
as a threshold level for acceptable encounters.

Because of the large-scale deformation of the vortices, the sec-
ondary maxima of the moments have already disappeared at t = 20 s.
As for the lift distribution, the areas of increased rolling moments are
stretched vertically, and the lower part of pair 1 maintains the high-
est moments, which are reduced to a maximum of 0.53 at t = 40 s
(Fig. 7b). At t = 60 s, only the part of pair 1 that is situated in the
downdraft area of the CBL can still be identi� ed in a small zone with
j M /0.5Mc j < 0.34. This elucidates that wake vortices in the rather
calm downdraft areas are intact for longer time spans. However, far
below the glide path, they are a little hazardous.

The probability density distributions (PDD) of nonaveraged
rolling moments (M / 0.5Mc ) are delineated in Fig. 8a for the CBL
with and without wake vortices. In this presentation, the shapes
of the PDDs are almost identical. The narrow-banded curves sug-
gest two interpretations: First, the probability of experiencing high
rolling moments is small because of the small volumes occupied by
wake vortices. Second, the thermals in the CBL itself exert enhanced
rolling moments. We found local maxima of about M = § 0.3Mc

in our simulation, that de� ne the background level to which the
wake-induced rolling moments will decay asymptotically. Indeed,
the forces and moments exerted by individual thermals can be
enormous. For example, vertical gust velocities of up to 11.4 m/s
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Fig. 8a Probability density distributions of normalized rolling mo-
ments without (labeled as novo) and with wake vortices.

Fig. 8b Difference of the probability density distributions of normal-
ized rolling moments with and without wake vortices; arrow indicates
the temporal sequence of the curves.

associated with a vertical acceleration of 1.42 g were reported by a
research aircraft � ying at low altitudes over the boreal forest.28

To elaborate the rolling moment effects of the wake vortices com-
pared to the CBL, the differences of the respective PDDs are shown
in Fig. 8b. The central negative probability differences with values
of from ¡ 104 to ¡ 74% (not shown in Fig. 8b) indicate that the
superposition of wake vortices reduces the probability of very small
rolling moments. The most probable moments caused by the wake
vortices in the simulated CBL amount to 0.15Mc /2. Maximum val-
ues of j M /0.5Mc j with probabilities of the order of 10 ¡ 5% decrease
from 2.25 at t = 0 s to 0.8 at t = 100 s. In the further simulation,
with core radii of 4 m instead of 8 m, j M /0.5Mc j · 2.97 and 0.98
at the respective times are obtained.

Figure 9a depicts the probability of � nding rolling moments ex-
ceeding threshold levels of j M / 0.5Mc j = 1 and 0.5 in the entire
computational domain for initial wake–vortex radii of 8 and 4 m.
The threshold level of 0.5 is appropriate to separate wake–vortex
induced and CBL induced rolling moments. P( j M / 0.5Mc j ) > 0.5
decreases slightly until t = 40 s from 1.6 to 1.2% (as long as the
vortex structures are intact) and reaches the probability of 0.06%
at t = 100 s. Hazardous normalized rolling moments above one are
likely to occur with an initial probability of 0.6%. Then the prob-
abilities decrease almost linearly for about 30 s. After 60 s, the
probability of hazardous rolling moments has decreased to almost
1% of the initial probability. Note that the probabilities decrease
more than two orders of magnitude from 40 to 70 s. This implies
that the treatment of encounter by more sophisticated methods is ex-
pected to give minor differences in results compared to the simple
strip theory. Moreover, even different choices of acceptable thresh-
old levels or encounter probabilities lead to minor time shifts only.
Figure 9a further elucidates that the simulation of vortex pair 2 with
an initial core radius of 4 m yields almost identical results. (To en-
able the comparison of simulations with one and three vortex pairs

Fig. 9a Frequency of occurrence of normalized rolling moments
greater than 1, respectively, 0.5; results of simulations with initial core
radii of rc = 8 and 4 m.

Fig. 9b Frequency of occurrence of normalized rolling moments
greater than 1, respectively, 0.5 in the three saftey corridors, rc = 8 m.

the probability of rolling moments in the single vortex-pair data had
to be multiplied by three.)

Flight-corridor speci� c probabilities of critical encounters are
achieved by evaluating the � ight track of the follower aircraft in
a safety window around the glide path. The size of the window is
determined by the accuracy with which aircraft can follow the nom-
inal glide path of the instrument landing system (ILS). At Frankfurt
airport a study yielded approximate lateral and vertical standard de-
viations of 30 and 20 m, respectively, at a distance of 10 mile from
the threshold for over 36,000 aircraft approaches, (private commu-
nication with M. Maiss, DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung, Offenbach,
Germany, May 2000). The accuracy increases with decreasing dis-
tance to the runway. Given a safety corridor that extends over two
standard deviations in all four directions from the nominal glide
path (a window width of 120 £ 80 m2, see Fig. 5), Fig. 9b shows
that the initial probability of encountering a critical rolling moment
( j M / 0.5Mc j = 1) amounts to 5.4%. At t = 60 s, which corresponds
to minimum radar separation of 2.5 n mile when assuming a � ight
velocity of 75 m/s, the probability has decreased to 0.009%.

At t = 60 s probabilities of rolling moments almost coincide in
the safety corridor and in the whole simulation domain. This reveals
and con� rms our earlier � nding that at about 1 min after the virtual
passage of the wake–vortex producing B-747, the simulated rolling
moments experienced by the wake encountering B-737 are mainly
due to the natural turbulence of the CBL to which the wake-induced
rolling moments have decayed in the meantime.

Conclusions
The accelerated decay of aircraft wake vortices in a convectively

driven and evolving atmospheric boundary layer was investigated
by means of LES. The main challenge was the appropriate repre-
sentation of the CBL on one side and the wake vortices on the other
because the respective characteristic length scales differ by a factor
of about 1000. A compromise between the two scale regimes was
found by choosing a relatively small domain size that allowed us
to study an evolving CBL where typical turbulence and velocity
distributions prevail at inversion heights below 500 m. On the other
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hand, the wake vortices were modeled with relatively large initial
core radii to account for their proper resolution. With an additional
simulation it could be shown that vortex cores with 50% smaller
radii do not change the rolling moments of an encountering aircraft
and the respective probabilities signi� cantly.

The LES elucidate that the wake vortices are rapidly deformed at
scales of the alternating updraft and downdraft regions. It is shown
that segments of the wake vortices can stall at � ight level but that
they are quickly eroded by the turbulent updrafts at the same time.
The longest living sections of the vortices are found in regions of
relatively calm downdraft � ow that augments their descent.

The current investigation treats exactly the situation where the
strength of the updrafts just compensates the self-induced descent
speed of the wake vortices. This allows extension of the conclusions
to CBL cases with stronger and weaker thermals: In the weaker CBL
case, the common situation prevails where wake vortices descend
below the glide path. In a stronger CBL, pieces of the wake may
even rise considerably above � ight level, but the turbulence level
is also increased in the updrafts, which further augments the decay
rate of those vortex pieces.

Encounter analyses by means of strip theory elucidate that the
deformation and decay of the vortex pairs counteract and domi-
nate the potentially hazardous effects of rising wake vortices. In the
LES results, the probability of encountering a potentially hazardous
rolling moment ( j M / 0.5Mc j = 1) in a saftey corridor has decreased
to 0.9% at t = 30 s and is reduced to 0.009% after 60 s. At this
time, the wake-induced rolling moments have almost decayed to
the background level that originates from turbulence in the CBL.

Main differences from the presented results are expected when
a following aircraft � ies in high-lift con� guration at half the speed
used in the current study. This would probably double the normal-
ized rolling moments. Furthermore, the large core radii imply an
underestimation of the rolling moments by a factor of 1.4 initially.
Although both effects are strong in early times after � y-by, they,
nevertheless, will modify the potentially hazardous timespan be-
hind the B-747 wake–generator aircraft only slightly because the
vortex decay is so rapid in a CBL.
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Abstract The decay of trailing vortex pairs in thermally stably stratified environments is investigated by means of
large eddy simulations. Results of in-situ measurements in the wakes of different aircraft are used to find
appropriate intitializations for the simulation of wake turbulence in the quiescent atmosphere. Furthermore,
cases with weak atmospheric turbulence are investigated. It is shown that the early development of the vortices
is not affected by turbulence and develops almost identically as in 2D simulations of wake vortices in stably
stratified environments. In a quiescent atmosphere the subsequent vortex decay is controlled by the interaction
of short-wave disturbances, owing to the aircraft induced turbulence, and baroclinic vorticity, owing to
stable stratification. As a consequence, vertical vorticity streaks between the vortices are induced which are
substantially intensified by vortex stretching and finally lead to rapid turbulent wake-vortex decay. When in
addition atmospheric turbulence is also present, the long-wave instability is dominantly promoted. For very
strong stratification (Fr < 1) it is observed that wake vortices may rebound but lose most of their strength
before reaching the flight level. Finally, the simulation results are compared to the predictive capabilities of
Greene’s approximate model. 2001 Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS

wake vortices / stable stratification / turbulence / short-wave instability / coherent structures / numerical
simulation

Zusammenfassung Turbulent zerfallende Nachlaufwirbel in stabil geschichteter Umgebung. Der turbulente Zerfall von
Flugzeug-Wirbelschleppen in thermisch stabil geschichteter Umgebung wird mittels der Grobstruktursimu-
lation untersucht. Die Parametrisierung der Turbulenz in den Nachlaufwirbeln wird von in situ Messun-
gen abgeleitet, die im Nachlauf verschiedener Flugzeuge durchgeführt wurden. Weiterhin werden Fälle mit
schwacher atmosphärischer Turbulenz untersucht. Zunächst bleiben die Wirbel von der Turbulenz unbeein-
flußt; sie verhalten sich nahezu wie in 2D Simulationen von Wirbelschleppen in stabil geschichteter Umge-
bung. Der anschließende Zerfallsprozess wird in nicht turbulenter Umgebung durch die Wechselwirkung
kurzwelliger Störungen und baroklin erzeugter Wirbelstärke geprägt. Zwischen den Nachlaufwirbeln wer-
den vertikale Wirbelröhren induziert, die zunächst durch Wirbelfadenstreckung maßgeblich verstärkt werden
und schließlich einen rapiden turbulenten Zerfall der Wirbelschleppe initiieren. In einer Umgebung mit atmo-
sphärischer Turbulenz dominiert die langwellige Instabilität. In sehr stabiler Schichtung (Fr < 1) können die
Wirbel zwar bis auf Flugniveau wiederaufsteigen, jedoch verklingt ihre Intensität gleichzeitig nahezu voll-
ständig. Abschließend wird das Vorhersagepotential von Greene’s parametrischem Wirbelschleppenmodell
mit den Ergebnissen der Simulationen verglichen. 2001 Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS

Wirbelschleppe / stabile Schichtung / Turbulenz / kurzwellige Instabilität / kohärente Strukturen / nu-
merische Simulation
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1. Introduction

The continuous increase of air traffic which increas-
ingly congests airports due to their relative stagnation of
capacities [32], on the one hand, and intentions to build
super-large civil aircraft, on the other hand, have rein-
duced extensive wake vortex research in the last years.
In spite of comprehensive previous research efforts, ba-
sic understanding of the influence of meteorological con-
ditions on wake vortex physics still is quite controver-
sial [29]. This may be due to the fact that wake vor-
tices need large domains and high resolution in both
simulation and experiment to be investigated properly.
In both approaches, the Reynolds numbers which can
be achieved are far from reality. On the other hand, in
field experiments the meteorological conditions cannot
be controlled or reproduced and are – as well as the wake
vortices – difficult to measure in the required temporal
and spatial resolution.

The impact of stable stratification on wake vortices
has been discussed controversly for some years. Whereas
some analyses show that wake vortices may accelerate
their descent due to baroclinic effects [3,26] or may os-
cillate in a similar way as a displaced buoyant parcel of
fluid [22] several investigations based on high-resolution
2D simulations [5,13,19,24,28] demonstrate that an early
deceleration phase is followed by a subsequent acceler-
ation. Similar results were achieved much earlier with a
simple point vortex method [11]. Agreement with exper-
iments [4,23,31] which indicate that the vortices decel-
erate and stop their descent after roughly 1/4 of the os-
cillation period was obtained in early 2D simulations by
fortune because the subsequent acceleration period was
supressed by an overestimated diffusion [10,20]. Consen-
sus seems to emerge from recent 3D simulations [4,6,21,
25,30] which corroborate our current results: during the
early descent the wake vortices simultaneously deceler-
ate and approach each other. A subsequent acceleration
is not seen or is widely damped.

The recent 3D studies focus upon different aspects
of the evolution of the trailing vortices: Schowalter et
al. [25] performed a spatial large eddy simulation (LES)
and concentrated on the initialization and development
of the wake vortices as a function of time and space. In
contrast to the 2D studies they did not find an acceler-
ation phase, which they attribute to a modified distribu-
tion of the baroclinically produced vorticity [26]. Garten
et al. [6] investigated the single-wavelength excited evo-
lution of the Crow instability in ambient stratification,
putting much effort on the vortex reconnection. In both
works no turbulent fluctuations are initialized, and a sym-
metry boundary condition midway between the vortices
is prescribed which inhibits vortex decay by turbulent
vorticity transport across the boundary and the forma-
tion of asymmetric disturbances as the short-wave instab-
ility. Switzer and Proctor [30] initialized almost isotropic

ambient turbulence on three different turbulence levels
and state that depending on the degree of stratification
and turbulence long and/or small-scale instabilities domi-
nate the decay. Robins and Delisi [21] and Delisi and
Robins [4] introduced turbulence by initializing their vor-
tex pair as a superposition of many counter-rotating vor-
tices with axes perturbed sinousoidally at different wave-
lengths and phases. They infer that the Crow instability
is promoted by stable stratification and decelerates the
descent compared to 2D simulations [21]. When pertur-
bations are initialized on sufficiently small length scales
they find that stratification causes a more rapid growth of
short-wave instabilities at the expense of long-wave in-
stabilities [4].

In our large eddy simulations we distinguish explicitly
different sources of turbulence. Turbulence may stem
from the aircraft or, additionally, from weak, anisotropic
and decaying atmospheric turbulence. We first compare
2D and 3D results in terms of the temporal development
of characteristic quantities such as descent height, vortex
spacing and circulation. It is shown that the early devel-
opment of the trailing vortices is not affected by the dif-
ferent turbulence scenarios. The following decay mecha-
nisms, however, depend strongly on both the prescribed
stratification and turbulence. The different mechanisms
are discussed. Finally, results of Greene’s approximate
model [9] are compared to the simulated cases.

2. Numerical approach and parameters

Our code LESTUF is based on a Boussinesq large-
eddy simulation code which uses the classical Smagorin-
sky closure and was originally developed to simulate tur-
bulence under influence of constant background shear
and stratification [16]. The code solves the discretized
equations on a staggered grid with finite differences
of second order accuracy in space and time. The dis-
cretization scheme is weakly diffusive and not dissipa-
tive. Meanwhile, LESTUF has proved its reliability in
several wake vortex studies [7,8,13] in turbulent and stra-
tified surroundings.

For most simulations we chose a domain size of
Lx × Ly × Lz = 408× 256× 540 m3 with a uniform
grid of �y = �z = 1 m in spanwise,y, and vertical
direction, z. In flight direction, −x, a resolution of
�x = 6.375 m was used. Periodic boundary conditions
are employed in all three directions. The influence of
neighbouring wakes results in the production of some
artificial vorticity along the boundaries which is due to
a small kink in the initial velocity distribution across
the boundaries. The resulting disturbances are negligible
since the boundaries are sufficiently far apart from the
primary vortices. An effective Reynolds number, based
on circulation and turbulent viscosity at core radius, of
7400 was achieved [8].
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Figure 1. Power density spectra established from in-situ measurements behind different cruising aircraft and in free atmosphere. Open
symbols denote near-field and closed symbols far-field data: (a) B737-300,�x = 43–57 m, jet; (b) B737-300,�x = 40–60 m, wake;
(c) A340, short distance, jet; (d) A340, short distance, wake; (e) A310-300,�x = 100–150 m; (f) A310-300,�x = 450–600 m;
(g) A310-300,�x = 800 m; (h) VFW614,�x = 100 m, center; (i) VFW614,�x = 80 m, below; (j) VFW614,�x = 1.6 km;
(k) B727,�x = 15 km; (l) free atmosphere, VFW614 case,z= 8.2 km; (m) convective boundary layer,z= 1km≡ 0.55zi .

Two different approaches concerning the initialized
turbulence were pursued. In case(b) the wake vortices
develop in quiescent atmosphere; turbulence then only
stems from the turbulent aircraft boundary layer, the mix-
ing of the separated flows at the trailing edges, and the
turbulent exhaust jets. Case(b) is a conservative approach
which explores maximum life spans. From in-situ five-
hole-probe velocity measurements performed with the
DLR research aircraft FALCON chasing B737, A340,
A310, B727, and VFW614 (ATTAS) aircraft in differ-
ent distances, power density spectra were established (see
figure 1) which reveal that the intensity of the aircraft in-
duced turbulence may vary with several orders in magni-
tude. Maximum rms values of about 5.4 m/s (seetable I)
were found in the axial velocity component when the
FALCON immerged into the exhaust jet region at small
distances. Minimum rms values of 0.036 m/s were mea-
sured (curve (i)) at the lower edge of the downwash, in
an airmass which was probably displaced by the down-
wash and did not directly experience aircraft-induced tur-
bulence. Two spectra obtained from measurements in the
undisturbed atmosphere are also included for compari-
son. The spectra of undisturbed air at high altitude show

Table I. Root mean square velocities determined by integration
over spectra infigure 1. Frequencies below 1 Hz are excluded in
integration to avoid adulterations caused by aircraft movements
in the wake (cases (a)–(k)).

u′ [m/s] v′ [m/s] w′ [m/s]

(a) 5.4 1.1 1.0

(b) 3.6 0.76 0.7

(c) 5.5 0.94 1.0

(d) 1.5 0.35 0.51

(e) 2.4 0.88 1.3

(f) 0.76 0.35 0.53

(g) 0.52 0.35 0.33

(h) 1.6 0.79 0.91

(i) 0.057 0.036 0.047

(j) 0.35 0.12 0.28

(k) 0.19 0.14 0.13

(l) 0.05 0.06 0.04

(m) 0.77 0.81 0.94
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significantly lower values than the data from the convec-
tive boundary layer [14]. It is noteworthy that the latter
spectra are situated well within the aircraft-induced spec-
tra. The distinct variations of the aircraft induced tur-
bulence were taken into account in the simulations by
adding initially a three-dimensional random pertubation
field to the swirling flow such that the perturbations reach
maximum rms values of 0.02 m/s, 0.2 m/s or 2 m/s at the
core radius,rc , and decay exponentially for smaller and
larger radii. The best guess of 2 m/s was used as standard
case(b).

In case(a), in addition to the aircraft-boundary layer
turbulence, weak to moderate, anisotropic, and decay-
ing atmospheric turbulence is superimposed on the whole
velocity field. The atmospheric turbulence which is de-
scribed in detail in [8] obeys prescribed spectra with rms
velocities of 0.38 m/s in horizontal and 0.21 m/s in ver-
tical direction. The length scales of the most energetic
eddies amount to 60–90 m and local maximum velocities
to approximately±1.4 m/s. The resulting dissipation rate
is ε = 3.2 · 10−5 m2/s3.

The wake vortices were initialized as superposition of
two Lamb–Oseen vortices where the tangential velocity
profile of one vortex is given by

vt (r)= Γ0

2πr

(
1− exp

−r2

r2
0

)
, r0 = rc

1.121
(1)

with a core radius ofrc = 4 m. A root-circulation of
Γ0 = 565 m2/s and a vortex spacing ofb0 = 47 m
were employed to represent the cruising B-747 aircraft
with an elliptical wing loading. In contrast to the sing-
le Lamb–Oseen vortex the superposition of two vortices
is not a particular solution of the Navier–Stokes equa-
tions. A transient self-adaption phase to a dipole family
which is a quasi-steady solution of the Euler equations
may introduce additional perturbances to the flow [27].
However, Sipp et al. [27] show that for our small ratio
rc0/b0 = 0.085 the distortions are weak.

The mean potential temperature gradient of the at-
mosphere, dΘ/dz, was constant in each calculation and
the corresponding Brunt–Väisälä frequency

N =
(
g

Θ0

dΘ

dz

)1/2

(2)

varied between 0 and 0.056/s (dΘ/dz= 0–10K/100 m).
Since our previous 2D investigations [13] showed that the
prominent phenomena are only intensified by increasing
the stratification fromN = 0.01/s toN = 0.04/s but do
not change in principle, we consider here two benchmark
cases withN = 0.014/s andN = 0.04/s. However, in 2D
the vortex behaviour is categorically modified for even
higher stratification such that the vortices rise to the flight
path. Therefore, the caseN = 0.056/s is also included in
the current study to see whether this hazardous scenario
is likely to occur in 3D.

Figure 2. Normalized descent distance versus time for differ-
ent turbulence scenarios ((b), (a)) and Brunt–Väisälä frequen-
cies,N∗ = 0,0.35,1,1.4. Grey dashed curves denote 2D simu-
lations [13]. Squares are Sarpkaya’s experimental data [23].

3. Results and discussion

Most results are presented in non-dimensionalized
form. The characteristic scales are based on the initial
vortex separation,b0, and circulation,Γ0, leading to the
time scale

t ′ = 2πb0
2

Γ0
= b0

w0
= 24.6 s, (3)

wherew0 is the initial descent speed of the vortex pair.
For the normalized time and Brunt–Väisälä frequency
it follows t∗ = t /t ′ and N∗ = Nt ′, respectively. This
means that the Brunt–Väisälä frequencies investigated
areN∗ = 0,0.35,1.0, and 1.4. The inverse ofN∗ cor-
responds to the vortex Froude number. The normalized
eddy dissipation rate in case(a) is ε∗ = (εb0)

1/3/w0 =
0.06.

3.1. Descent height and vortex spacing

Figure 2 depicts the temporal development of the nor-
malized descent height†, z/b0. Results of 2D simula-
tions without any turbulence [13] (grey dashed lines) are
also included. We observe that for early times(t∗ < 1)
neither stratification nor turbulence alter the descent of
the vortex pair. Later on, however, it is clearly seen that
the level of stratification controls the decelerated descent;
the introduction of turbulence and changes of the type

† The vortex centers were determined by searching the local minima
of the second eigenvalueλ2 of the symmetric tensorS2+Ω2 which is a
measure for coherent vortex structures [15].S andΩ are the symmetric
and antisymmetric parts of the velocity gradient tensor∇u.
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Figure 3. Normalized vortex spacing versus time for different
turbulence scenarios ((n), (b), (a)) and Brunt–Väisälä frequen-
cies,N∗ = 0,0.35,1,1.4. Casesn denote no turbulence.

of turbulence ((b) or (a)) only alter this behaviour mar-
ginally. The late acceleration of descent, which is seen
for moderate to strong stratification in 2D, cannot be
identified in the turbulent cases. The trajectories cease
earlier with turbulence when they cannot be determined
uniquely because of advanced vortex destruction (see be-
low). In general the lifespan is shorter, the higher the
stratification for a given turbulence (and, vice versa, the
higher the degree of initial turbulence for a given stra-
tification). In the neutral and quiescent atmosphere (case
b with N∗ = 0), the descent continues beyond times of
t∗ = 12 and reaches altitudes belowz/b0 = −10 (not
shown). In contrast to that,figure 2 demonstrates that
either weak stratification (case(b) with N∗ = 0.35) or
weak atmospheric turbulence (case(a) with N∗ = 0) is
sufficient to reduce the longevity of wake vortices con-
siderably. ForN∗ = 1.4, the 2D simulations show that the
vortices may rebound to the glide path. The same rebound
is observed if boundary-layer turbulence is superimposed
(case(b)). However, the vortices then lose identity af-
ter t∗ = 3; if also (even weak) atmospheric turbulence
is present, the process of erosion is faster (t∗ = 2) such
that no coherent piece of vortex is observed to rebound.
Note that the simulations also agree well with Sarpkaya’s
towing tank experiments [23] forN∗ = 1.

The major trends of the temporal evolution of the
vortex spacing,b/b0 (seefigure 3), are also independent
of the prescribed turbulence for a given stratification. The
spacing remains constant for neutral stratification. For
stratifications increased up toN∗ = 1 the vortices start to
approach each other aftert∗ ≈ 2. Minor deviations of the
vortex spacing at identical stratification levels indicate
spatial deformation of the vortex lines by turbulence. For
N∗ = 1.4, the vortex spacing increases with time.

We conclude that the agreement between turbulent
and laminar cases regarding vortex descent and vortex

Figure 4. Normalized vertical offset between centroid of BV
and vortex core position for two different stratifications.

spacing clearly indicates that the underlying physics of
the early development is intrinsically two-dimensional.
The observations that the vortices approach each other
for N∗ � 1 and, at the same time, decelerate (which
is seemingly a contradiction regarding the concept of
mutual velocity induction) can be fully explained when
analyzing the flows induced by primary and counter-
rotating baroclinic vorticity (BV) (cf. Figs. 7, 9, 10
in [13]). The BV is produced along the border of
the adiabatically heated vortex oval by the baroclinic
torque [26] according to

Dω

Dt
∼ 1

ρ2
∇ρ × ∇p. (4)

The BV, which grows and accumulates along the
separating streamline from bottom to top when the vortex
pair is descending through stably stratified air, induces
an upward and inward motion on the vortex oval. The
upward motion weakens the primary descent speed, the
approaching vortices decelerate. On the other hand, when
N∗ = 1.4, the BV-induced upward velocity dominates
the descent speed and the oval starts to rebound att∗ =
1.6 (seefigure 2). Now BV accumulates from top to
bottom along the separating streamline. It still induces
an upward but now outward flow on the oval and, hence,
the vortices rise quicker and separate. This behaviour
can be better understood when analyzing the vertical
offset between the vortex center and the centroid of
the BV. Comparingfigures 3 and 4 we see that the
vortices separate (approach) when the centroid of BV is
situated below (above) the vortex cores. (ForN∗ = 1.4
the effect of vortex separation is additionally intensified
by local BV production which is stronger at the lower
part of the oval due to the strong vertical temperature
gradient.) We explain the different time delays for the
onset of the deceleration (figure 2) and for the onset of
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Figure 5. Case(a), N∗ = 0.35. Normalized circulation versus
time computed over circles with different radii 3 m to 23 m;
normalized circulation averaged over radii from 5 m to 15 m.

the change of vortex spacing as follows: about 1t ′ is
necessary to produce BV sufficient for the retardation of
the oval; additional 0.5 to 1t ′ is required to establish the
vertical offset between BV centroid and vortex center by
advection.

3.2. Circulation

Figure 5 displays examplarily for case(a) with N∗ =
0.35, the decay of circulation computed over different
radii. For times up tot∗ = 2.5 an exponential type decay
is observed on small and intermediate radii which is
due to internal diffusion (core radius growth). Maximum
circulation is found atr = 15 m because at larger radii
the integration area also encloses some BV which reduces
Γ/Γ0. After t∗ = 2.5 – the beginning of the subsequent
rapid decay – the BV is in part detrained such that
maximum circulation values are found atr = 23 m≈
b0/2. In the following we use a circulationΓ5−15 which
is averaged over circles with radii from 5 m to 15 m.‡

Figure 6 shows that the initial decay is identical for
all cases. Then, the individual curves detach from the
bunch of curves at different times to initiate a phase
of rapid decay. The higher the turbulence level and the
stronger the stratification the earlier the final decay of
circulation starts. Different turbulence scenarios only
play a significant role for the onset of rapid decay when
stratification is neutral to weakly stable (N∗ = 0,0.35).
Generally we note that in all our scenarios, except for
the unlikely case of zero stratification and no ambient

‡ Such a definition is especially appropriate when numerical predic-
tions are to be compared to field measurements due to several reasons:
Only intermediate radii are reliably accessible by LIDAR; some averag-
ing of data is included which reduces its scatter; measurement errors due
to the neighbouring vortex are less sensitive to the viewing angle [1];
andΓ5−15 correlates well to effects of wake encounters [12].

Figure 6. Normalized circulation averaged over circles with
radii from 5 m to 15 m versus time.

turbulence, the circulation always drops to values below
20% of the initial strength within 6t ′ which is less than
2.5 minutes.

It is noteworthy that at the time when the vortices
have rebounded to 10 m below the glide path (case(b),
N∗ = 1.4), the circulation has reduced already to 5%
of its initial value. Hence, from this and from the
trajectory discussion above, we learn that the vortex
rebound expected at very strong stratification (strong
inversion layers), which is suspected to be very hazardous
from an operational point of view, is probably harmless
because of the advanced erosion of vortex coherence and
strength.

3.3. Variation of aircraft-induced turbulence

Two further simulations were performed for case(b)
with N∗ = 0.35 where the initialized maximum rms tur-
bulence values were reduced from 2 m/s to 0.2 m/s and
0.02 m/s. These variations over two orders of magni-
tude were carried out to take into account the uncertainty
concerning realistic aircraft boundary-layer turbulence
levels, to check the sensitivity to the prescribed turbu-
lence, and, particularly, to conservatively explore maxi-
mum lifespans of wake vortices in stably stratified en-
vironments.Figure 7 indicates that, when changing the
aircraft-induced turbulence by two orders of magnitude,
the descent height remains unaffected untilt∗ = 4.5 and
differs by one initial vortex spacing only att∗ = 6. From
figure 8 we learn that factor of 10 stronger aircraft turbu-
lence leads only to a time shift for onset of rapid decay of
less than�t∗ = 0.8. At t∗ = 6 the circulation of all vor-
tices is reduced to about 20% of the initial value. These
facts overall indicate a minor sensitivity of the underlying
decay mechanism on the strength of the boundary-layer
perturbations and show that the cases(b) can be read as
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Figure 7. Descent height (left ordinate) and speed (right
ordinate) versus time for different initial levels of aircraft
induced turbulence and one case with increased axial resolution,
N∗ = 0.35.

Figure 8. Γ5−15/Γ0 versus time for different prescribed levels
of aircraft turbulence and one case with increased axial resolu-
tion,N∗ = 0.35.

conservative estimates of the lifespan of wake vortices in
a stably stratified atmosphere.

Moreover, infigure 7 the descent speed,w/w0, once
again elucidates the sequence of the 2D/3D behaviour.
All wakes follow, at least to a certain extent, the de-
accelerated descent of the 2D simulation until the phase
of 3D vortex destruction (seefigure 8) commences. The
acceleration occurs when the induced descent speed,
which is increased due to the vortex approach, dominates
the deceleration caused by BV. To our knowledge only
one experimental work [31] reports weak acceleration.

3.4. Structural development

The development of the vortex structure during decay
is depicted infigure 9 for case(b) without stratification

Figure 9. Perspective view ofλ∗
2-surfaces for caseb, N∗ = 0;

λ∗
2(t

∗ = 2.8)= −3000, others:λ∗
2 = −1200.

in normalizedλ2-surfaces (see footnote in section 3.1) for
several instants of time. Att∗ = 2.8 pertubations can be
identified which resemble the early stages of the develop-
ment of the short-wave instability [33]. Indeed, the phase
relation (in-phase in horizontal view and out-of-phase in
side view) and the wave length ofλ ≈ 4rc correspond
roughly to the characteristics observed in the short-wave
or so-called cooperative elliptic instability [17,18]. Since
the axial resolution of the simulations was not sufficient
to properly resolve the short-wave instability, the ampli-
tude of the instability is somewhat modulated along the
vortex axes. With advancing time the short-wave ampli-
tudes are growing. Finally, att∗ = 7.7 the formation of
the Crow instability [2] becomes evident.

With weak stratification,N∗ = 0.35, the structural de-
velopment shown infigure 10 is distinctly modified. Al-
though att∗ = 2.8 the wake vortices still look almost
identical for weak and neutral stratification, the subse-
quent growth rates of the short-wave and the long-wave
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Figure 10. Perspective view ofλ∗
2-surfaces for caseb, N∗ =

0.35;λ∗
2(t

∗ = 2.8)= −3000, others:λ∗
2 = −1200.

amplitudes are substantially larger for the stratified case
(compare stages att∗ = 4.5). This is possibly due to the
reduction of the vortex spacing fort∗ > 2 (seefigure 3)
which sustains amplification of short-wave instabilities.
Furthermore, att∗ = 3.7 verticalλ∗

2-streaks between the
vortices (also seen in [4]) become visible which play –
as we will show below – a crucial role regarding the
accelerated decay. The vertical streaks, ultimately, pro-
duce turbulence which explains the less clear formation
of the short-wave structures. For simulations with re-
duced levels of aircraft turbulence we find that theλ∗

2-
surfaces are smoother such that the short-wave instability
is seen somewhat more clearly. The overall decay is de-
layed and the long-wave (Crow) instability is less obvious
(not shown).

Case(b), N∗ = 0.35 was repeated with an increased
axial resolution of�x = 2 m in an axially reduced do-
main ofLx = 96 m to ensure that our investigations are
meaningful in spite of the insufficient resolution of the

Figure 11. As figure 10 with increased axial resolution (�x =
2 m) in an axially shortened domain.

short-wave disturbances.Figures 7 and8 indicate that the
most important parameters, descent height and circula-
tion decay, are almost identically reproduced. The some-
what delayed decay fort∗ > 4 may be due to the exclu-
sion of the Crow instability in the short domain. The com-
parison of the structural development infigures 10 and11
underlines the similarity of the evolution untilt∗ = 3.7.
With finer resolution, sure enough, the short-wave os-
cillation is better resolved but the vertical structures at
t∗ = 3.7 occur likewise. Considering the deformation of
the vortices later, a distinct similarity still persists. How-
ever, the noticeable azimuthal structures are obviously
less coherent in the coarser grid. Regarding the similar-
ity of the statistical results infigures 7 and8, such co-
herence does not seem to play a major role in the decay
process.

For strong stratification(N∗ = 1), short-wave per-
turbations develop even faster (comparefigure 12(a) at
t∗ = 2.4 with figure 10 at t∗ = 2.8 and 3.7), and the shape
is even more disturbed.Figure 12(b), showing a higher
λ∗

2-value at the same time, indicates that the production of
the azimuthal BV structures (‘ribs’) is modulated already
by small short-wave pertubations. This induces strong
vortical structures along the mid plane between the vor-
tices which in turn trigger the rapid decay. Crow insta-
bility is not evident in cases(b) for strong stratification,
N∗ � 1. The promotion of short-wave instabilities at the
expense of long-wave instabilities for strong stratifica-
tions is also reported in an experimental and numerical
study [4].

In the cases(a) (with weak and decaying atmospheric
turbulence,figures 13, 14), we find phenomenologically
very similar developments for all investigated stratifi-
cations. However, with atmospheric turbulence as well
as stronger stratification the vortices decay quicker. As
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Figure 12. Perspective view ofλ∗
2-surfaces for case(b),N∗ = 1

at t∗ = 2.4: (a)λ∗
2 = −3000, (b)λ∗

2 = −600.

Figure 13. Perspective view ofλ∗
2-surfaces for case(a), N∗ =

0.35,λ∗
2 = −3000.

Robins and Delisi [21], and, later in a more refined con-
sideration, Garten et al. [6] pointed out, the approach of
the vortices caused by BV and the perturbation growth
due to the Crow instability combine to accelerate the
coming together of portions of the vortices. This can be
seen by comparingfigures 13 and14 for t∗ = 1.6. Later,

Figure 14. Perspective view ofλ∗
2-surfaces for case(a), N∗ =

1, λ∗
2 = −3000.

the final destruction originates from the portions were
the vortices link first. Short-wave disturbances show up
where separation is minimum (figure 13 for t∗ = 2.4) and
then spread out rapidly along the vortices. This is in con-
trast to other results [6,21] where the formation of longer
living descending vortex rings is observed. We thus ar-
gue that the interference of BV structures with short-
wave disturbances leads to the rapid destruction as known
from case(b). The short-wave disturbances are forced by
small-scale turbulence from the aircraft-boundary layer
and are absent in the other studies. The accelerated decay
as a result of interaction of short-wave and long-wave in-
stabilities was demonstrated experimentally ([18], their
section 5).

3.5. Decay mechanism

In order to explain the decay mechanisms observed in
our simulations we showfigures 15, 16 and 17 which
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Figure 15. Iso-surfaces of all three vorticity components in a perspective view and iso-lines for lateral velocityv in a horizontal plane
above the vortices. Case(b), N∗ = 0.35, t∗ = 2.8, high axial resolution.

display iso-surfaces of all three vorticity components at
t∗ = 2.8 in perspective, top, and front view, respectively,
for case(b),N∗ = 0.35, and high axial resolution (seefig-
ure 11 for the correspondingλ∗

2-surfaces). Above the vor-
tices a horizontal plane with iso-lines for the lateral velo-
city component,v, is included (‘v-plane’). The top-view
elucidates that the rib-like structures of baroclinically
producedωx induce below lateral velocities,v, which
are directed towards the symmetry plane between the vor-
tices. The induced wavy velocity field exhibits steep axial
gradients of the lateral velocity,∂v/∂x, and, equivalently,
vertical vorticity,ωz ∼ ∂v/∂x. In detail, each ‘BV-rib’
induces a tongue-like structure which is flanked by the
origin of a pair of counter-rotating vorticity streaks,ωz.
This vorticity is then strongly stretched by the accelerat-
ing downward motion between the main vortices yield-
ing very intenseωz-streaks (note that the iso-surface of
ωz has a five times higher magnitude thanωx ). Assuming

stationarity, vortex stretching changes vorticity according
to

Dωz
Dt

=w
∂ωz

∂z
= ωz

∂w

∂z
. (5)

The integration from a position 0 midway between the
vortices in the ‘v-plane’ to a vertical position 1 between
the vortex centers gives

1∫
0

∂

∂z
(lnωz)dz=

1∫
0

∂

∂z
(lnw)dz, (6)

which leads to
ωz1

ωz0
= w1

w0
. (7)

From vertical positions 0 to 1 the downwards directed
velocity increases fromw0 ≈ −0.3 m/s tow1 ≈ −6 m/s
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Figure 16. Top view offigure 15. The black streamline indicates transport across the symmetry plane.

which yields an intensification ofωz by a factor of
ωz1/ωz0 = w1/w0 = 20. Below the main vortex centers,
ωz is reduced by vortex broadening which is caused by
the deceleration experienced during advection towards
the lower stagnation point (figure 17). Then, the vor-
ticity is tilted, and becomes visible again after another
acceleration first in the lateral,ωy , and then again in
the vertical vorticity component,ωz. The central verti-
cal streaks acting like counter-rotating rolls are outmost
effective in exchanging fluid between the two vortices.
This is demonstrated by a streamline which crosses the
symmetry plane twice (figures 16, 17). Aside from a
general strong turbulence production caused by counter-
rotating vortices in the whole oval, the coherent lateral
exchange of fluid across the centerline enables the rapid
turbulent diffusion of primary vorticity from one side to
the other. This effect is prerequisite for the rapid turbu-
lent decay of vortex pairs. We found that similar mecha-
nisms which comprise the steepening of∂v/∂x and vor-
tex stretching are also responsable for the rapid decay ob-
served in weak to moderate atmospheric turbulence (not
shown).

3.6. Parameterized model

Here, we apply Greene’s approximate model [9] (GM)
to the simulated cases. In GM the impulse of the aircraft
wake,I0 = ρ0b0Γ0, is reduced by the sum of three forces
comprising a viscous force, a turbulence force, and the
buoyancy force. The constants in the viscous term and
the turbulence term are set toCD = 0.2 and to 0.41,
respectively.

Figure 18 shows that in case(a) satisfactory agree-
ment is achieved regarding the descent. Similar devia-
tions – underestimation of the descent for weak stratifi-
cation and overestimation for very strong stratification –
are also found in cases(b). However, for strong stratifi-
cation (seefigure 19) GM predicts zero circulation when
Γ5−15/Γ0 is merely reduced to 0.5. The agreement of GM
with the development of the circulation integrated over
the halfplane indicates that GM assumes implicitly that
the primary vorticity and the BV cancel each other im-
mediately. However, the LES predicts well the separated
vorticity for time spans during which the hazard of the
vortices is underestimated by the simple model.
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Figure 17. Front view offigure 15. Here the streamline is colour-coded according to its axial velocityu. The vertical position of the
plane which shows lateral velocities infigures 15, 16 is marked by grey line.

Figure 18. Comparison of normalized descent distance versus
time between predictions of LES and Greene’s model for
atmospheric turbulence.

Figure 19. Case (a), N∗ = 1. Comparison ofΓ5−15/Γ0
to normalized circulation of Greene’s model. Furthermore,
circulation determined by integration over one halfplane for
casen.
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4. Conclusions

We have performed LES of wake vortices in a stably
stratified atmosphere with which we aim at more realistic
conditions compared to previous 3D work [4,6,21,25,30]:
we used a relatively high effective Reynolds number, ini-
tialized the vortices with relatively tight vortex cores, su-
perimposed aircraft induced turbulence, and considered
weak atmospheric turbulence.

The simulations elucidate that the early development
of the wake vortices is only affected by the degree of
stratification, and not by different turbulence scenarios as
prescribed in our study. Descent speed, vortex spacing,
and circulation develop almost identically for constant
stratification – and can be described in a two-dimensional
framework – until different destruction mechanisms ini-
tiate a phase of final decay.

Aircraft induced turbulence triggers short-wave insta-
bility modes. Owing to those disturbances, the baroclinic-
ally produced vorticity rearranges in rib-like structures
which induce counter-rotating vertical vorticity-streaks
between the primary vortices. These vorticity-streaks are
substantially intensified by vortex stretching, and wrap
around the main vortices. This results in rapid turbulence
production inside the oval, and, in particular, represents
an efficient exchange mechanism of primary vorticity
across the center plane which leads to rapid circulation
decay. Hence, in a calm atmosphere, it is the interaction
of primarily independent processes (short-wave instabil-
ity and baroclinic vorticity production) which initiates the
quick dissolution of coherence and decay of circulation
of the main vortices. In some cases at later stages also
the long-wave (Crow) instability is established. Further-
more, the variation of the intensity of aircraft induced tur-
bulence in a quiescent atmosphere allowed for the con-
servative estimation that stable stratification reduces the
longevity of wake vortices considerably.

When in addition also weak and decaying atmospheric
turbulence is prescribed, the sequence of dominant insta-
bility processes is reversed: first the Crow instability de-
velops and short-wave disturbances accelerate the decay
when the vortices link and thus suppress the formation
of descending vortex rings. When atmospheric turbulence
is present, the vortices decay sooner for a given level of
stratification.

In a very strongly stratified and quiescent atmosphere,
wake vortices may rebound to the flight level. This very
hazardous scenario from an operational point of view
is probably harmless because the vortices quickly lose
almost all of their intensity during ascent.

Finally, it is shown that Greene’s approximate model
successfully predicts the vortex descent. However, the
model overestimates the decay of circulation because it
assumes intrinsically that main and baroclinically pro-
duced vorticity of opposite sign cancel each other imme-
diately which, according to our LES, is only partially the
case at late times.
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A new parametric wake vortex transport and decay model is proposed that predicts probabilistic wake vortex
behavior as a function of aircraft and environmental parameters in real time. The probabilistic two-phase wake
vortex decay model (P2P) accounts for the effects of wind, turbulence, stable strati� cation, and ground proximity.
The model equations are derived from the analytical solution of the spatiotemporal circulation evolution of the
decaying potential vortex and are adapted to wake vortex behavior as observed in large-eddy simulations. Vortex
decay progresses in two phases, a diffusion phase followed by rapid decay. Vortex descent is a nonlinear function
of vortex strength. Probabilistic components account for deviations from deterministic vortex behavior inherently
caused by the stochastic nature of turbulence, vortex instabilities, and deformations, as well as uncertainties and
� uctuations that arise from environmental and aircraft parameters. The output of P2P consists of con� dence
intervals for vortex position and strength. To assign a de� ned degree of probability to the predictions reliably, the
model design allows for the continuous adjustment of decay parameters and uncertainty allowances, based on a
growing amount of data. The application of a deterministic version of P2P to the Memphis wake vortex database
yields favorable agreement with measurements.

Nomenclature
A = constant
b = vortex spacing
g = gravitational acceleration
N = Brunt–Väisälä frequency
q = rms turbulence velocity
R = mean radius
Ri = Richardson number
r = radial coordinate
rc = core radius
T = parameter for vortex age
t = time
u = axial velocity
v = lateral velocity
w = descent speed
y = spanwise coordinate
z = vertical coordinate
0 = circulation
1t = time step
" = eddy dissipation rate
2 = potential temperature
º = (effective) kinematic viscosity

Subscripts

l = lower limit
u = upper limit
0 = initial value
1 = � rst decay phase
2 = second decay phase
5–15 = average over circles with radii from 5 to 15 m
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Superscripts

¤ = normalized quantity
¡ = mean quantity

Introduction

A S a consequence of lift, aircraft generate a pair of long-lived
counter-rotating wake vortices that bear a potential risk for

following aircraft. Current wake-vortex separation standards be-
tween consecutive aircraft contribute signi� cantly to the capacity
constraintsof congested airports. From experienceand research re-
sults gained during the past 30 years, it has become evident that
the separation standards may be overly conservative for a variety
of meteorological situations.1;2 A parametric model capable of re-
liably predicting vortex positions and strengths in real time in a
measured or forecasted atmospheric environment along the glide
path might, therefore, permit air-traf� c controllers to ease some
of the regulations without loss of safety. Several reduced spacing
systems3¡5 that employ vortex decay and transportmodels of differ-
ent complexityhave been developed.However, none of the systems
is operational today. Other applications of parametric wake vortex
models includeencounterinvestigationswithin � ight simulationen-
vironments, for example, Ref. 6, safety analyses that estimate the
hazard probability of new approach and landing procedures,7 and
studies that simulate different aspects of reduced spacing systems,
for example, the predictabilityof wake vorticesbased on virtual en-
vironmentalmeasurementdata in a convectivelydrivenatmospheric
boundary layer.8

The � rst wake vortex model presented in 1986 by Greene9 as-
sumes that the impulse per unit length of a wake is reduced by the
sum of viscous drag, buoyancy force, and turbulent decay. From
a single equation, circulation, velocity, and vertical position of the
wake can be determined. Greene’s model was extended by Corjon
and Poinsot10 by adding ground and crosswind effects 10 years
later. Sarpkaya11 eliminated the viscous drag in Greene’s9 model
and proposed an empirical model for turbulent decay that relies on
the eddy dissipation rate instead of turbulent kinetic energy. More
recently, Sarpkaya et al. adapted the descent rate to observationsby
introducing variable vortex spacing.12 The Canadian vortex fore-
cast system13 models the evolution of multiple discretevortices in a
two-dimensionalcrossplanestarting from a near wake database that
acounts for the aircraft geometry.Effects of the ground and nonuni-
form wind shear are included; decay due to ambient turbulence is
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adapted from approaches from either Ref. 9 or 11. Another model
that accountsfor effectsof ambient turbulence,crosswind shear, and
ground proximity was proposed by Kantha.14 Recently, Mokry15

presented a two-dimensional continuous vortex sheet method that
captures vortex sheet rollup, interaction with ambient shear layers
and the ground.

Note that despite the signi� cant number of availablewake vortex
models none of these models considers all effects of the � rst-order
impact parameters,which are aircraftcon� guration,turbulence,sta-
ble strati� cation, shear, and proximity of the ground. In particular,
they are all deterministic. Not speci� ed are deviations from pre-
dicted values that are inherently caused by the stochastic nature of
turbulence, complex vortex instabilities and deformations, uncer-
tainty of aircraft parameters, and uncertainties and � uctuations of
environmental parameters. The probabilistic two-phase wake vor-
tex decay model (P2P) proposed here is designed to predict wake
vortex behavior within de� ned con� dence intervals. For this pur-
pose, the model concept allows for the continuous adjustment of
decay parameters and uncertainty allowances, based on a growing
amount of observations and simulations. Currently, the decay pa-
rameters are “calibrated” based on different large-eddy simulation
(LES) data.16;17 The LES data suggest that vortex decay progresses
in two phases,a diffusionphase followedby rapiddecay,1;18 and that
vortex descent is not a linear functionof vortex strength.The model
accounts for the effects of wind, turbulence, stable strati� cation,
and ground proximity. Wake shear-layer interaction is not parame-
terized. It is believed that the associatedcomplex vortex behavior19

cannot be predicted reliably in an operational environment. Situ-
ations where shear layer effects are not covered by uncertainty al-
lowanceshave to be diagnosed,and reducedspacingoperationsmust
be ruled out.

After an introduction of the model concept, the equations that
describe circulation decay and descent rate are derived and adapted
to the LES data. Then the probabilisticcomponents of P2P are dis-
cussed. The paper concludes with applications of P2P to the Mem-
phis wake vortex database.20 A comprehensive comparison to dif-
ferent measurements20;33;34 is in preparation.

Model Concept
P2P is designed to includeas much knowledgeas possiblegained

from both experimental and numerical wake vortex research with
a focus on operational needs. For this purpose the model concept
comprises the following elements.

First, in contrast to most other models, P2P employs a well-
de� ned and experimentallyaccessiblede� nition for vortex strength.
Unlike single vortices where the circulation reaches a de� nite con-
stant value at large radii, the circulation of vortex pairs strongly
depends on the method of its evaluation. P2P uses a circulation
05–15 that is averaged over circles with radii from 5 to 15 m or,
alternatively, from 3 to 10 m, for several reasons. 1) The estimation
of the root circulationmay be extremly dif� cult for a vortex pair that
evolves in the atmosphere.This is the case in measurementand sim-
ulation.At radii where 0.r / should run into saturation,in� uencesof
the neighbouringvortex, secondaryvortices, ambient turbulence,or
baroclinic vorticity may drastically modify the circulation values.
The upper integration limit of r D 15 m avoids these dif� culties for
larger aircraft. 2) The averaging of 0 over a radius interval reduces
the scatter in turbulent vortices and enables estimations of disinte-
grating vortices. 3) Small radii that are not reliably accessible by
lidarare excluded.4)Becausethe � nal aim ofP2P is to predictvortex
behaviorto allow for dynamicspacingbetweenconsecutiveaircraft,
an operationally useful circulation de� nition is employed that cor-
relates well with effects of potential wake encounters.21 Note that
05–15 is only calculated from the velocity components that are per-
pendicularto the � ight directionor from the correspondingvorticity,
regardless of the actual orientation of the vortex axis. This implies
that large-scaledeformationsor the formation of the Crow instabil-
ity may considerably reduce 05–15 , whereas circulation in a local
plane perpendicular to the vortex axis is not necessarily mitigated.

Second, P2P is based on a well-foundedequation for vortex evo-
lution. Because there is no rigorous solution for the evolution of

turbulent vortex pairs, the hydrodynamic basis of P2P relies on the
equation that describes the spatiotemporal circulation evolution of
the decaying potential vortex

0.r; t/=00 D 1 ¡ exp.¡r 2=4ºt/ (1)

Equation (1) constitutes an analytical solutionof the Navier–Stokes
equationsfor a non-stationary,plane, rotating � ow.22 In P2P, this re-
lation is extendedand adapted to LES resultsof differentgroups16;17

to describe vortex decay and descent.
Third, P2P contains probabilistic components to meet the vari-

abilityofwake vortexbehaviorthat is causedby manifoldgoverning
physical mechanisms,23 turbulence, and uncertaintiesregarding en-
vironmental conditions. The output of P2P consists of lower and
upper bounds for vortex position and circulation. The � nal goal is
to determine reliably the probability with which the actual vortex
evolution is met by predictions. For this purpose, P2P has to be
applied to as much available data as possible to give it an outmost
broad phenomenological and statistical basis. The design of P2P
allows an ongoing adaption to observations and an adjustment to a
desired con� dence level.

The model is formulated in normalized form where the charac-
teristic scales are based on initial vortex separation and circulation
leading to the timescale

t 0 D 2¼b0
2̄ 00 D b0=w0 (2)

Circulation
It is assumed that the evolution of 0¤

5–15 can be described by two
consecutive decay phases as observed in LES16;17 (Figs. 1 and 2).
In the � rst phase, termed diffusion phase, the normalized, radii-
averaged circulation can be formally calculated as

0¤
5–15.t

¤/ D 1
11

15 mX

r D 5 m

A ¡ exp
¡r¤2

4º¤
1

¡
t¤ ¡ T ¤

1

¢ (3)

Because the vortices are not decaying potential vortices but are
generated by the rollup of a vorticity sheet, an adaption of vortex
parameters is introduced by the constants A and T ¤

1 where ¡T ¤
1

corresponds to the age of the vortices at t¤ D 0 and re� ects the
vortex structure at that time. A is a constant to adjust 0¤

5–15.t
¤ D 0/.

Figure 3 shows a comparisonof Eq. (3) with A D 1:09, T ¤
1 D ¡2:22,

and an effective viscosity º¤
1 D 1:78 £ 10¡3 (º1 D 0:16 m2=s) to the

LES baseline case16 of a vortex evolution in a quiescent, neutrally
strati� ed atmosphere.

For the sake of simplicity, the averaging over different radii as
performed in Eq. (3) is omitted, which leads to

0¤
5–15.t¤/ D A ¡ exp

£
¡R¤2

¯
º¤

1

¡
t¤ ¡ T ¤

1

¢¤
(4)

The mean radius R¤ correspondsapproximatelyto themeanvalueof
10 m within the averaging interval 5–15 m. R¤2 , which includes the

Fig. 1 Circulation from LES16 and respective � ts of P2P for different
turbulence scenarios and different degrees of strati� cation.
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Fig. 2 Circulation from LES17 and respective � ts of P2P for different
degrees of turbulence and strati� cation.

Fig. 3 Circulation evolution in the diffusion phase for LES16 in quies-
cent atmosphere and respective � ts with Eqs. (3) and (4).

factor one-quarter of Eq. (3), is determined as 0.0121. (In the LES,
b0 D 47 m.) The parameters A D 1:1 and T ¤

1 D ¡3:48 are slightly
modi� ed, whereas the viscosity remains unchanged. This simpli� -
cation still gives a very good representation of the diffusion phase
(Fig. 3).

The second phase is called the rapid decay phase. Different insta-
bility and decay mechanisms,19;24 as well as large-scale deforma-
tions (deviationof local vortex axis from � ight direction), lead to an
accelerated reduction of 0¤

5–15 . The original cause for the release of
the rapid decay phase (turbulence, stable strati� cation, shear) may
be diverse, and also many details of the respectivemechanismsmay
vary considerablyfrom case to case. Nevertheless,it is assumed that
in all cases a two-phase evolution of 0¤

5–15 prevails as observed in
numerical investigations16;17;25 and lidar measurements.26 The rapid
decay phase is described by

0¤
5–15.t

¤/ D A ¡ exp
£
¡R¤2

¯
º¤

1

¡
t¤ ¡ T ¤

1

¢¤

¡ exp
£
¡R¤2

¯
º¤

2

¡
t¤ ¡ T ¤

2

¢¤
(5)

where the onset time of rapid decay at T ¤
2 and the respective decay

rate that is adjustedby the effectiveviscosityº¤
2 dependon meteoro-

logicalparameters.Figures1 and 2 showcirculationevolutionsfrom
our LES16 and from the LES of Proctor and Switzer17 togetherwith
the respective� ts of P2P for different turbulencelevels and different
degrees of stable temperature strati� cation. Strati� cation is charac-
terized with a normalized Brunt–Väisälä frequency[discussed later
in Eq. (16)]. Our LES distinguish between two cases case b, where
only aircraft-induced turbulence is superimposed on the vortices,
and case a, where the turbulent vortices evolve in an anisotropic
atmospheric turbulence with rms velocities of 0.38 m/s in the hori-

zontal and 0.21 m/s in the vertical directions, respectively. Proctor
and Switzer characterize turbulence with the normalized eddy dis-
sipation rate, "¤ D ."b0/

1=3=w0. The LES of both Refs. 16 and 17
show that the initial decay rate is very similar for the differentcases.
The reduced decay rate observed in the diffusion phase of Proctor
and Switzer’s17 LES is mainly caused by their Richardson number
correctionfor rotationaleffects (see Ref. 27), which reduces the dif-
fusion in the vortex core region. The higher the turbulence and the
stronger the strati� cation, the earlier the individual curves detach
from their common evolution in the diffusion phase to initiate the
rapid decay phase.The effect of aircraft-inducedturbulence(caseb)
seems to correspondroughlyto theeffect of ambient turbulencewith
an eddy dissipation rate of "¤ D 0:01. The good agreement of the
� ts of P2P according to Eqs. (4) and (5) with the LES substantiates
the appropriatenessof the approach.

Decay Parameters
The values of T ¤

2 and º¤
2 have to be determined as functions of

meteorological parameters. Basically, the impact of turbulence can
be parameterized based on turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) or, al-
ternatively, eddy dissipation rate. An analysis28 of 525 wake vortex
measurements of the Memphis database evaluates the potential of
the respectivequantities.Figure 4 shows cumulativedistributionsof
the instant in time of the last circulation measurement by lidar for
three different turbulence regimes. It is assumed that this instant in
time is correlatedto the longevityof the vortices.The TKE¤ criterion
shown in Fig. 4a separates vortex longevity in the low- and inter-
mediate turbulence regimes insuf� ciently, whereas the correlation

a)

b)

Fig. 4 Cumulative distribution of the time of last lidar measurement
of 525 cases for three different classes of turbulence characterized by
a) normalized TKE and b) normalized eddy dissipation rate.
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Fig. 5 Decay parameter, T¤
2 , as a function of strati� cation and turbu-

lence determined for LES (symbols) and corresponding � ts to Eq. (6).

of longevity and "¤ shown in Fig. 4b is much more distinct. This re-
sult corroborates the assumption11 that the intensity of atmospheric
� uctuations in the length-scale range that affects vortex decay may
be well characterizedby "¤ , that is, the crucial length-scale range of
wake vortices resides in the inertial subrange of turbulence spectra
of atmosphericboundarylayers. In contrast,TKE¤ data are sensitive
to the choiceof the averagingtime frame, that is, the longer the aver-
aging interval, the more energy is contributedfrom larger scales that
are irrelevant for vortex decay. Therefore, in P2P, the parameteriza-
tion of the impact of turbulenceis basedon "¤, although it is dif� cult
to deduce "¤ from measurements in an operational environment.

Figure 5 shows the dependency of T ¤
2 [determined by � tting

Eq. (5) to the LES data] on N ¤ for different turbulence levels. In-
creased values of turbulence and strati� cation both reduce T ¤

2 . As
soon as turbulenceor strati� cation is strong, the impact of the other
respective parameter becomes minor. Note that the onset time of
rapid decay, T ¤

2 , coincides well with visually determined in� exion
points of the 0¤

5–15 curves (Figs. 1 and 2) and, remarkably,also with
the point in time at which axial cross sections of vorticity show a
transition19 from a quasi-laminar state (turbulence on length scales
L ¿ rc) to a fully turbulent state [L D O.rc/]. Both transition and
in� exion point concurrently indicate that the � ow state enters the
rapid decay phase. The family of curves in Fig. 5 that correspondto
speci� c turbulence levels can be � tted by

T ¤
2 D T ¤

2;0 exp
¡
¡0:185T ¤

2;0 N ¤
¢

(6)

where the turbulence level is characterized by the time con-
stant for rapid decay in the neutrally strati� ed atmosphere, T ¤

2;0 D
T ¤

2 .N ¤ D 0/.
The dependency of T ¤

2;0 on "¤ for the LES data is shown in
Fig. 6 by symbols. Furthermore, the model of Sarpkaya11 that re-
lates the time at which a “catastrophic demise event” takes place
in nonstrati� ed environments to "¤ is displayed. The Sarpkaya11

approximation is based on various analyses, observations,and sim-
ulations and covers a wide range of turbulenceintensities.Subtract-
ing one timescale from the Sarpkaya11 curve (modi� ed Sarpkaya)
yields very good agreement with the data derived from Proctor and
Switzer’s17 LES. P2P takesadvantageof theextrapolationof Proctor
and Switzer’s data to higher turbulence levels by the Sarpkaya11

model for "¤ > 0:0235,

T ¤ D 0:804"¤ 3
4 ; "¤ > 0:2535

T ¤ 1
4 exp.¡0:70T ¤/ D "¤; "¤ > 0:0235 (7)

and adapts it according to T ¤
2;0 D T ¤ ¡ 1 (Fig. 6, solid line). For

"¤ · 0:0235,our conservativebaselineLES case in which wake vor-
tices are initialized with superimposed aircraft-induced turbulence

Fig. 6 Decay parameter T¤
2 for neutral strati� cation as a function

of "¤ for different LES, the Sarpkaya11 model and a modi� cation of
Sarpkaya’s model.

Fig. 7 Decay parameter º¤
2 as function of strati� cation for different

turbulence levels as � tted to LES16;17 and corresponding limiting curves
(————) according to Eqs. (9) and (10).

in a quiescent, neutrally strati� ed atmosphere provides the upper
threshold

T ¤
2;0 D 5; "¤ · 0:0235 (8)

The T ¤
2 values that are calculated from Eqs. (6–8) are varied by

§20% in two subsequent runs of P2P to account for uncertainties
of T ¤

2 .
Figure 7 shows that the correlation of º¤

2 values with turbulence
and strati� cation is less distinct than for T ¤

2 . The LES of Proctor and
Switzer17 and our LES even give contrary tendencies: In our LES,
the strongest impact of turbulence is found for neutral strati� cation,
whereas Proctor and Switzer’s nonstrati� ed data are insensitive to
turbulence.Moreover, in a stably strati� ed atmosphere,the two LES
approachesyield opposite trends regarding the dependencyof º¤

2 on
turbulence.Therefore,º¤

2 is parameterizedonly as a function of N ¤,
and the uncertaintyof the impact of turbulenceis taken into account
by performing two consecutiveP2P-runs that employ the upper and
lower bounds of º¤

2 for a given value of N ¤. The upper boundary
follows

º¤
2;u D 0:025[1 ¡ exp.¡N ¤ ¡ 0:52/] (9)

and the lower boundary is given by

º¤
2;l D 0:0018 C 0:013N ¤ (10)

Furthermore, a threshold of º¤
2;l D 0:0037 is introduced when

"¤ > 0:01 to avoid extensively long-lived vortices in a weakly tur-
bulent environment. Values below that threshold are only applied
for essentially quiescent ambient � ows.
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There is no height variation of meteorologicalimpact parameters
in the LES data used for calibration.If measurementsor predictions
of vertical pro� les of "¤.z¤/ and N ¤.z¤/ are available, P2P employs
a running average. The running average allows a weighting of the
impact of the environmental conditions according to the respective
residencetime of thevorticesat a particularverticalposition.For ex-
ample, the runningaverageof the eddy dissipationrate is calculated
according to

N"¤.t¤/ D [.t¤ ¡ 1t¤/ N"¤.t¤ ¡ 1t¤/ C 1t¤"¤.t¤/]=t¤ (11)

where the running average is updated every time step. If local wind
data are available, the vortices are transportedby all available wind
components including vertical wind.

Descent Speed
The simple relation w¤ D 0¤ holds only if 0¤ represents the cir-

culation at the neighboring vortex. For radii-averaged circulations
such as 0¤

5–15 , it is not valid. LES and observations indicate that
0¤

5–15 may decrease substantiallywithout considerablein� uence on
the descent speed.16 This can readily be understood by considering
the simple decayingpotentialvortex whose tangentialvelocitiesde-
crease less at radii that induce the descent speed for larger aircraft
(b > 15 m) than in the radii interval 5 · r · 15 m that is used for
determination of 0¤

5–15. However, wake vortices do not evolve like
single laminar vortices.Nevertheless, the strategy to develop a rela-
tion between w¤ and 0¤

5–15 again is to employ the laminar decaying
potential vortex as a basis that is adapted to the behavior observed
in LES.

Given the assumption that the vortices decay in accordance with
the self-similar velocity pro� les of the potential vortex, the descent
speed can be calculated as a function of vortex spacing and core
radius according to

w¤ D 1 ¡ exp
¡

¡ 1:257b2
¯

r 2
c

¢
(12)

The relation between descent speed and 0¤
5–15 is then implicitly

given via the core radius by

0¤
5–15 D 1

11

15 mX

r D 5 m

1 ¡ exp
¡1:257r 2

r 2
c

(13)

Figure 8 illustratesEq. (13) graphically.Figure 9 shows the relation
of 0¤

5–15 and descent speed for different vortex separationsgiven by
Eqs. (12) and (13). Note that this relation is an implicit function of
core radius. For aircraft that already have small vortex separations,
a slight decrease of 0¤

5–15 (caused by an increase of core radius)
would decrease the descent speed, whereas for large vortex separa-
tions, the descent speed would be affected only when 0¤

5–15 reaches
small values, that is, when the core radius is of the order of vor-
tex separation. Comparison with the descent speed observed in the
LES baseline case (Fig. 9) indicates that Eqs. (12) and (13) yield a

Fig. 8 Relation of rc and ¡¤
5–15 for decaying potential vortex.

Fig. 9 Relation of descent speed and ¡¤
5–15 for different vortex sepa-

rations and LES baseline case,16 b0 = 47 m.

useful approximationwith an effective vortex spacing of b D 0:4b0.
To avoid an iterative solution of Eq. (13) during model predictions,
the effective core radii rc are interpolated as a function of 0¤

5–15
using a look-up table.

In stably strati� ed cases, the buoyancyforce additionallyreduces
the descent speed. This effect is not contained in the kinematic
approximation given by Eqs. (12) and (13). Therefore, Greene’s
slightly modi� ed concept of impulse reduction by the buoyancy
force9 is calculated in parallel to the earlier described algorithm to
yield a descent speed w¤

buoy D 0¤
buoy, where 0¤

buoy results from

d0¤
buoy

dt¤
D 0:4525N ¤

p
2¢21z¤ (14)

The resultingdescent speed is then obtainedby weightingw¤ [from
Eq. (12)] with the relative decrease of the descent speed due to
buoyancy, w¤

buoy=w¤
0 D w¤

buoy , according to

w¤
res D w¤w¤

buoy (15)

Model results with LES16 show that the descent speed is underes-
timated for N ¤ < 1 and overestimated for N ¤ > 1. This is due to a
decrease of vortex separation for N ¤ < 1 and an increase of vortex
separation for N ¤ > 1. The superscript

p
2 used in Eq. (14) for N ¤

yields a good correction for the vortex-spacing modi� ed descent
speed. The normalized local Brunt–Väisälä frequency is de� ned as

N ¤ D [g=20.12=1z/]
1
2 t 0 (16)

The nonlinear dependency of descent rate on circulation gives
P2P the following capabilities. 1) It allows for a reduction of cir-
culation without the reduction of the descent rate during the early
vortex evolution. Robins et al.29 show in their case studies that the
early trajectories, until the vortices leave a prede� ned corridor, are
best predicted when the descent rate is not reduced by turbulentcir-
culation decay, that is, the descent rate almost retains its theoretical
value. 2) It allows for stagnating vortices with nonzero circulation
in strongly stably strati� ed environments. In other models,9;10 cir-
culation and descent are coupled directly such that both quantities
become zero at identical times. 3) It enables reboundingvortices in
very strongly strati� ed environments. Rebound of vortices that is
of high relevance for the safety of following aircraft occurs when
w¤

buoy=w¤
0 becomes negative. All of these features are in accordance

with LES data (Fig 10).
The effect of the ground on vortex trajectoriesis modeled follow-

ing the approach of Robins et al.29 . Image vortices are introduced
when the primary vortices have reached a height of 1:5b0 above
ground. At a height of 0:6b0, counter-rotating ground effect vor-
tices and their respective image vortices are introduced at an angle
of 45 deg inboard below the primary vortices at a distance of 0:4b0.
Another pair of secondary vortices with images is introduced when
the � rst pair has rotated 180 deg around the primary vortices. The
strength of the secondaryvortices is a function of the rotation angle
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and reaches a maximum of 0¤
s D 0:4w¤ after traveling 90 deg. The

decay rate is not modi� ed in ground effect because a comparison
of different decay models yields only negligible impact on vortex
trajectories.

Probabilistic Approach
Precise deterministic wake vortex predictions are not feasible

operationally for several reasons. Primarily, it is the nature of tur-
bulence that deforms and transports the vortices in a stochasticway
and leads to considerable spatiotemporal variations of vortex po-
sition and strength. Moreover, aircraft parameters, and especially
the state of the atmospheric boundary layer with its intrinsic vari-
ability, can only be measured or predicted with limited accuracy.
Finally, uncertaintieswith respect to the accuracyof circulationand

Fig. 10 Comparison of descent between LES16 (symbols) and P2P
(lines) in quiescent atmosphere with different degrees of strati� cation.

Fig. 11 Comparison of P2P predictions with lidar observations with error bars, for Memphis20 case 1282 (B727 aircraft): ——, bounds of expected
behavior; , port vortex: and ££, starboard vortex.

positionderived from lidar measurementsadd up in a comparisonof
measurement and prediction.The scatter resulting from all of these
factors only allows the prediction of wake vortex behavior within
uncertainty bounds and a respective probability.

P2P uses several components that take into account these uncer-
tainties. Figure 11 shows exemplarily the output of P2P that con-
sists of upper and lower bounds for vertical and lateral position,
as well as circulation. Two runs, each with a combination of de-
cay parameters for the upper bound (T ¤

2;u D 1:2 T ¤
2 ; º¤

2;u ) and lower
bound (T ¤

2;l D 0:8 T ¤
2 ; º¤

2;l ), vary the onset time of rapid decay and
the respectivedecay rate. For the diffusionphase,no parametervari-
ations are performed because the early wake vortex evolution has
no impact on aircraft separations.A constantuncertaintyallowance
of 0:2 0¤

0 is added to (subtracted from) the upper (lower) curve of
circulationevolution.Obviously,only the upper limit of the circula-
tion predictionis of practicalsigni� cance becauseoperationalwake
vortex predictions have to be conservative. For vertical and lateral
position, an uncertainty allowance of one initial vortex spacing is
employed. Additionally, the increased scatter of vortices in turbu-
lent environments is modeled by the assumption that the rms value
of ambient turbulence serve as superimposed propagation velocity.
When started from the upper (lower) curves for descent rate and lat-
eral displacement that result from decay parameter variations, the
� nal upper (lower) bounding curves for vortex positions are calcu-
lated according to

y¤
u.l/; z¤

u.l/ D y¤; z¤ C .¡/

³
1 C

Z
q¤.z¤/ dt¤

´
(17)

The validity of this approach was recently demonstrated for a con-
vective boundary-layer situation.8 In Fig. 11, the limiting curves
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enclosealmost all measured data. Only some operationallyinsignif-
icant early circulationvalues are underestimated.Possibly the early
circulation values that considerably exceed the theoretical circu-
lation can be attributed to the rollup process of multiple vortices
because the evaluation of lidar spectra, based on the assumption of
axisymmetric vortices, employs the product of maximum velocity
and distance to the vortex center. As a result, secondaryvortices are
interpreted as high tangential velocities on large radii, hence, high
circulation.

Application
P2P essentially is designed to predict the bounds of wake vor-

tex behavior in a probabilistic sense. The respective capabilities of
P2P will be discussed in detail in another publication. Here, a de-
terministic version of P2P, where the uncertainty allowances are
neglected, is applied to a larger number of Memphis wake vortex
measurements.20

Obviously, the scatter of individual Memphis circulation data is
too large to infer the typical decay characteristicsof wake vortices.
In particular,lidar measurementsoften cease at a level of circulation
at which the rapid decay would set in, according to LES. A possible
explanation is that the associated large-scale deformation and the
transition to fully turbulent vortices complicate the evaluation of
circulation.Moreover, highly precise lidar measurements in the late
(second) phase of complex vortex evolution would render only a
little representative data because they represent just a single plane.
Only theaveragingalongmanyplaneswouldyieldmeaningful0¤

5–15
values.

Therefore, in this section, a statistical approach is followed in
which a large number of cases that meet speci� c criteria28 are

a)

b)

Fig. 12 Comparison of measured and predicted mean evolution of
¡¤

5–15 in a) stable class (144 cases) and b) turbulent class (138 cases).

averaged.The resultingmean behavioris discussedto evaluatebasic
capabilities and properties of the model formulation, in particular,
with respect to the two-phase circulationdecay. Environmentalcon-
ditions are classi� ed according to wake vortex behavior classes30

that are based on a bulk Richardson number31

Rib D N 2

¿³
1u

1z

´2

C
³

1v

1z

´2

(18)

where the vertical gradients of the mean horizontal wind compo-
nentsare consideredin a heightintervalthat rangesfrom40 to 200m.
There are 144 cases assigned to the class stable strati� cationde� ned
by Ri > 1 and 138 cases to the class turbulencewith Ri < 0:25. The
eddy dissipation rate is calculated from spectra that are established
from 30-min averages of ultrasonic anemometer measurements on
a 40-m-high tower. An average Brunt–Väisälä frequency is deter-
mined from measurementsof potential temperatureby soundingsof
a radio acoustic soundingsystem and radio sondes.To avoid ground
effects, only data of aircraft with a � ight altitude above 5b0 is used.
The initial height of the vortices is taken from beacon altitude.

The deterministicversionof P2P applies two sets of decayparam-
eters, T ¤

2 and º¤
2 , for a given environmental situation. To achieve an

appropriate statistical weighting of the resulting predictions, these
are variedin 11 consecutiveruns in incrementsof 10%between their
upperand lowerbounds.The statisticsofmeasurements,on theother
hand,are susceptibleto the durationof individualmeasurementsand
the resultingdata mix. To ensure the comparabilityof measurement
and prediction, the predictionsare teminatedwhen the magnitudeof
the last circulationmeasurement is reachedor when the last vertical
position is measured, respectively. Without this procedure, which
provides an identical data mix in measurement and prediction, the
resulting curves deviate substantially. Furthermore, the results are
compared to Greene’s9 model that employs measurements of TKE

a)

b)

Fig. 13 Comparison of measured and predicted mean descent in
a) stable class and b) turbulent class.
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on the 40-m tower. The constant for turbulent decay is set to 0.41,
according to Ref. 32.

Figure 12a demonstates very good agreement between measure-
ments and P2P in the stable class when the initial overestimationof
circulationby lidar is neglected. In the turbulentclass (Fig. 12b) the
overestimationof circulation is even more pronounced and persists
longer so that agreement is achieved later. Note that the two-phase
decay of P2P is masked completely in the mean evolution of 0¤

5–15.
This implies that the two-phase decay may well be hidden in the
scatter of the lidar data (cf. Fig. 11). Greene’s9 model underesti-
mates consistently and nonconservativelythe circulation measure-
ments. The measured vertical position shown in Fig. 13a indicates
a delayed onset of descent that might re� ect the rollup phase of the
vortices. Such a delay could easily be implemented in P2P. Later,
the descent rate is well predicted by P2P and slightly underesti-
mated by Greene’s model. In the turbulent case, the initial height is
strongly overestimated for unknown reasons (z¤ D 0 correspondsto
beacon altitude), which makes it dif� cult to compare descent rates.
Currently, P2P is applied to further data sets.20;33;34

Conclusions
A probabilistic real-time wake vortex transport and decay model

termed P2P is proposed. Circulation decay and descent rate are pa-
rameterized in analogy to the decaying potential vortex. Detailed
wake vortex characteristics achieved by high-resolutionnumerical
simulationsare transferredto the real-time model by the adjustment
of parameters. The deviationsbetween different LES determine the
variability of the decay parameters. Circulation decay precedes in
two phases, a gradual and a subsequent rapid decay. The respective
decay rates are adjusted by an effective viscosity. The introduc-
tion of an effective vortex spacing and effective core radii allow the
derivationof equationsthatdescribethenonlineardependenceof de-
scent rate and radii-averagedcirculationand that reproducedescent
characteristicsfoundin LES and measurements.The favorablecom-
parison of a deterministic version of P2P to measurement data has
demonstrated the suitability of the two-phase approach. In particu-
lar, it is shown that the two-phase decay characteristics are hidden
in the mean evolution of averaged measurementdata. P2P accounts
for all relevant environmentalparameters,such as wind, turbulence,
stable strati� cation, and ground proximity, with the exception of
shear. It is assumed that the effects of constant background shear
are well covered by the probabilisticapproach.Because of the high
sensitivityof wake vortex behavior on shear layer characteristics,it
is believed that the associated complex vortex behavior cannot be
predicted reliably in an operational environment. Situations where
shear layer effects are not covered by uncertainty allowances have
to be diagnosed, and reduced spacing operations must be ruled out.

Althoughgood resultshave alreadybeenachievedwithout further
adjustmentof the model, the bene� ts of P2P will fully appear when
a � ne-tuning process has been accomplishedbased on a suf� ciently
large amount of data. Currently, P2P is applied to different data
sets accomplished at Memphis International Airport,20 Dallas-Fort
Worth International Airport, the Aircraft Wake Vortex Prediction
and Measurement Campaigns WakeOP at Fairchild-Dornier Air-
port, Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany, and WakeTOUL at Tarbes Air-
port, France. However, the quality of measurementsused for tuning
will affect the magnitude of uncertainty allowances. For example,
the distance of the wind measurement site to the considered section
of the glide path and the degree of homogeneity of the wind � eld
will have a strong impact on the allowances for vortex dispersion.
To achieve maximum accuracy and, consequently,maximum safety
and ef� ciency of a reduced spacing system, a re� ned tuning process
should be conducted for every individual site with its individual pe-
culiarities. Another criterion for maximum operating ef� ciency is
that the probabilities of the predicted con� dence intervals should
ideally be identical for all operationally relevant phases of vortex
evolution. Therefore, a variable formulation of the currently static
uncertainty allowances may be useful. Further re� nements of P2P
couldbe achievedby applyingboundary-layerscaling laws to derive
an anisotropic, height-dependent parameterization of turbulence-

driven spreadingof the con� dence intervals.The scaling laws could
be based on the diagnosed type of atmospheric boundary layer.
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ABSTRACT

An assessment of different methods for circulation evaluation from lidar measurement data of aircraft wake
vortices is performed. The surface integral of vorticity serves as baseline case that is compared to a method
that evaluates the lidar line-of-sight velocity midway between the vortices and to another method that calculates
radii averages of circulations derived from tangential velocities. Systematic deviations from nominal circulation
are discussed based on analytical vortices. High-resolution numerical simulation data are applied to perform
virtual lidar measurements that reproduce, explain, and quantify (i) the frequently observed initial overestimation
of circulation and (ii) the scatter of circulation data caused by the genuine variability of wake vortices in the
atmospheric boundary layer. The theoretically derived characteristics of the different evaluation methods are
verified against lidar data recorded by several lidar teams during the Wake Vortex Forecasting and Measuring
Campaign at Oberpfaffenhofen (WakeOP), performed in spring 2001 at Fairchild Dornier Airport in Oberpfaf-
fenhofen, Germany.

1. Introduction

As an unavoidable consequence of lift, aircraft gen-
erate counterrotating pairs of trailing vortices (cf. Fig.
1), which constitute a potential hazard to following air-
craft. The resulting separation distances between con-
secutive aircraft contribute substantially to capacity
shortages of congested airports. Both the complexity of
wake vortex physics and the limited experimental access
impede comprehensive analyses of wake vortex physics
that would allow the mitigation of wake vortex restric-
tions under appropriate conditions (Gerz et al. 2002).
In particular, in laboratory experiments the far-field evo-
lution of wake vortices is not accessible, and in both
laboratory experiments and numerical simulations the
achievable Reynolds numbers are far from reality.

The only and indispensable access to real wake vortex

Corresponding author address: Dr. Frank Holzäpfel, Institut für
Physik der Atmosphäre, DLR, Oberpfaffenhofen D-82234, Weßling,
Germany.
E-mail: Frank.Holzaepfel@dlr.de

behavior is provided by lidar measurement techniques
that trace full-scale wake vortices in the free atmo-
sphere. Light detection and ranging (lidar) operates by
transmitting a laser beam and coherently detecting the
radiation backscattered by aerosols. The spectrum of
Doppler shifts in the frequency of the backscattered ra-
diation is analyzed to give the line-of-sight (LOS) ve-
locity component of the aerosols and, hence, the air
motion, along the beam. From the LOS velocities the
circulation of the vortices can be deduced. Details of
lidar technology can be found elsewhere (e.g., Constant
et al. 1994; Harris et al. 2000).

Circulation constitutes the most important parameter
for wake vortex characterization since it describes vor-
tex strength in a form that is correlated with effects of
potential wake encounters (Hinton and Tatnall 1997).
However, the evaluation of circulation from lidar data
involves considerable complications. First, environmen-
tal conditions that can neither be controlled nor repro-
duced have a strong impact on vortex evolution (Spalart
1998; Holzäpfel et al. 2003). Favorable neutral envi-
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FIG. 1. View from below on simulated near-field wake evolution up to 5 spans behind wing tips of an aircraft in high-lift configuration.
Vortex topology illustrated by isosurfaces of vorticity (vx 5 6200 s21, gray isosurfaces indicate counterrotating vorticity).

ronmental conditions with minor influences on vortex
evolution, that is, weak winds, low turbulence, and neu-
tral temperature stratification, prevail rarely. As a con-
sequence, one also needs to document environmental
conditions with considerable extra measurement effort
and is forced to investigate trailing vortex behavior
within the full complexity of environmental effects. Sec-
ond, unlike in the case for single vortices where the
circulation converges to a definite value at large radii,
the proximity of a neighboring vortex affects circulation
values wherefore the circulation of vortex pairs strongly
depends on the method of its evaluation (Campbell et
al. 1997; Harris et al. 2000).

The investigations in the current manuscript are most-
ly restricted to kinematic effects of wake vortex char-
acteristics on circulation evolution; aspects of lidar tech-
nology are neglected. Three different methods to derive
circulation are applied to a pair of Lamb–Oseen vortices,
to large eddy simulation (LES) results of wake vortices
that evolve in a convectively driven atmospheric bound-
ary layer (Holzäpfel et al. 2000), and to simulation re-
sults dealing with the roll-up of multiple vortices behind
an aircraft in high-lift configuration (Stumpf 2002). The
aim of the investigation is to understand the implications
of the respective evaluation methods and to serve as a
guideline for the proper choice of an evaluation method
for circulation based on lidar data. For this purpose (i)
the systematic deviation of the circulation derived with
the different methods from the root circulation is dis-
cussed, (ii) the cause of the frequently observed initial
overestimation of circulation is revealed, and (iii) the
degree of scatter of circulation data is considered that
is due to the genuine variability of wake vortices in the
atmospheric boundary layer. Finally, the theoretically
derived characteristics of the different evaluation meth-
ods are verified against lidar data recorded during the
Wake Vortex Forecasting and Measuring Campaign at Ob-
erpfaffenhofen (WakeOP) performed in spring 2001 at
Fairchild Dornier Airport in Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany.

2. Methods to evaluate circulation
The circulation G around a plane closed contour C is

defined as the line integral of the tangential velocity
component, y t:

G [ y ds 5 v dA. (1)R t E
C A

Employing the Stokes theorem, circulation can equally
be expressed by the integral of vorticity v over the
surface A. For circular integration areas, Eq. (1) can be
expressed by

2p r

G(r) 5 v(r, w)r dr dw, (2)E E
0 0

where r denotes the radius and w is the azimuthal angle
in a cylindrical polar coordinate system. Equations (1)
and (2) can only be applied if two-dimensional velocity
data are available. For a single, axisymmetric vortex,
circulation on a given radius can be simply obtained
from the tangential velocity at that radius according to

G(r) 5 2pry (r).t (3)

One appropriate method to calculate circulation of
wake vortices is to average circulation over nr radii in
a radii interval, rl # ri # ru, with a lower bound rl and
an upper bound ru, according to

u1
G 5 G(r ), (4)Or 2r il u n i5lr

where the increment of subsequent radii typically is set
to 1 m. For lidar data evaluation it is assumed that the
maximum LOS velocity corresponds to the tangential
velocity y t of the respective vortex, and Eq. (3) is used
to determine the circulations that are averaged according
to Eq. (4). It is advantageous to perform the averaging
for both flanks of the vortex (cf. Fig. 2), that is, for
opposite directions of the tangential velocity, because
then the influence of ambient wind and self-induced
descent speed are compensated automatically. This ap-
proach is termed method y t.

Radii-averaged circulation according to Eq. (4) can
equally be determined from two-dimensional velocity
data employing Eq. (2). This is called method v. Since,
however, the vorticity in Eq. (2) cannot be derived from
lidar data, method v is only used as a reference for
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FIG. 2. Sketch of the vertical velocity profiles of two Lamb–Oseen
vortices separated by b0 (fine lines) and corresponding vertical ve-
locity envelope of the trailing vortex pair (bold line). Radii interval,
rl # r # ru, used for averaging of circulation in method y t indicated
for left vortex in gray.

FIG. 3. Sketch to illustrate the definition of lidar scan angle u,
vortex tilt angle f, effective observation angle g , and the coordinate
system used in the current article. The axial direction x points against
the flight direction.

circulations evaluated from virtual lidar measurements
in sections 4 and 5.

For methods y t and v, the effect of the neighboring
vortex should be restricted by limiting ru at most to half
of the vortex spacing, b0/2. This limitation also reduces
disturbing effects of secondary vortices, ambient tur-
bulence, and baroclinic vorticity. The lower limit rl

should be set well above the core radius. Including radii
of the order of the core radius and below would decrease
the resulting circulation unnecessarily. Furthermore, ve-
locities at small radii are difficult to measure by lidar
due to the smaller volume of scatterers. The basic benefit
of methods y t and v is that the averaging of G over a
radii interval reduces the scatter in turbulent vortices
and, thus, also enables estimations of disintegrating vor-
tices. The radii-averaged circulation definition has a
good potential as a measure for vortex strength in re-
duced spacing operations because it correlates well with
hazardous effects induced from potential wake encoun-
ters (Hinton and Tatnall 1997).

The downdraft method wd proposed by Harris et al.
(2000) calculates circulation from the downdraft veloc-
ity midway between the vortices, wd, according to

G 5 pw b /2.d d 0 (5)

For a pair of undisturbed Lamb–Oseen vortices, Gd dif-
fers negligibly from the root circulation. An advantage
of this method is the high lidar signal-to-noise ratio that
results from the great volume of air moving near the
downdraft velocity midway between the vortices. The
effects of crosswind y, vertical wind w, lidar scan angle
u, and vortex tilt angle f on the measured downdraft
velocity wm can be compensated according to

w 1 y cos(u) 2 w sin(u)mw 5 . (6)d sin(u 2 f)

Figure 3 illustrates that the lidar scan angle and vortex
tilt angle can be combined to define an effective lidar
observation angle, g 5 u 2 f, which denotes the angle
between the line that connects the vortex centers and
the lidar scan direction. Figure 3 also describes the co-
ordinate system used in this article.

3. Analytical considerations

This section aims at illustrating the effects of evalu-
ation methods y t and wd, averaging interval, and obser-
vation angle on the obtained results in circulation. For
this purpose it is assumed that an ideal continuous-wave
lidar records exact maximum LOS velocities of analyt-
ically given wake vortices. These consist of the super-
position of two Lamb–Oseen vortices where the tangen-
tial velocity profile of one vortex, y t(r), is given by

2G 21.26r0y (r) 5 1 2 exp (7)t 21 22p r rc

with a core radius of rc 5 4 m, a vortex separation b0

5 23.5 m, and a root circulation G0 5 283 m2 s21.
Figure 2 sketches the respective profiles of the vertical
velocity component. It is assumed that the trends ob-
served in our study would also occur for different vortex
models. The observation angle of the lidar is kept con-
stant during measurements—an approximation that cor-
responds to ‘‘frozen’’ vortex pairs drifting through the
lidar beam. We refer to Campbell et al. (1997) for a
similar discussion of the effects of averaging interval
and observation angle pertaining to method y t.

For the following considerations the absolute value
of G0 is irrelevant (we employ circulations normalized
by G0 where the normalization is indicated by an as-
terisk). As a baseline case the radii-averaged circulation
uses a lower bound of 5 m and an upper bound of 11
m. To demonstrate the effects of the chosen averaging
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FIG. 4. Here determined according to method y t for a pair ofG*r –rl u

Lamb–Oseen vortices as a function of vortex spacing b0, and for
three different averaging intervals. The values of the corresponding
single vortices are denoted by horizontal lines. Hatched lines indicate
applicable lower boundaries for b0.

FIG. 5. Circulation determined according to method wd for a pair
of Lamb–Oseen vortices as a function of vortex spacing and averaging
length along downdraft velocities.

interval, further results with 3–8- and 5–15-m intervals
are included.

a. Vertically viewing lidar

We now restrict the analysis to vertical observation
angles; hence, only vertical velocities are measured. Fig-
ure 4 depicts the influence of the vortex spacing on
normalized circulation obtained by method y t for three
different radii averages. For a singular vortex, ,G*3–8

, and amount to 0.833, 0.967, and 0.979, re-G* G*5–11 5–15

spectively (horizontal lines). This underestimation of the
root circulation is caused by the decreasing circulations
on radii smaller than 2rc [at about 2rc the Lamb–Oseen
vortex attains the potential flow with G(r) 5 G0]. How-
ever, when we apply the analysis to a vortex pair, we
find that and are overestimated. Figure 2 in-G* G*5–11 5–15

dicates that the neighboring vortex induces superim-
posed downward-directed velocities in the averaging in-
terval. In the downwash region the superimposed ve-
locities cause an overestimation of circulation that dom-
inates the weaker underestimation induced in the
upward-directed vortex flow. An average over radii be-
tween 3 and 8 m, on the other hand, nevertheless un-
derestimates the circulation for b0 . 16 m, since G(r)
in this case is always below G0.

It becomes evident that for a given vortex spacing the
obtained circulation values increase with the upper limit
of the averaging interval. That upper limit further dictates
the lower limit for vortex spacing (which is twice ru) for
which can be applied without inclusion of velocitiesG*r –rl u

beyond the midpoint. (Therefore, the parts of the curves
that fall below those minimum vortex spacings are not
discussed.) As an exemplary result we find a maximum
overestimation of 5 1.138 at the respective lowerG*5–11

limit of b0 5 22 m. At b0 5 47 m both effects, the
underestimation of the circulation for a singular vortex

and the overestimation caused by the neighboring vortex,
compensate each other such that 5 1.G*5–11

Circulations determined by the downdraft method wd

as a function of vortex spacing are shown in Fig. 5.
Measuring exactly at the midpoint between both vortices
(curve b0/2), the normalized circulation attains a value
of 1 at b0 5 20 m (b0/rc 5 5). Since the velocities in
the downdraft region usually are not smooth, the cir-
culation scatter may be reduced by calculating wm as an
average over laterally adjacent velocities. However, this
averaging also overestimates circulation (when b0 . 16
m), since method wd employs the local minimum ve-
locity and averaging and, thus, includes higher neigh-
boring wd values (cf. Fig. 2). (When b0 drops below 16
m the overestimation turns into an underestimation be-
cause for b0/rc , 4 lower velocities from the vortex
core region are affecting the evaluation.) For vortex
spacings of b0/rc . 4, which in general prevail, we learn
that averaging causes an overestimation of circulation
that increases with the averaging length and decreases
with increasing b0/rc. For example, averaging along a
2-m (4 m) section causes a maximum overestimation of
0.6% (1.9%) of circulation.

b. Oblique viewing lidar

We now generalize our analysis and allow our ideal
lidar to view at angles g between 908 and 458 (again
with fixed beam, no scanning). Figure 6 depicts the
actual positions where the continuous-wave lidar detects
the maximum velocity values along its LOS in a trailing
vortex pair. For a single vortex, measurements at an
oblique view will not deviate from that at a vertical
view as long as the vortex is axisymmetric.

For vertical observation directions (g 5 908) the fig-
ure corroborates that the LOS velocity maxima are sit-
uated on a horizontal line. For observation angles below
908 the actual positions of the measured maximum LOS
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FIG. 6. Actual positions of LOS velocity maxima for different observation angles g . Wake vortex
topology is illustrated by isolines of the streamfunction. Enlarged asterisks indicate exemplarily the
deviation of the actual position of the LOS velocity maximum (small asterisk) and the respective nominal
position that would be situated tangent to an isoline of the streamfunction (large asterisk) for g 5 558.

FIG. 7. Here determined as a function of observation angle gG*r –rl u

for method y t and three different averaging intervals, rl–ru, with b0

5 23.5 m and rc 5 4 m.

velocities deviate from their nominal locations: now the
lines of maximum LOS velocity position are curved.
The curvature increases with increasing distance to the
vortex centers and becomes strongest in the downdraft
region where the influence of the neighboring vortex is
most prominent.

In the regions around the vortex cores, where the
rotational velocities approach zero, even the ideal lidar
applied to analytical vortices finds positions with higher
LOS velocities far behind or in front of the vortex cen-
ters. However, these outliers, which are found for all
observation angles, are of no relevance for the evalu-
ation of circulation, because the core region is excluded
by the choice of rl.

Figure 7 shows circulations determined with method
y t for different observation angles and radii intervals.
The overestimation of at g 5 908 decreases grad-G*5–11

ually from 1.118 to a minimum of 1.029 at g 5 558,
then it rises again to a maximum at g 5 358, followed
by a sharp decline. The overestimation declines gen-
erally for angles that deviate from 908 because the con-
tribution of the velocities that are induced by the neigh-
boring vortex decreases with decreasing observation an-
gle: to first order, only the induced vertical velocity
component contributes to the overestimation, whereas
the induced horizontal velocity component has different
signs on the different sides of the vortex core and there-
fore is compensated in the integration.

It is worthwhile to note that for geometrical reasons
the LOS velocities of the adjacent vortex are included
in the circulation computation when g , g t 5 arcsin
(2ru/b0). Then the detected maximum LOS velocity po-
sition ‘‘jumps,’’ for example, from the left to the right
vortex (cf. Fig. 6). For the current parameters (ru 5 11
m, b0 5 23.5 m), g t is 708. However, the overestimation
of grows from its minimum only again when g ,G*5–11

558 (instead of 708) because then the contribution of
LOS velocities beyond the separating symmetry line y
5 0 dominates the decreasing overestimation caused by
the decreasing observation angles. For observation an-
gles below 358, the integration domain also includes the
decreasing rotational velocities in the adjacent vortex
core region and, hence, decreases again. Figure 7G*5–11

finally shows that the discussed characteristics of the
curve for are also found but shifted to higher (low-G*5–11

er) observation angles when ru is increased (decreased).
Figure 6 indicates that the actual position of the LOS
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FIG. 8. Relative deviation of LOS velocity maxima (for arbitrary
observation angles g) from vertical velocities (g 5 908) in the down-
draft region. LOS velocities are already translated into vertical ve-
locities according to Eq. (6).

FIG. 9. Isosurfaces of the positive vertical velocity value, w 5 2
m s21, of the evolving convective boundary layer with three pairs of
5-s-old wake vortices. Plane x 5 192 m analyzed in Figs. 10 and 11
indicated by gray rectangle.

velocity maximum that is attributed to the midpoint
downdraft velocity (for method wd) is situated consid-
erably apart from the midpoint position for g , 608
(the asterisk is the first symbol that does not appear at
the midpoint position). As a consequence, the corre-
sponding velocities are adulterated. In Fig. 8 the relative
deviations of the downdraft velocities wd are plotted for
the different observation angles where the LOS veloc-
ities wm are already translated into downdraft velocities
wd according to Eq. (6). Figure 8 reveals a considerable
excess of wd at y 5 0 and, consequently, an overesti-
mation in circulation when g , 608. A closer inspection
yields the minor relative error of 0.8% at gmin 5 578.
If the downdraft velocity is calculated as an average of
neighboring positions in order to smooth circulation
scatter, overestimations of downdraft velocities occur
already for g . gmin. These deviations again are caused
by the offset between nominal and actual positions of
the maximum LOS velocities (see Fig. 6).

4. Turbulent environment

In this section we investigate how the vortex evo-
lution in an inhomogeneous turbulent environment af-
fects circulation measurements by lidar. For this purpose
an LES of wake vortices in an evolving convectively
driven atmospheric boundary layer (Holzäpfel et al.
2000) is analyzed. The LES was performed in a domain
with a uniform grid of size Lx 5 Ly 5 Lz 5 512 m. The
convective boundary layer simulation was driven by a
constant vertical heat flux at the lower surface and three
wake vortex pairs were superimposed on the turbulent
flow field after the evolving convective boundary layer
was well established. Figure 9 illustrates the interaction
of convective cells and 5-s-old wake vortices in a per-
spective view of an isosurface of the upward-directed
velocity w 5 2 m s21. The LES data are rescaled such
that the dimensions of the vortices correspond to the

vortices in sections 3 and 6. The rms value of the fluc-
tuation velocities of the modeled boundary layer is q 5
1 m s21, which corresponds to a normalized value of
q* 5 q/w0 5 0.54, where w0 denotes the initial descent
speed of the vortices.

The LES data are used to simulate observations of
the upper-left vortex pair by an ideal, vertically viewing
lidar. It is assumed that the maximum and minimum
velocities of the LES data field in a height interval rang-
ing from 200 to 500 m above ground correspond to the
maximum and minimum velocities derived from the
spectra of a continuous-wave heterodyne lidar. This im-
plies the following assumptions and simplifications. The
angle variation of the scanning lidar and the resulting
trigonometrics are neglected for the sake of simplicity.
The range resolution always includes the complete vor-
tices with an equal weighting of measured velocities.
The velocity maxima and minima do not include the
possible biasing effect that can be caused in practice by
spectral spreading due to time series windowing (Harris
et al. 2000; Campbell et al. 1997). A single lidar scan
detects instantaneous velocity data; that is, there is no
development of the velocity field during one scan.

The resulting profiles of vertical velocities in a plane
at x 5 192 m (denoted by the rectangle in Fig. 9) are
plotted in Fig. 10 in increments of 5 s. This section of
the vortices is placed on the shoulder of an updraft and
thus is exposed to strong lateral gradients of vertical
wind that cause pronounced vortex tilting. The effect
of the updraft causes a clearly visible variation of the
velocity maxima already at t 5 0 s. With ongoing time
the vortex signatures are progressively eroded such that
at t 5 30 s the vortices can hardly be identified. Note
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FIG. 10. Profiles of maximum and minimum vertical velocities at x 5 192 m and different instants
of time.

FIG. 11. Circulation evolution for methods y t, wd, and v at x 5
192 m.

that at t 5 30 s the vortices, nevertheless, still possess
more than 50% of their initial circulation (cf. Fig. 11).
This example demonstrates that the evaluation of al-
ready strongly deformed vortex signatures still may be
worthwhile.

The respective circulation evolutions determined ac-
cording to methods y t, wd, and v are displayed in Fig.
11 where method wd is shown with and without the
correction for vortex tilting. For method wd no lateral
averaging along the downdraft velocities is performed.
In the synthetic flow field the vortex positions are de-

termined by searching the local minima of l2
1 with a

resolution of 1 m. For real lidar measurements it is
assumed that the triangulation method (Köpp et al. 2003,
hereafter K03), which is described in more detail in
section 6, would yield a similar accuracy for vortex
positions and, consequently, vortex spacing and tilt an-
gle.

The different methods yield initial deviations of al-
most 620% and converge with progressing time, except
method wd with tilt correction. In this situation of ex-
treme vortex tilting [f(30 s) 5 598] the correction for
vortex tilting causes an overestimation of circulation
values. As it is shown in the previous section, this is
due to the fact that for larger tilt angles the maximum
LOS velocities prevail in front of or behind the line
connecting the vortex centers, that is, closer to one of
the vortices. In the current example the limiting obser-
vation angle gmin 5 578 (f 5 338) is reached already
at t 5 11 s. After that time method wd with tilt correction
yields too high values. In reality the variable lidar scan
angle and the threshold angle for the tilting correction
should always be combined to calculate the effective
observation angle that can be used to rule out flawed
tilting corrections.

1 The second eigenvalue l2 of the symmetric tensor S 2 1 V2 is a
measure for coherent vortex structures according to Jeong and Hus-
sain (1995). Here S and V are the symmetric and antisymmetric parts
of the velocity gradient tensor =u.
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FIG. 12. Circulation evolution for methods y t, wd, and v with an
axial wind of u 5 1.6 m s21; initial plane at x 5 192 m.

FIG. 13. Evolution of circulation determined by methods y t, wd,
and v as an average over all simulation planes along the flight di-
rection and respective standard deviations below.

TABLE 1. Theoretical initial circulation and mean initial circulation
of LES determined according to the three methods.

Method G*0,theor G*0,LES

v
y t

wd

0.967
1.113
1.0

0.957
1.124
1.018

Figure 12 shows circulation evolution where the vor-
tices are advected with an axial wind of u 5 1.6 m s21

along the flight direction. The initial plane corresponds
to the plane evaluated in Fig. 11. The comparison of
Figs. 11 and 12 indicates that axial wind may have
considerable impact on estimated circulation. In partic-
ular, axial wind may cause an ostensible constancy or
even increase of circulation with time when less-de-
cayed vortex segments are advected into the measure-
ment plane. Basically, axial wind may increase scatter
provided that the spatial vortex evolution features axial
gradients.

To reveal a more representative characterization of
the three methods, the respective circulations are av-
eraged over all simulation planes along the flight di-
rection (see Fig. 13). Table 1 indicates that the mean
initial circulation values correspond well to the theo-
retical values. In particular, method v reproduces almost
the theoretical value for of a single vortex; that is,G*5–11

method v is not sensitive to the influence of the neigh-
boring vortex.

Remarkably, the radii-averaging methods v and y t,
and also method wd without tilt correction, show similar
decay characteristics [G*(t) slope], where the systematic
initial offset between the different methods is main-
tained during vortex evolution. Only the downdraft
method wd yields no initial decay until t 5 5 s. Addi-
tionally, circulation is determined by integration of vor-
ticity on circles with a radius of b0/2 as an indication
of the real midpoint circulation evolution (termed meth-
od wd,ref). The reference method wd,ref suggests a slower
initial decay because the diffusion process that reduces
circulation on smaller radii is not present at y 5 b0/2.
Until t 5 15 s, method wd,ref, which is not affected by
tilting effects, follows the curve with tilt correction.
Later on, when in some sections tilt angles of 308 are
exceeded, method wd,ref approaches the curve without
tilt correction.

Another remarkable observation is the similar mag-

nitude of the standard deviation of the circulation, G*9,
of methods y t and v. Obviously the main benefit of
averaging is achieved by the radii average, whereas the
additional averaging of the vorticity over the integration
area in method v is of minor importance. The scatter
of method wd,ref is increased compared to methods y t

and v because the integration over the larger area en-
closes more ambient turbulence. The standard deviation
of method wd indicates larger scatter where the titlting
correction reduces the scatter until t 5 20 s. Later on
the scatter is even increased with the correction. This
again indicates that the tilt correction may improve es-
timated circulation for moderate tilt angles but for larger
tilting may adulterate results.

5. Multiple vortex pairs

Initial overestimations of the root circulation of typ-
ically 30%–60% are frequently observed by lidar es-
pecially when method y t is applied (Campbell et al.
1997; Robins et al. 2001; Holzäpfel 2003). That over-
estimation is associated with an ostensible strong initial
‘‘decay’’ such that at a vortex age of roughly one time-
scale (t0 5 2p /G0) normalized circulation attains a2b0

value of one. Recent analyses of numerous experimental
data indicate that the completion of roll-up for ap-
proaching aircraft equally may last about one timescale
(A. Elsenaar 2001, personal communication). The cor-
relation between circulation overestimation and roll-up
process is substantiated in this section.
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FIG. 14. Lateral profiles of maximum and minimum vertical LOS
velocities at different downstream positions of near-field wake flow.

FIG. 15. Circulation at different downstream positions of near-field
wake flow determined by methods y t, wd, and v. Symbol o (i) denotes
circulation evaluation for the outer (inner) vortex center at x/B 5 1.
The radii interval applied for method y t is scaled to correspond to

as used in the previous sections.G*5–11

To reveal the mechanisms that cause the initial cir-
culation overestimation we perform virtual lidar mea-
surements based on high-resolution numerical simula-
tion data that cover the generation and merger of mul-
tiple vortex pairs behind an aircraft model in high-lift
landing configuration. The simulation treats the flow
around the Deutsches Zentrum für Luft und Raumfahrt
(DLR)–Aerodynamische Leistungsverbesserung an sub-
sonischen Transportflugzeugen (ALVAST) model,
which is similar to the Airbus A320, by solving the
Euler equations up to a half-span downstream of the
wing tip. The subsequent vortex evolution is modeled
by a direct numerical simulation. Details of the near-
field simulation approach are described in Stumpf
(2002). Figure 1 illustrates the resulting topology of
multiple vortex pairs. The contours of axial vorticity
indicate the vortex sheet that forms immediately down-
stream of the trailing edge of the wing and then becomes
organized in two corotating vortices from outer flap
edge and wing tip. The counterrotating vortices on
smaller lateral positions stem from the inner edge of the
outer and inner flaps, respectively, whereas their centric
corotating counterpart detaches from the outer edge of
the inner flap.

Figure 14 shows the lateral profiles of maximum and
minimum LOS velocities that are measured by the ideal
vertically viewing lidar at different downstream posi-
tions. With increasing downstream distance the sepa-
ration of the primary vortices decreases driven by the
mutual velocity induction of the multiple vortex system.
At a downstream position of one span (x/B 5 1) the
two closely spaced velocity minima at y/B 5 0.8 indicate
the merger process of the corotating outer flap edge
vortex and the wing tip vortex. The velocity extrema
on smaller lateral positions represent the vortices stem-
ming from the inner edge of the outer flap and from the
edges of the inner flap. The observed multiple vortex

topology clearly illustrates that the assumption of axi-
symmetric primary vortices that is applied in method y t

[Eq. (3)] is heavily violated as long as the roll-up pro-
cess to a single vortex pair is not completed. If method
y t is applied nevertheless, the velocity minima corre-
sponding to the secondary vortices are interpreted as
high tangential velocities on large radii appendant to the
primary vortex, hence, high circulation. Figure 15
shows that the resulting overestimation, which varies
between 67% and 29%, is of the order of overestima-
tions found in field measurements. The reduction of the
overestimation with increasing distance x/B is caused
less by the gradually proceeding roll-up but rather can
be explained as follows. Since the triplet of secondary
vortices is rotated below the primary vortex outward,
the vertical projection of the distance to the primary
vortex decreases (see Fig. 14), which, in turn, reduces
circulation. This example demonstrates that the mani-
fold of vortex topologies that evolve during roll-up may
cause a considerable variability of the initial overesti-
mation of circulation. In contrast, the ambiguity of the
actual vortex center location of the merging wing tip
and outer flap edge vortex at x/B 5 1 (see Fig. 14) leads
to a comparatively small circulation variation (see Fig.
15).

Method wd is less sensitive to remaining secondary
vortices as long as these are sufficiently separated from
the midpoint position. At x/B 5 1 we state an overes-
timation of up to 28% and an increased sensitivity to
the determination of vortex core position. From x/B 5
3 onward the small decay rate is caused by the slowly
approaching primary vortices. Method v obtains an al-
most constant circulation of 0.9 because 10% of the
circulation was dissipated in the preceding simulation
of the flow around the aircraft.
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FIG. 16. Lidar spectra of several intersections with the wake vortices measured by the QinetiQ
lidar team during WakeOP (flight 1-13). Aircraft hit at t 5 0 s. White lines indicate maximum
LOS velocities; the shading represents the signal contribution in each velocity bin.

6. Field measurements

The Wake Vortex Forecasting and Measuring Campaign
at Oberpfaffenhofen (WakeOP) was performed at the air-
field of Fairchild Dornier in Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany,
from 29 March to 4 May 2001. An outline of the campaign
is given in Gerz (2001). Besides a large variety of me-
teorological measurement systems, three 10-mm continu-
ous-wave lidars were operated to trace the wake vortices
generated by DLR’s VFW 614 aircraft ATTAS. The cir-
culation of the ATTAS varied between 113 and 168 m2

s21 with a mean value of G0 5 142 m2 s21, and the ref-
erence timescale was t0 5 12.6 s on average.

It was successfully demonstrated that vortex spacing
and trajectories can be obtained with significantly higher
accuracy when triangulating the vortex core intersec-
tions of two or three simultaneously measuring lidars
(K03). For this purpose the lidars were placed at a lateral
offset of approximately 80 m and were scanned in a
vertical plane, aligned perpendicular to the aircraft’s
flight direction. Vortex core intersections of a lidar give
accurate angular information but poor range informa-
tion. The triangulation method combines two series of
accurate angular measurements with an extended Kal-
man filter to produce the horizontal and vertical posi-
tions of the vortices with high accuracy. Here we employ
WakeOP lidar data to verify our theoretical consider-
ations concerning the evaluation strategies of circula-
tion. For this purpose vortex positions determined with
the triangulation method are applied.

Figure 16 illustrates several interesting features of the

lidar spectra that are already translated into LOS ve-
locities. The aircraft passed almost directly above the
lidar at an altitude of 146 m. The lidar scan range was
from 608 to 958 with a scan rate of 88 s21. The mean
crosswind was approximately 2.5 m s21, measured by
a separate wind-profiling lidar, and this was consistent
with the observed horizontal vortex drift velocity. For
full details of the measurement geometry see K03.

The background wind field with its fluctuations is
evidenced in Fig. 16 by the width and the noisy ap-
pearance of the oscillating trace. The tiny solid bar at
t 5 0 s that lasts for a small fraction of a second indicates
that the lidar beam strikes the aircraft. The flow ob-
served immediately afterward shows high velocities and
complex structure, which represents the multiple vor-
tices that form during roll-up. Clearly, the evaluation of
circulation of such structures is not feasable. The sub-
sequent vortex pairs display the classic vortex pattern.
Eventually the vortices drift out of the scanning region.
The drift leads to an apparent stretching of the profiles
when scanning with the wind, and a contraction when
scanning against the wind.

Figure 17 shows lidar spectra of five intersections
with the decaying vortex pair. The lidar settings were
analogical to that in Fig. 16. The comparison of sim-
ulation and measurement (Figs. 10, 17) clearly points
out similar characteristics of the LOS velocity evolution
during vortex decay. At earlier times the vortex sig-
natures are distinct albeit not perfectly symmetric,
whereas at later times the vortex signatures are pro-
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FIG. 17. Lidar spectra of five intersections with the decaying wake vortex pair measured by the
QinetiQ lidar team during the campaign WakeOP (flight 8-01).

FIG. 18. (top) Mean normalized circulation evolution and (bottom)
respective standard deviation, vs time determined from lidar mea-
surements during WakeOP. Circulation values are averages over 3-s
intervals. Evaluation method, number of OFs, and lidar teams are
indicated in the legend.

gressively eroded such that, for example, the two down-
draft peaks vanish in favor of an unstructured downwash
region.

Figure 18 depicts the evolution of mean normalized
circulation determined from data of the three lidar teams
with methods y t and wd together with the respective
standard deviations. The circulations are normalized by
theoretical circulations that are calculated individually
from aircraft weight and flight speed of every overflight
(OF). The different curves denote averages of the cir-

culations of all evaluated OFs that are combined re-
gardless of the prevailing weather conditions and ad-
justed aircraft configurations. In spite of the unspecific
combination of the respective samples, the statistics cor-
roborate the previously described characteristics of the
different evaluation methods.

1) Initial overestimation (cf. section 5). Method y t ap-
plied to QinetiQ and the Office National d’Etudes et
de Recherches Aérospatiales (ONERA) data clearly
exhibits an initial overestimation of nominal circu-
lation by roughly 40%. At about one timescale (12
s) the curves reach a circulation of one. For indi-
vidual measurements maximum overestimations of
90% are found.

2) Scatter. The standard deviations of the lidar field
measurements (Fig. 18) are of the same order of
magnitude as found in the LES (Fig. 13). Since in
the LES the roll-up is not considered, standard de-
viations start from a lower level and increase with
time driven by atmospheric turbulence. The higher
initial standard deviations and, in particular, the max-
imum of ONERA’s standard deviation at 3 s reflect
the enhanced variability of the initial overestimation
that can be caused by the complex topology of mul-
tiple vortex pairs during roll-up. Method wd applied
to QinetiQ data yields, indeed, increased standard
deviations compared to method y t for data of the
same lidar team.

Since in the field data the average environmental
turbulence intensity is even higher than in the sim-
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ulations ( 5 0.88, 5 0.54)—in which mea-q* q*meas LES

surement uncertainties are excluded—we conclude
that errors originating from lidar measurement ac-
curacy appear to be negligible compared to the gen-
uine circulation scatter caused by the complex re-
sponse of wake vortices to turbulent environments.

Circulations evaluated by DLR show less system-
atic overestimation and reduced scatter. However,
such circulation data are only achieved in an inter-
active and iterative evaluation procedure where an
experienced scientist is in the loop and introduces
adequate threshold levels for the signal intensity at-
tributed to the LOS velocity and rejects spurious
data. Nevertheless, these data follow the expected
trends discussed below.

3) The effect of neighbor vortex and internal diffusion.
Method y t initially yields slightly higher circulation
values compared to method wd caused by the su-
perimposed velocities of the neighbor vortex. These
are followed by a slightly steeper circulation decline,
which originates from diffusion processes in the vor-
tex. The final decay phase is not observed because
in most cases the vortices were already advected out
of the observation area covered simultaneously by
both lidar systems before the final decay.

7. Summary

The evolution and decay of circulation of aircraft
trailing vortices constitutes an essential issue of wake
vortex research. For full-scale vortices this key param-
eter can, to date, only be derived from lidar measure-
ments. The current manuscript investigates the impact
of different effects that inherently modify circulation
values during the different phases of vortex evolution
in the atmospheric boundary layer. To understand the
nature of the circulation, assessment is a vital interest
for all those who aim at safely reducing aircraft sepa-
rations.

For this purpose, different circulation evaluation
methods are applied to (i) analytically given Lamb–
Oseen vortices and to virtual lidar velocity data estab-
lished from (ii) a numerical simulation of the flow
around an aircraft in high-lift configuration, which pro-
vides the peculiarities of a near-field multiple vortex
topology; and to (iii) LES of wake vortices in a con-
vectively driven atmospheric boundary layer, which rep-
resents vortex evolution in an inhomogeneous turbulent
environment. The investigations reveal specific char-
acteristics of the different evaluation methods and ex-
plain and quantify systematic deviations from root cir-
culation.

Averaging over a radii interval of a single vortex
leads to a small underestimation of the root circulation
due to reduced circulation values at small radii. This
underestimation is reproduced well also for vortex pairs
when circulation is determined by the integration of

vorticity. The degree of the underestimation depends on
the averaging interval, the core radius, and the vortex
spacing. On the other hand, the evaluation of radii-av-
eraged circulation from vertical maximum LOS veloc-
ities according to method y t leads to an overestimation
of the root circulation due to the impact of the neigh-
boring vortex. The degree of the overestimation again
is a function of the last named parameters and the ob-
servation angle g. The overestimation decreases slightly
when the angle of observation deviates from 908. In the
quite large angle domain 908 $ g $ 408 it varies be-
tween 2.9% and 11.8%.

The downdraft method wd evaluates circulation from
the tangential velocity midway between the vortices.
This position corresponds to the radius where the de-
termined circulation comes most close to root circula-
tion. For sufficiently tight vortex cores, method wd caus-
es a slight overestimation of the root circulation only
when the downdraft velocities are smoothed by aver-
aging. However, the correction for vortex tilting may
significantly adulterate circulation values when the (ob-
servation) angle between the line connecting the vortex
centers and the scan direction falls short below 578. In
a real turbulent vortex already smaller tilt angles may
cause ambiguous tilt corrections.

During the roll-up of the complex near-field wake
topology generated by a high-lift wing the assumption
that the sensed maximum line-of-sight velocities can be
attributed to the tangential velocities of a pair of axi-
symmetric vortices does not hold. As a result the cir-
culation evaluation from lidar data can be flawed. For-
tunately, the roll-up phase typically is accomplished af-
ter one timescale and therefore is irrelevant for sepa-
rations to following aircraft. As long as the roll-up to
a single vortex pair is not completed, the radii-averaging
method y t interprets vorticity stemming, for example,
from the edges of a flap as high tangential velocities on
large radii, hence, high circulation. Initial overestima-
tions of the root circulation of 30%–70% are found in
measurements and simulation. Method wd is less sen-
sitive to remaining secondary vortices as long as these
are sufficiently separated from the midpoint position.

LES data indicate that considerably eroded vortices,
which already have lost the classic signature and there-
fore can scarcely be identified as wake vortices, nev-
ertheless may still possess more than 50% of their initial
circulation. This result emphasizes the difficulties as-
sociated with the investigation of final vortex decay.
Since, on the other hand, vortex decay is of primary
interest for wake vortex separations, we recommend to
push the evaluation of already strongly deformed vortex
signatures as far as possible.

A comparison of measurements accomplished during
the WakeOP campaign and the LES data corroborates
our theoretical findings. In particular, we show that the
degree of scatter of circulation data observed after the
completion of roll-up appears to be mostly due to the
genuine variability of wake vortices in the atmospheric
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boundary layer. This scatter, consequently, neither can
be avoided nor should be artificially smoothed. The only
way to further reduce this intrinsic scatter is to average
over several nominally identical measurements with re-
spect to aircraft configuration and atmospheric condi-
tions where the measurements can be based on multiple
overflights and/or multiple lidars.

We have shown that the two investigated circulation
evaluation methods are of complementary character and
therefore should both be applied if possible. It was fur-
ther shown that the circulation of the primary vortices
may be best approximated when an experienced scientist
evaluates data in an interactive and iterative evaluation
procedure. However, for circulation evaluation in an op-
erational reduced spacing system, time-consuming in-
teractive procedures are inapplicable. Here the radii-
averaged approach y t seems most appropriate. Sure
enough, the method suffers from a systematic overes-
timation of the root circulation but there is no overes-
timation in terms of encounter metrics for follower air-
craft. The velocities that apparently increase circulation
would also be sensed by a following aircraft in an en-
counter. Further advantages are that no ambient wind
data are needed to evaluate circulation, the radii aver-
aging reduces scatter, and the observation angle domain
is less restricted.
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Abstract

Results of high-resolution numerical simulations of aircraft wake vortex evolution and decay in different regimes and atm
conditions are presented. The different cases comprise (i) the near field interaction of a trailing vortex with an exhaust jet, (ii) the ev
single vortices and counter-rotating vortex pairs in homogeneous isotropic turbulence, as well as (iii) the decay of wake vortices in a
stably stratified atmosphere, and (iv) in a weakly turbulent sheared environment. The different cases are used to analyse commo
vortex dynamics and decay mechanisms. In all scenarios the formation of coherent secondary vorticity structures that enclose t
vortices is observed. These secondary vorticity structures deform and weaken the primary vortices and in some cases lead to r
decay. It is shown that the mean swirling flow effectively rearranges and intensifies any secondary vorticity by tilting and stretch
secondary vorticity may either originate from the turbine jet, ambient turbulence or may be produced baroclinically. Based on the
phenomena, eleven postulates are established that pinpoint fundamental aspects of the observed decay mechanisms.
 2003 Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Zusammenfassung

Mittels hochauflösender numerischer Simulationen wird die Entwicklung und der Zerfall von Flugzeug-Wirbelschleppen un
schiedenen atmosphärischen Bedingungen untersucht. Die betrachteten Szenarien umfassen (i) die Wechselwirkung eines Trieb
mit einem Nachlaufwirbel, (ii) die Entwicklung von Einzelwirbeln und gegensinnig rotierenden Wirbelpaaren in homogener is
Turbulenz, (iii) den Wirbelschleppenzerfall in einer turbulenten stabil geschichteten Atmosphäre und (iv) in einer schwach
ten Umgebung mit überlagerter Windscherung. Die Untersuchungen konzentrieren sich auf den verschiedenen Fällen gemei
pekte der Wirbeldynamik und des Zerfalls. Stets werden kohärente Sekundärwirbelstrukturen beobachtet, die die Primärw
schließen. Die Sekundärwirbel deformieren und schwächen die Wirbelschleppe und können ihren schnellen Zerfall auslösen
gezeigt, dass die mittlere Wirbelströmung die zunächst inkohärente sekundäre Wirbelstärke in effektiver Weise durch Kipp
ganisiert und mittels Streckung verstärkt. Die sekundäre Wirbelstärke kann durch den Triebwerksstrahl, die Umgebungsturbu
barokline Produktion eingebracht werden. Es werden elf Postulate aufgestellt, die wesentliche Aspekte der beobachteten Zerf
nismen beschreiben.
 2003 Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Wake vortices; Numerical simulation; Exhaust jet; Turbulence; Stable stratification; Shear; Secondary vorticity structures

Schlüsselwörter: Wirbelschleppe; Numerische Simulation; Triebwerksstrahl; Turbulenz; Stabile Schichtung; Scherung; Sekundärwirbelstrukturen
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1. Introduction

The lift exerted on aircraft wings produces long-liv
trailing vortices. Especially during an aircraft’s critical lan
ing phase these can endanger following aircraft. To av
wake vortex encounters, follower aircraft must maintai
safe distance to a landing aircraft up ahead of them. In
der to increase airport capacities whilst at least maint
ing safety levels, the knowledge of wake vortex behavi
under varying meteorological conditions achieves consi
able significance. Also, the influence of aircraft design
the strength of the shed vortices and the related potent
more rapid decay is of crucial importance.

The mostly prevailing decay mechanism in cruise a
tude, the so-called Crow instability [2], can frequently be
served being visualized by contrails. Minor atmospheric
bulence is sufficient to trigger sinusoidal oscillations of
vortices that lead to vortex reconnection and, finally, the
mation of descending vortex rings. Although the Crow ins
bility is well understood in principle, the longevity of vorte
rings and their effects on encountering aircraft are discu
controversly.

Another controversy applies to the temporal evolution
vortex intensity and decay. Two radically different conce
are debated, namely the concept of gradual and predic
decay and the concept of stochastic collapse [30]. In the
ter concept a phase of minor gradual decay is followed
a rapid decay phase [9] which coincides with a transit
to fully turbulent vortices [15,26]. The controversy can
part be resolved by the insight that the observed circula
evolution largely depends on its definition. On small ra
a gradual decay is observed which reflects diffusion in
vortex core region, whereas larger radii are not affected
this diffusion and rapid circulation decay sets only in wh
instability mechanisms have developed. On the other h
rapid decay could well be masked in lidar1 measurement
due to several reasons: (i) gradual spatial deformation of
tices will apparently decrease gradually swirl velocities
the measurement plane, (ii) the advection of deformed
tices through the measurement plane will cause substa
scatter. If that scatter shall be reduced by averaging of
culation data from several flights, characteristic feature
circulation evolution are smeared out, (iii) the late phase
potentially rapid circulation decay is not accessible by li
probably because vortices decay turbulently [15] or can
be distinguished from their turbulent environment. So
merical approaches have to be employed to contribute
comprehensive understanding of vortex decay charact
tics. The above mentioned and further implications of
culation evaluation from lidar data are discussed in de
in [16].

In-situ measurements in the wakes of various airc
have shown that the exhaust jets contribute dominantl

1 LIght Detection And Ranging, remote sensing technique to mea
the line-of-sight velocity along a Laser beam that scans wake vortices.
,

l

-

aircraft-induced wake turbulence compared to other sou
like boundary layer separation [14]. So the turbine
constitutes a top candidate to affect wake evolution
aircraft design. Turbulence, stratification and shear, on
other hand, are the primary influences on vortex evolu
in the atmosphere. All the mentioned scenarios are tac
in this manuscript. Merely, the effect of ground proximity
not considered.

In the current article, a condensed survey is given
four wake vortex calculations that were in part alrea
described in previous publications. In each of the four ca
different numerical approaches and parameters are ap
(cf. Table 1). A detailed description of the approach
would go beyond the scope of this paper and is gi
elsewhere [6,11,14,24]. However, the dissimilar pecular
of the described approaches on one hand, and the si
topologies of the resulting vortex evolutions on the ot
hand, indicate a relative independency of results fr
specific methodological aspects. This finding encoura
us to consider the extracted common aspects of w
vortex decay as generic and universally valid results.
analysed phenomena are related to the formation of coh
secondary vorticity structures and their impact on vor
decay. We argue that the observed effects, though extre
difficult to verify experimentally, generally occur in wak
vortex evolution and play a crucial role for vortex dec
Based on the current results, eleven postulates are de
that characterize prominent mechanisms of wake vo
decay. The interrelation of azimuthal vorticity structu
and wake vortex decay was first pointed out by Ri
et al. [27] and is typical for three-dimensional turbulen
initialization [19].

2. Vortex jet interaction

In the near field of the aircraft wake the exhaust jets of
turbines are entrained into the two counter-rotating wing
vortices which at the same time roll up from the shee
vorticity induced by the wings [7]. To investigate the high
complex entrainment and mixing process of the turbu
jet into a trailing vortex it is convenient to identify tw
overlapping regimes [5,22]: the jet regime and the deflec
regime. In the current numerical approach these two reg
are modeled sequentially. First the turbulent jet evol
temporarily and uninfluenced by the wake flow. Then
the deflection regime the interaction of jet and wake fl
is modeled. The characteristic dimensions of the nume
set-up are provided by a wind tunnel experiment [1] and
based on similarity parameters of a large transport airc
with two engine jets. The experimental results show that
vortex flow does not affect the engine jet behaviour u
a downstream distance of 0.5–1 wing spans. For mo
large transport aircraft, the characteristic size of the
regime is of the order of 1–50 diameters of the nozzle e
while the deflection regime, scaled to the wingspan, exte
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ty;
Table 1
Survey of cases, numerical codes, methods, vortex Reynolds numbers,Re = Γ/ν, boundary conditions in flight direction,x, lateral direction,y,
and vertical direction,z (per. stands for periodic and nr. for non-reflecting), ratio of domain size,L, to vortex core radius,rc , and number of grid
points across core radius

Case Jet (Section 2) HIT (Section 3) Strat (Section 4) Shear (Section 5)

Code PEGASE [6] NTMIX3D [31] LESTUF [18] MESOSCOP [28]
Method DNS LES LES DNS

Re 5000 (jet: 1000) 100· 106 ∞ 2200
Boundary conditions per.× nr. × nr. periodic periodic per.× per.× free slip

Lx/rc ×Ly/rc ×Lz/rc 12× 66.9× 66.9 28.23;28.2× 56.42(SV5.5) 102× 64× 135 68.8× 128× 85.3
rc/�x × rc/�y × rc/�z 7.5× 10× 10 2.33 0.63× 4 × 4 0.93× 3 × 3

Fig. 1. Normalized axial vorticity contours in a vertical lateral cross-section atx/B = 0.5 (left) andx/B = 1 (right). Dashed lines denote negative vortici
contour range from−1 to 4 in steps of 0.5.
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downstream of the airplane to a distance of about 1
wingspans.

The simulations are performed with a temporal DNS
the three-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations. Key p
meters of all simulations are listed in Table 1. For details
the numerical method we refer to [6]. The axial length
the domain of 6 nozzle radii corresponds to twice the wa
length of the maximum growth rate of the first azimuth
instability of a spatially evolving jet [23]. An unstable no
zle outlet velocity profile [23] is prescribed which is sup
imposed by three-dimensional Gaussian shape random
turbations. When the jet simulation has reached an age
corresponds to a downstream distance of 0.5 wing sp
(x/B = 0.5), the cross-section of the domain is enlarged
a Lamb–Oseen vortex is superimposed on the flow field
distance of 14 vortex core radii from the jet center (Fig. 1

The tangential velocity profile,vθ (r), of the Lamb–Osee
vortex is given by

vθ (r)= 1.4v0rc

r

(
1− exp

−1.256r2

r2
c

)
, (1)

wherev0 denotes the maximum tangential velocity at
core radiusrc . The ratio of the jet radius at the nozzle e
and the initial vortex core radius amounts torjet/rc = 1.3
and the ratio of the maximum jet and tangential veloci
at x/B = 0.5 to ujet/v0 = 2.72. In all cases dimensionle
time, t∗ = t/t0, is normalized by the vortex time scal
t0 = 2rc/v0. Here it is set zero at the beginning of the seco
-
t

simulation when the jet has reached an age oft∗ = 9. The
conversion of time to downstream distance is establis
employing the Taylor assumption with the experimental f
stream velocity ofu0/v0 = 2.2.

Fig. 1 depicts cross-sections of axial vorticity atx/B =
0.5 and x/B = 1. The undisturbed concentric vortici
contours represent the trailing vortex whereas the
opposite-signed regions of vorticity atx/B = 0.5 reflect the
most unstable mode of the jet instability. These unsta
structures burst subsequently and the jet reaches a
turbulent state atx/B = 1. Fig. 2 shows axial and azimuth
vorticity contours in a perspective view at different insta
of time. At t∗ = 90 the fully turbulent jet is deflected an
entrained by the vortex-induced velocity field and sta
to wrap around the primary vortex. During that proce
the jet’s vorticity is progressively stretched and rearran
to coherent – but now spiral-shaped – secondary vort
structures (SVS) of opposite signs (t∗ = 110).

Fig. 3 sketches how a passive tracer that initially exte
radially between 4rc and 6rc is stretched in a Rankine vorte
At 32t0 the tracer completely encloses the vortex center
is stretched by a factor of 5π . In the long-term limit the
passive tracer would be evenly distributed between 4rc and
6rc. A similar stretch-rate of approximately one revoluti
in 30t0 takes place fromt∗ = 90 to 120 (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 shows, furthermore, that the counter-rotating s
ondary vortex rings approach each other driven by a s
induced propagation velocity. At the same time they incre
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Fig. 2. Subset of the computational domain showing vorticity contours in a perspective view att∗ = 90,110,120,130,150, and 210 (from left to right). Black
surface denotes axial component (ω∗

x = 3), azimuthal components (ω∗
θ = 1 (−1)) are plotted dark grey (light grey).
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Fig. 3. Schematic of a passive tracer that initially extends betweenrc
and 6rc and is stretched in a Rankine vortex. Different instants in tim
t = n115.2π2r2c /Γ , are plotted at which the tracer encloses thenth
part of the vortex wheren = 1/8,1/4,1/2, and 1. Axisymmetric and
instantaneous local Cartesian coordinate systems as well as represe
of tangential velocity,Vθ , in both coordinate systems are illustrated
usage in Section 7.

in radius due to mutual induction which again stretches
SVS. Finally, the counter-rotating SVS connect (t∗ = 150)
and decay by direct turbulent interaction (t∗ = 210).

During that process the primary vortex has been stretc
and deformed in turn by SVS driven induction. Fig. 4 in
n

Fig. 4. Tangential velocity profiles of wake vortex at different instants
time. Velocity profiles are averaged over axial and azimuthal directions

cates that maximum tangential velocities are progressi
reduced but circulation is essentially unmodified atr = 4rc
(see Fig. 5).

3. Vortex evolution in homogeneous isotropic
turbulence

The effects of ambient turbulence on vortex dynam
are studied using the numerical code NTMIX3D [31] th
solves the Navier–Stokes equations for a three-dimens
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Fig. 5. Temporal evolution of axially averaged normalized circulation for all the cases. Circulations are integrated over locally centered circleswith radii of
4rc . For vortex pair with small vortex separation (VPb0/rc=4) circulation is determined onr = b0/2 = 2rc .

Fig. 6. Sequence of perspective views of iso-surfaces ofλ2 for vortices withIa = 5.5% att∗ = 25,50,75,100. (a) Single vortex, (b) vortex pair withb0/rc = 8.
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unsteady flow. The code is applied in its LES vers
where the subgrid-scale fluxes are modeled accordin
the Boussinesq gradient approach and the subgrid-s
viscosity is estimated from the kinetic energy at cut-off t
is assessed by the filtered structure function [4].

A field of homogeneous isotropic turbulence (HIT)
generated from a given spectrum with random phases
each mode which is subsequently allowed to adjust
preparatory run. The resulting turbulence is character
with respect to wake vortex parameters by the ratio of ro
mean-square velocity and maximum tangential velocity
the vortex,Ia = u′/v0, and the ratio of integral length sca
to vortex core radiusΛ/rc = 5.8. Since the linear superpos
tion of two Lamb–Oseen vortices may introduce additio
perturbances to the flow [29], the wake vortices are allow
to form quasi-steady dipoles in a two-dimensional visc
pre-simulation. For further details regarding the numer
approach and turbulence initialization see Table 1 and [2

Figs. 6, 9 display the temporal evolution of a sing
vortex (SV) and two vortex pairs (VP) with different vorte
separations,b0/rc, for the turbulence intensityIa = 5.5%
in a sequence of perspective views of iso-surfaces ofλ2.2

Different values forλ2 are chosen to visualize the prima
vortices and the SVS. In Fig. 6 eddies of the ambi
turbulence field become visible when they are intensi

2 The second eigenvalueλ2 of the symmetric tensorS2 + Ω2 is a
measure for coherent vortex structures [17], whereS andΩ denote the
symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the velocity gradient tensor.
coherent vortex structures, the resultingλ2 iso-surfaces largely correspon
to iso-surfaces of the vorticity norm.
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Fig. 7. Iso-lines of vorticity and streamfunction in a reference fra
that descends with the vortices. Additionally, the baroclinical vortic
production in a stably stratified atmosphere is illustrated.

by vortex stretching which is induced by the prima
vortices. The amount, length and intensity of the S
increase with time. The numerous coherent SVS deform
primary vortices and lead initially to a similar decay ra
in the single vortex case and the case with large vo
separation (see Fig. 5). Att∗ = 60 the decay rates o
vortex pair and single vortex start to deviate from ea
other and, eventually, att∗ = 100 the decay of the singl
vortex levels off. It should be noted that for the sing
vortex case a domain of transversally doubled size
used to assure the independence of results from the s
produced in between the single vortex and its perio
counterparts. For vortex pairs this shear is much wea
because neighbouring vortices induce velocities of the s
direction and magnitude in the vicinity of the period
boundaries.

Additionally to the mechanisms that produce SVS aro
a single vortex, the topology of vortex pairs provides a f
ther mechanism that can be explained by considering stre
lines in a framework that descends with the vortices (
Fig. 7). Along the streamlines that connect the two dist
hyperbolic stagnation points, the flow is accelerated and
scelerated which exerts both stretching and squeezing o
bedded eddies. Fig. 6 illustrates that while for the single
tex all SVS tend to be aligned azimuthally, the vortex p
produces also vertical vorticity streaks midway between
vortices (stretching by vertical gradients of the vertical
locity ∂w/∂z in the vicinity of the upper stagnation poin
and oval-shaped streaks (stretching by lateral gradien
the lateral velocity∂v/∂y in the vicinity of the lower stag
nation point). These additional SVS contribute to decay
turbulent diffusion and, in particular, by exchange of vort
ity in between the counter-rotating vortices. The compari
of decay rates for SV and VP in Fig. 5 indicates that the la
mechanisms advance decay effectively.
r

-

-

f

Fig. 8. Temporal evolution of the extrema of each vorticity component o
single vortex and vortex pair cases withIa = 5.5% andb0/rc = 8. Vorticity
extrema are averaged over the axial direction,x, and are normalized by th
initial maximum of axial vorticity,ωx,0.

Fig. 8 depicts the evolution of the extrema of ea
vorticity component normalized by the initial maximum
axial vorticity, ωx,0 for the cases shown in Fig. 6. Th
representation allows to quantitatively assess the efficie
of vortex stretching mechanisms. Due to diffusion proces
the axial vorticity maxima decrease with time. However,
lateral and vertical vorticity maxima,ωy,max, ωz,max, which
at t∗ = 0 represent eddies of the background turbulen
increase with time, driven by vortex stretching, and roug
triplicate initial values aroundt∗ = 125.ωy,max andωz,max
are of similar magnitude throughout the whole evoluti
because the SVS appear alternately in both compon
Since the vortex pair exerts stretching both across (cf. Fig
and along (cf. Fig. 7) streamlines, its vorticity maxima gr
faster and maintain higher values than in the single vo
case. Finally, all vorticity components of the vortex pair ha
decayed to a similar level att∗ = 200, when circulation is
reduced to 20%. The vorticity extrema of the case SV s
to deviate from those of case VP at approximatelyt∗ = 60,
a time that correlates well to the deviation of the respec
circulation evolutions (see Fig. 5). Att∗ = 100, when the
circulation of case SV remains almost constant, the de
of ωx is reduced and the SVS are not further stretch
i.e. vorticity valuesωy,max, ωz,max merely fluctuate aroun
constant values.

When vortex separation is reduced, the evolution of
circulation shows a very different decay behaviour. Afte
short phase of gradual decay governed by turbulent d
sion, the elliptic/short-wave instability [20,21] is developi
weakly (linear phase) (see Fig. 9). Subsequently, fort∗ > 15
the Crow/long-wave instability is largely amplified and t
circulation starts to decay rapidly (which in part is due
the fact that circulation is only determined from the vortic
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Fig. 9. As Fig. 6 for vortex pair withb0/rc = 4 at t∗ = 15,25,50.

Fig. 10. Sequence of perspective views of iso-surfaces ofλ2 for (a) a single vortex and (b) a vortex pair withIa = 24% andb0/rc = 8 at t∗ = 0,30,60.
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component aligned with the flight direction). After reco
nection of the two primary vortices att∗ = 25 a vortex ring
is formed att∗ = 50. This ring remains coherent for a certa
time but deforms under its own induction and loses stren

In the highly turbulent case (Ia = 24%) depicted in
Fig. 10 the primary vortices are too weak to essenti
stretch the turbulent eddies. Here it is the strong amb
turbulence that directly deforms and destroys the vort
rapidly. No differences between the decay of the vortex
and the single vortex are seen (see also Fig. 5). This indic
that interactions between the vortices of the vortex pair
not contribute to decay in strong turbulence.

4. Vortex decay in a turbulent stably stratified
atmosphere

The large-eddy simulation code LESTUF which solv
the Boussinesq-approximated Navier–Stokes equations
uses the classical Smagorinsky closure is employed to
ulate wake vortex evolution in a thermally stably stra
fied atmosphere with superimposed moderate, anisotr
and decaying turbulence. The turbulence, which is
scribed in detail in [8], obeys prescribed spectra withIa =
3.6%, andΛ/rc = 12. Turbulence induced by the aircra
s

d

,

is superimposed on the vortices by adding initially thr
dimensional random perturbations with a maximum t
bulence intensity ofIv = 12% at the core radius. Th
prescribed mean potential temperature gradient of the
mosphere,dΘ/dz, is constant in each calculation and t
corresponding normalized Brunt–Väisälä frequenciesN∗ =
(g/Θ0 · dΘ/dz)1/2(2πb2

0/Γ0) are set to 0, 0.35, and 1
The pair of superimposed Lamb–Oseen vortices is ini
ized with a ratio ofb0/rc = 12 for which a self-adaption
phase is not necessary because the resulting distortion
weak [29]. For further details regarding the numerical set
we refer to [14] and Table 1.

Fig. 11 depicts iso-contours of the lateral and verti
vorticity components that are induced by the wake vorti
(represented by tubularλ2-contours) in a stably stratifie
turbulent atmosphere for two degrees of stratification
the caseN∗ = 0.35, the iso-lines of the lateral velocity,v,
illustrate the converging flow that is induced by the wa
vortices. This converging flow is deformed by turbulen
such that the iso-linev = 0 (bold) meanders along th
symmetry plane between the vortices. As described
quantitative detail in [14], such a superposition of turbul
and wake vortex induced velocities produces axial gradi
of the lateral velocity,∂v/∂x, and, equivalently, vertica
vorticity, ωz ∼ ∂v/∂x in a volume above and midwa
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are

Fig. 11. Wake vortex evolutions in a turbulent and weakly stratified (N∗ = 0.35) and in a turbulent and strongly stratified (N∗ = 1) atmosphere att∗ = 120.
Iso-surfaces of lateral and vertical vorticity components (ω∗

y = ω∗
z = 0.125 (−0.125) plotted dark grey (light grey)) in a perspective view. Wake vortices

represented by black tubularλ2-contours. ForN∗ = 0.35, iso-lines for lateral velocity,v, are plotted in a horizontal plane above the vortices.
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between the vortices. The resulting vertical vorticity strea
ωz, are amplified by vortex stretching due to the accelera
of the downwards directed flow between the main vortic
Then, the vorticity is tilted, and wraps around the prim
vortices.

The intense SVS in Fig. 11 below demonstrate that str
stable stratification (N∗ = 1) intensifies these effects consi
erably. The source of this intensification is the baroclin
vorticity, ωx , which is produced by the baroclinic torque a
cording to

Dωx

Dt
∼ 1

ρ2∇ρ × ∇p (2)

along the oval-shaped interface (see Fig. 7) between the
bient flow and the adiabatically heated flow that desce
-

with the vortices [13]. This baroclinical vorticity addition
ally induces lateral velocities above the vortices that are
rected towards the symmetry plane. Herewith it intensi
the axial gradients of the lateral velocity which finally cau
the vertical and azimuthal vorticity structures and the rela
decay. Fig. 5 quantifies the impact of a stably stratified
mosphere on the longevity of wake vortices.

5. Wake vortices in a turbulent environment with
constant shear

Shear flows exhibit vigorous and variform influences
wake vortex transport and decay. Wake vortices that inte
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Fig. 12. Axial view of wake vortices in a turbulent environment w
constant positive background shear att∗ = 47. Iso-surfaces of latera
and vertical vorticity components (ω∗

y = ω∗
z = 0.63 (−0.63) plotted dark

grey (light grey)); wake vortices represented by black tubularλ2-contours.
Streamlines in a reference system that moves with the vortices in the
x = Lx/2.

with a shear layer may experience vortex tilting, separa
and subsequent rebound of vortices, whereupon the vo
with opposite signed vorticity to the shear layer shows
stronger tendency to rebound [25]. It is again the vortex w
opposite-signed vorticity that decays distinctly faster wh
the vortex pair immerges into a turbulent shear-layer [1
Also the spectacular rebound observed at London-Heath
Int’l Airport [10] can be at least in part attributed to she
layer effects [15]. However, these effects are not observe
laminar flows with constant shear [11].

Here, we report a DNS of vortex evolution in a constan
sheared and turbulent environment. For this purpose the
MESOSCOP [28] is employed which solves the Boussine
approximated Navier–Stokes equations. The pair of Lam
Oseen vortices with a vortex spacing ofb0/rc = 8 is
perturbed sinusoidally with an amplitude of 0.01b0 at
the wavelength of 8.6b0 to trigger the Crow instability
which allows to study the influence of vortex spacing
decay. The weak homogenous and initially isotropic amb
turbulence is characterized byIa = 0.7%, andΛ/rc ≈ 8.
The prescribed constant background strain just compen
the strain that the left vortex would induce on the right vor
center. Employing the common normalization for vor
pairs the shear corresponds to(∂v/∂z)(2πb2

0/Γ0)= 1.
Fig. 12 shows the wake vortices represented by b

tubular λ2-contours in an axial view. The correspondi
streamlines indicate an intrinsic asymmetry of the vor
flow, as known from analytical investigations of wa
vortices subjected to background shear [3] (compare F
for the unsheared case). The formation of SVS (grey
surfaces of lateral and vertical vorticity) is in strikin
correlation with the streamline that separates the fluid
and outside the vortex oval. The right vortex, which
s

Fig. 13. Wake vortices in turbulent sheared environment in a perspe
view. Iso-surfaces as in Fig. 12.

composed of opposite signed vorticity compared to
background vorticity of the shear, is closely encompasse
the SVS. A vertical streak evolves above the vortex pair
lags progressively behind the descending vortices bec
it develops partially outside the oval that descends w
the vortices. This structure is similar as in unsheared c
(cf. Fig. 11) but here it is deflected to the right due to
advection by the background shear flow.

The perspective view for two different instants, depic
in Fig. 13, gives a spatial impression of the evolution
the flow structures. Att∗ = 47 the SVS indicate that vorte
stretching of ambient turbulence is most effective near
right vortex at the axial position where the vortices
closest. At this particular position the area around the r
vortex which is enclosed by the bold separating stream
achieves the smallest size (cf. Fig. 12). Consequently
SVS structures that extend from the stagnation points
have to cover a small distance to completely encompas
vortex and (ii) the SVS experience strong acceleration
hence, strong stretching in the vicinity of the right vorte
Fluid, almost at rest at the stagnation point, follows
streamlines to locations of high circumferential velocity
close proximity to the right vortex core, resulting in stro
acceleration. Contrary to non-sheared cases, the dis
between left vortex (same signed vorticity as the backgro
shear) and vortex oval boundary is increased, which g
an explanation for unbalanced decay rates and prolong
lifetimes of the vortices [11].

At t∗ = 87 SVS have formed all along the right vort
and have initiated a rapid decay phase (see Fig. 5). A
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result of the initial perturbation the vortices link at abo
t∗ = 100 which initiates rapid decay also for the left vorte
This is combined with tilting of the closely spaced vort
segments caused by mutual induction of the unequ
strong vortices.

6. Comparison of decay characteristics

So far we employed normalized time based on the vo
time scale,t0 = 2rc/v0, to allow for the comparison of deca
characteristics of both single vortex and vortex pair ca
(see Fig. 5). We found in Section 3 that a reduction
normalized vortex spacing by a factor of two may accele
decay by a factor of four. Alternatively, we now empl
the normalization of time that is commonly used for vor
pairs and is based on the time scalet0 = 2πb2

0/Γ0. Fig. 14
indicates that now the decay rates of the two cases
Ia = 5.5% with a variation of vortex separation by a factor
two almost coincide. This means that the time normaliza
for vortex pairs considers the effects of vortex separa
correctly even when the underlying decay mechanisms
differ considerably (cf. Figs. 6, 9). Another consequenc
that increasing vortex core radii for a given vortex separa
reduces lifetime only slightly, whereas a reduction ofb0 may
be very beneficial for an accelerated vortex decay.

A comparison of all cases in Fig. 14 indicates that the
span of the vortices is basically correlated to the inten
of ambient turbulence. However, the specific pecularitie
the different cases, like additional superposition of aircr
induced turbulence in the stratified cases or initial pertu
tion of the vortex spacing in the sheared case, modify
ranking according to background turbulence. Imposing
ditionally a stable temperature stratification withN∗ = 1
may reduce wake vortex lifetime by roughly two time un
whereas an increase of ambient turbulence fromIa = 5.5%
by a factor of four may shorten wake vortex life by four tim
units. In contrast, dimensional analysis tells us that the
span of wake vortices in a given environment may be ha
by a reduction of vortex spacing by a factor of

√
2.

7. Formation of secondary vorticity and decay
mechanisms

As shown in the previous sections the formation
coherent secondary vorticity around the primary vorti
is a prominent feature of wake vortex evolution in t
atmosphere. In the following we list common aspects of
related mechanisms.

(i) Incoherent vorticity of background turbulence achie
coherence by tilting and stretching. It is the primary vor
that alignes (tilting) and reinforces (stretching) random v
ticity such that SVS are produced.

(ii) However, a single vortex filament that is stretch
will conserve its circulation (Helmholtz theorem). Henc
the vorticity of the vortex filament may be increased c
siderably by stretching, but its far field effect in terms
velocity induction is not modified.

(iii) Although the merger of several coherent vortic
filaments of equal sign may generate larger SVS,
mechanism likewise does not amplify far field effects.

(iv) Far field velocity induction (circulation) is generate
and increased when vorticity of arbitrary orientation wh
has no far field effect is aligned to coherent structures by
tilting process.
mined
Fig. 14. Temporal evolution of normalized circulation where the common normalization of time for vortex pairs is employed. Circulations deteras
in Fig. 5.
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(v) The tilting mechanism is effective for any vortici
structure that at least contains some radial vorticity com
nent and (vi) tilting provokes simultaneous stretching. T
can be illustrated by considering vortex tilting and stret
ing in a background flow given by a single plane poten
vortex,Vθ(r)= Γ/(2πr). Viscous and baroclinic effects a
neglected.

For convenience, the secondary vorticity,ωs , is given
in an instantaneous local Cartesian coordinate system
directions along the spiral-shaped vortex line, andn away
from the center of curvature (cf. Fig. 3). The tilting a
stretching terms read

Dωn

Dt
= ωs ∂Un

∂s
,

Dωs

Dt
= ωs ∂Us

∂s
, (3)

where the velocity gradients along the vortex line,∂Un/∂s,
∂Us/∂s, are prescribed by the background flowVθ(r). For
the tilting term it follows

Dωn

Dt
= ωs

∂Un

∂r

∂r

∂s
= ωs ∂(Vθ sinϕ)

∂r

∂r

∂s

= ωs
Γ

2πr2sin2ϕ, (4)

whereϕ denotes the angle betweenVθ andUs . In analogy
the stretching term yields

Dωs

Dt
= ωs

∂Us

∂r

∂r

∂s
= ωs ∂(Vθ cosϕ)

∂r

∂r

∂s

= ωs cosϕ
Γ

2πr2
sinϕ. (5)

Eqs. (4) and (5) specify the limits of the processes: Tilt
is strongest for radially oriented vorticity filaments beca
∂r/∂s = sinϕ = 1 and tilting ceases for azimuthally orient
structures because in azimuthal direction sinϕ = 0. Radially
aligned filaments are not yet stretched because cosϕ = 0,
whereas azimuthally oriented structures can not be fur
stretched (sinϕ = 0). In summary, radially oriented vorticit
is first tilted and then tilted and stretched simultaneou
until both processes decay when in the long-term limit
SVS tend to be aligned azimuthally.

(vii) SVS can deform primary vortices. In particula
counter-rotating SVS can stretch (squeeze) the prim
vortices when approaching (departing from) each other
Fig. 2, t∗ = 210).

(viii) In a reference frame that descends with the vor
pair the vortices are engulved by a oval-shaped stream
with stagnation points below and above the vortices (
Fig. 7). Due to the low velocities at the stagnation poi
already minor disturbances are sufficient to displace
stagnation points which enables entrainment of amb
vorticity into the oval (see Fig. 11). Entrained vorticity
subsequently intensified according to the right equatio
(3) by vortex stretching along streamlines in the acceler
flow midway between the vortices or along the half mo
shaped streamlines around the vortices.

(ix) Counter-rotating vorticity streaks produced midw
between the vortices can be effective in exchanging fl
Fig. 15. Sketch to illustrate the increase of rotational energy of a stret
Rankine vortex.

across the symmetry line. This effect is prerequisite
direct cancelation of primary vorticity [3,14].

(x) A primary vortex that stretches SVS as depicted
Fig. 3 performes work on the SVS. During the stretch
process the SVS gain rotational energy, whereas the prim
vortex, in turn, loses rotational energy. This can be de
eated phenomenologically by considering a vortex tube w
a Rankine tangential velocity distribution that is stretch
by a factor of 2 (see Fig. 15). The increase in length co
sponds to a contraction by a factor of 1/

√
2 (mass conser

vation). During stretching angular momentum is conser
(rvθ = const.), which means that the potential vortex r
gion is not affected by stretching. But the angular vel
ity of the contracted vortex core is doubled according
Ω2 = r2

1/r
2
2Ω1 becauser2 = r1/

√
2. The work performed

on the vortex core,W1,2, which corresponds to its gain o
rotational energy,�E, amounts to

W1,2 = E2 −E1 = 1

2

(
m
r2
2

2
Ω2

2 −mr
2
1

2
Ω2

1

)

= 1

2

(
m
r2
1

4
4Ω2

1 −mr
2
1

2
Ω2

1

)
=E1. (6)

Hence, a doubling of length corresponds directly to
doubling of rotational energy of the flow in the vortex co
of the SVS. The described mechanism is in direct ana
to the energy transfer from large eddies to small eddie
turbulent flows [32]. In our cases it is most obvious in t
jet vortex interaction where rotational energy of the prim
vortex decreases only on smaller radii (Fig. 4) and in the l
turbulence cases of Section 3 (Figs. 5, 6, 8). In particula
the single vortex case HIT SV5.5% circulation decay ends a
a time oft∗ = 100 when the SVS are not further stretched

(xi) The formation of SVS may trigger the formation
cooperative instabilities as the short-wave instability [
and the Crow [2] instability.

With the exception of cooperative instabilities the d
scribed mechanisms are independent from the ratio of
tex core radius and vortex separation. We therefore ass
that the relatively large vortex cores that we used here
that are commonly employed in numerical simulations
not derogate the current results.
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8. Conclusions

The presented numerical simulations of wake vortex e
lution in the atmosphere indicate that stretching, tilting a
merger of ambient vorticity caused by the primary vortic
are the prominent mechanisms in vortex evolution and
cay. In the cases with low to moderate turbulence poss
combined with thermal stable stratification and/or cons
shear as well as with jet–vortex interactions these me
anisms create spatially and temporarily extended cohe
secondary vortices out of the ambient incoherent flow.
first, the creation of these secondary vorticity structures c
sumes energy of the primary vortices. Secondly, the
ondary vorticity structures, in turn, have a far field impa
and thus, deform the primary wake vortices. It is shown
these mechanisms lead to an initially gradual and subseq
rapid decay. Whereas continous decay can be attribute
diffusion and the work that the primary vortices perform
the secondary vorticity structures, rapid decay is associ
with the interaction of secondary vorticity with the prima
vortex pair which causes an exchange and mutual anni
tion of primary vorticity, also in combination with instabi
ity mechanisms and the transition to fully turbulent vortic
For single vortices, longitudinal stretching of secondary v
ticity and the mutual exchange of primary vorticity betwe
counter-rotating vortex pairs does not apply. Therefore,
decay of single vortices is strongly reduced when the en
transfer from primary to secondary vortices ceases bec
the secondary vortices are no longer stretched substan
when they tend to be aligned azimuthally. In a highly tur
lent atmosphere, the primary vortices are too weak and
time scales of vortex decay are too short to essentially str
atmospheric eddies. As a consequence, the wake vortice
rapidly disrupted directly by ambient turbulence.

It should be noted that numerical simulations of wa
vortices in the atmosphere unavoidably suffer from limi
resolution of the vortex core region. Whereas DNS o
reach small Reynolds numbers it is the type of subgrid-s
closure that controls vortex core evolution in LES [15]. Bo
approaches do not meet the complex interaction of tu
lence and rotation at highRe flows together with the pecu
liarities of specific aircraft configurations and environm
tal conditions. This limitation will persist despite the en
mous increase of computational power and the developm
of smart numerical methods. Full-scale experiments will
main both challenging and mandatory to ensure the vali
of the conclusions drawn from numerical simulations.
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Adjustment of Subgrid-Scale Parametrizations
to Strong Streamline Curvature

Frank Holzäpfel∗

DLR, German Aerospace Research Center, Oberpfaffenhofen, 82234 Weßling Germany

A subgrid-scale model correction for large eddy simulations that address flowfields with embedded areas of poorly
resolved strong streamline curvature effects is proposed. The devised modification is termed NaCoo and provides
an isotropic correction of the subgrid-scale viscosity based on local centrifugal stability. The degree of stability
is identified via a rotational Richardson number that is determined based on non-Galilean-invariant streamline
curvature at every grid point. NaCoo allows for a more realistic representation of inadequately resolved coherent
turbulent vortices. Its main benefits are 1) conservation of the peak vorticity in the vortex cores, 2) reduction of
vortex core radius growth rates, 3) an approach to properties of tangential velocity profiles found in experiments
4) allowance for appropriate turbulence levels in the vicinity of the vortices, and 5) non suppression of vortex
core meandering. The derivation of NaCoo, its properties, and sensitivity to numerical and vortex parameters are
described in detail. Applications of the correction to single vortices and aircraft wake vortices in a quiescent and
turbulent environment demonstrate the capabilities of the pragmatic correction.

Nomenclature
a = acceleration
b = vortex spacing
C = constant
cS = model coefficient
D = magnitude of deformation tensor, Di j = 2Si j

e = unit vector
Fr = restoring force
p = dynamic pressure fluctuation
Ri = Richardson number
r = radial coordinate
rc = vortex core radius
Si j = strain rate tensor
t = time
u = axial velocity
v = (lateral) velocity
w = vertical velocity
x = axial coordinate
y = lateral coordinate
z = vertical coordinate
α = model coefficient
� = circulation
� = effective mesh size
ν = kinematic viscosity
ρ = density
τi j = subgrid-scale (SGS) fluxes of momentum

 = magnitude of vorticity
ω = oscillation frequency

Subscripts

n = normal direction
SGS = subgrid scale
t = tangential direction
θ = azimuthal direction

Q1

0 = initial value
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Superscripts

∗ = normalized quantity, based on b0, �0

′ = normalized quantity, based on �, rc0, �0

′′ = SGS fluctuation

I. Introduction

A SEEMINGLY endless number of efforts have been geared
toward the achievement of approaches for adequate numer-

ical treatment of turbulent flows with pronounced streamline curva-
ture and rotation effects. An impressive amount of semi-empirical
modifications for curvature effects were developed for the class of
Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes approaches, in particular, for the
widespread, cost-efficient, and robust k–ε turbulence model.1 Until
today, numerous corrections had been suggested for eddy-viscosity
models,2 during which time it was generally recognized that the
more costly second-moment turbulence closures have a fundamen-
tal advantage over eddy-viscosity models due to the explicit appear-
ance of rotation and curvature terms in the transport equations.3,4

The even more costly large-eddy simulation (LES) explicitly sim-
ulates the Navier–Stokes equations and, thus, fully considers the
effects of curvature and rotation in the resolved scales. Therefore,
LES have been applied to improve the fundamental understanding of
the effects of rotating flows.5 Driven by the ever-growing computa-
tional power, LES is also increasingly used for applied problems.6,7

However, such applications often demand an unpleasant tradeoff be-
tween the complexity of the tackled problem and an adequate numer-
ical representation such that the impact of the subgrid-scale (SGS)
closure may become more dominant. Another more specific way
to circumvent resolution requirements is the vorticity confinement
method,8 which preserves tight vortices even in coarse numerical
meshes. Recent developments of this method try to counterbalance
vorticity confinement and numerical diffusion.9 This could allow
researchers to address problems where vortex decay is of relevance.

LES explicitly simulate turbulent eddies that are resolved
on a computational grid, whereas smaller-scale fluctuations are
smoothed and modeled by SGS closures. If the scales of eddies
that dominate turbulent transport are resolved, the subgrid model
primarily has to provide an appropriate energy sink that prevents a
tailback of small-scale energy. If, however, the larger-scale turbu-
lence is suppressed by stabilizing body forces, such as the buoyancy
force in a stably stratified environment or centrifugal forces in a ro-
tating flow, or is damped in the vicinity of a wall, the SGS model
may locally control turbulent transport. As a consequence, the flow
regions that are strongly affected by body forces may represent a

1
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solution of the SGS model rather than of the Navier–Stokes equa-
tions. Even without strong damping of the resolved turbulence, the
velocity gradients of poorly resolved embedded areas of strong co-
herent rotation may dominate turbulent fluctuations. As a conse-
quence, simulation results may be adulterated because, in general,
the effects of centrifugal and Coriolis forces are not represented by
the SGS closure.

These effects become most objectionable when an appropriate
resolution of all involved length scales is not feasible. An exam-
ple is given by simulations that investigate the interaction of air-
craft wake vortices with environmental conditions, which basically
suffer from limited resolution. This becomes immediatly clear for
an LES of wake vortex evolution in a convectively driven atmo-
spheric boundary layer.10 Ideally, the LES should resolve length
scales spanning the order of approximately 0.1 m in the strongly ro-
tating vortex cores to the order of 1000 m in the atmosphere, where
the latter length scale roughly corresponds to the inversion height of
a convective boundary layer. An appropriate equidistant numerical
mesh would need O(1012) mesh points, whereas current grids are
limited to about 107–109 meshes. There are many other applications
where it is desirable to model flows with strong streamline curva-
ture with a modest number of grid points and without the need to
resolve all details of the flow. An example for a geophysical flow is
the simulation of tornadoes, technical applications that comprise the
flow around aircraft wings in high-lift configuration, fighter aircraft
under high angles of attack, or swirl combuster-type flows. In the
latter example, the simulation of chemical reactions may dominate
the numerical effort and an adequate representation of the swirling
flowfield must be realized based on a relatively coarse grid.

The dynamic SGS model,11 which is widespread for lower
Reynolds number applications, suppresses successfully the SGS
viscosity in a poorly resolved rectilinear vortex, provided that the
direction employed for the averaging of SGS model coefficients co-
incides with the axis of rotation. However, in a test of the dynamic
model, we already found that for small angles of less than 5 deg be-
tween the axis of rotation and the averaging direction, spurious SGS
viscosity patches develop in the vortex core region that distort the
vortex and cause numerical instability. The complex deformations
that wake vortex pairs experience during their evolution prevent the
determination of directions of statistical homogeneity that would al-
low for adequate averaging. A possible alternative is the Lagrangian
dynamic model,12 which accumulates averages along streamlines,
a procedure that, however, is not Galilean-invariant.

The suggested SGS model modification termed NaCoo provides
an isotropic correction of the SGS viscosity based on the degree of
local centrifugal stability. The stability is identified via a rotational
Richardson number that is determined based on streamline curva-
ture at every grid point. The name NaCoo refers to the procedure that
determines the curvature radius in natural coordinates. NaCoo was
already partially introduced in Ref. 13. The title of this paper em-
ploys the objective “Strong” to characterize the degree of streamline
curvature that increases when the center of a vortex is approached
where the curvature eventually tends to infinity, whereas the cur-
vature radius inversely goes to zero. Because of its low additional
computational expense, NaCoo is suitable for LES approaches that
follow the efficient philosophy of investment of as much as possible
of the available computational resources in an outmost resolution of
the grid scale flow and to consume as little as possible for sophis-
ticated SGS closures and numerical schemes. The approach can, in
principle, be adapted to any eddy-viscosity closure model. In con-
trast to the dynamic SGS model, which requires averaging of SGS
model coefficients to stabilize the solution, the current approach is
calculated locally at every grid point and, thus, may resolve even
the smallest embedded vortices.

Because the correction is sensitive to streamline curvature, it is
not Galilean-invariant. However, for many practical applications,
including aircraft wake vortices, this is not a severe shortcoming
because streamline curvature is determined naturally in an inertial
frame of reference. A Galilean-invariant criterion for curvature and
rotation can be defined when the direction of the principal axes
of the strain rate tensor14 is tracked. The higher complexity and

increased numerical effort (20% plus vs our approach with a 5%
penalty) of this alternative to streamline curvature14 may counter-
balance the advantage of Galilei invariance, at least for the large
number of cases where Galilei invariance is of no relevance. Fur-
ther SGS model modifications for streamline curvature effects are
described in Refs. 15 and 16.

After a brief introduction of the applied basic equations and nu-
merical methods appears in Sec. II, and the effects of the Smagorin-
sky closure on a single vortex are discussed in Sec. III. In Sec. IV,
the stabilizing and destabilizing effects of streamline curvature are
reviewed, and in Sec. V, the SGS correction NaCoo is introduced
and compared to Proctor’s approach.13 Furthermore, aspects of the
Galilei invariance issue are assessed. Section VI describes appli-
cations of NaCoo to single vortices and to aircraft wake vortices
in a quiescent and turbulent environment. Finally, the sensitivity of
the correction on numerical and vortex parameters is discussed in
Sec. VII.

Beyond the applications shown in this paper, NaCoo has been
applied to simulations of aircraft-generated multiple vortex systems
that are expected to trigger cooperative instability mechanisms that
lead to a premature onset of decay.17 Another application of Na-
Coo addresses the reproduction of turbulence levels measured in
wake vortices at different distances behind the generating aircraft
(personal communication with R. E. Robins in 2003). Q2

II. Governing Equations
To provide the background for the discussion of the streamline

curvature correction, the basic equations and numerical methods of
the applied code LESTUF18 are briefly introduced. LESTUF was
originally developed for studies of stratified, sheared, and homo-
geneous turbulence. In space and time the code solves the mass
conservation equation

∂ui

∂xi
= 0 (1)

and the Navier–Stokes equations for the resolved velocity vector

∂ui

∂t
+ ∂

∂x j
ui u j = − 1

ρ

∂p

∂xi
− ∂τi j

∂x j
(2)

in an unsteady, incompressible, and three-dimensional fluid flow. In
Eq. (2), friction is represented by the SGS fluxes of momentum that
result from the nonlinear term in Eq. (2) after filtering on the mesh
scale. They are parameterized following an ansatz by Deardorff19

τi j := u′′
i u′′

j − 1
3 u′′

i u′′
i δi j = −2νSGS Si j (3)

with the strain rate tensor

Si j = 1

2

(
∂ui

∂x j
+ ∂u j

∂xi

)
(4)

The SGS viscosity is modeled by Smagorinsky’s approach20 (Fig. 1)

νSGS = (cS�)2(2Si j S ji )
1
2 (5)

where the constant cS = 0.165 is set to the theoretical value for
isotropic turbulence.

The physical fields are discretized on a Cartesian staggered grid
and integrated in space and time by second-order finite differenc-
ing. Time advancement is performed by a prognostic step for advec-
tion and diffusion by the use of the second-order Adams–Bashforth
scheme, followed by a diagnostic step that solves the Poisson
equation for the dynamic pressure. The integration scheme is nondis-
sipative and only weakly dispersive. The computational grid is
equidistant, and periodic boundary conditions are employed in all
directions. For anisotropic numerical meshes, the effective mesh
size is calculated according to the fitting formula of Scotti et al.21
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Fig. 1 Radial profiles of normalized SGS viscosity for Smagorinsky
closure and two different numerical resolutions.

Fig. 2 Temporal evolution of radial circulation distribution of a tur-
bulent wake vortex in quiescent environment.

III. Effects of the Smagorinsky Approach
To illustrate the effects of strong streamline curvature, the Lamb–

Oseen vortex is employed as a generic vortex. Any other analyti-
cally given continuously differentiable vortex profile could have
been used. The tangential velocity profile of the Lamb–Oseen vor-
tex consists of rigid-body rotation close to its center and a smooth
blend to the potential vortex on large radii according to

Q3 vθ (r) = (�0/2πr)
[
1 − exp

(−1.257r 2
/

r 2
c

)]
(6)

As baseline case, a vortex with a core radius of rc0 = 4 m and a
circulation of�0 = 565 m2/s is employed. To represent wake vortices
generated by a B-747 aircraft, two counter-rotating vortices with a
vortex spacing of b0 = 47 m are superposed. For wake vortices, time
is normalized by the time scale 2πb2

0/�0.
To illustrate the impact of the Smagorinsky closure on coherent

vortices, the Smagorinsky eddy viscosity [Eq. (5)] normalized by
�0 is derived for the Lamb–Oseen vortex

Q4 νSGS(r)/�0 = [
(cS�)2

/
πr 2

c

]

× [
r 2

c

/
r 2 − (

1.257 + r 2
c

/
r 2

)
exp

(−1.257r 2
/

r 2
c

)]
(7)

and plotted in Fig. 1 for different vortex core resolutions. In Eq. (5),
the strain rate tensor is applied for convenience in curvilinear co-
ordinates, because then only the radial-tangential component of the
strain rate tensor, (r/2)[(∂vθ/r)/∂r ], contributes to νSGS.

Note that in Eq. (7) the resolution of the vortex core, (�/rc), en-
ters to the power of two. Therefore, in poorly resolved vortex cores
enhanced values of SGS viscosity are generated (Fig. 1) that cause
large vortex core growth rates and a strong reduction of peak vortic-
ity. Figure 1 delineates that νSGS increases from zero at r = 0 (rigid-
body rotation) to a maximum at 1.19rc and then decreases again.
(Obviously, when r = 0 is approached, molecular diffusion becomes
relevant. Because this is a singular situation, molecular diffusion
can be neglected in the LES.) As a consequence, the radial velocity
profiles deviate from the family of self-similar Lamb–Oseen vortex
profiles that develop for laminar simulations with constant viscosity.
This is shown in Fig. 2, which shows the temporal evolution of the

radial circulation distribution of a turbulent wake vortex in a qui-
escent environment. At t∗ = 0, the initialized Lamb–Oseen vortex
attains the maximum circulation of one at about r > 2rc0. Later on,
an overshoot of circulation is produced that reaches a maximum of
7% at around t∗ = 1.5.

In this simulation, aircraft-induced turbulence was taken into ac-
count by the initial addition of a three-dimensional random perturba-
tion field to the swirling flow, such that the perturbations reach max-
imum rms values of 2 m/s at the core radius and decay exponentially
for smaller and larger radii. This type of turbulence initialization is
referred to as case b. In Sec. VI, another scenario termed case a
is considered: In addition to the aircraft-induced turbulence, weak
to moderate, anisotropic, and decaying atmospheric turbulence is
superimposed on the whole velocity field. The atmospheric turbu-
lence obeys prescribed spectra with rms velocities of 0.38 m/s in the
horizontal and 0.21 m/s in the vertical direction. The length scales
of the most energetic eddies amount to 60–90 m. The turbulence
initializations of both cases are described in detail in Ref. 22.

IV. Centrifugal Stability
Although the concept of centrifugal stability is well known from

the literature,23 it is briefly introduced here for an easier understand-
ing of the following sections. Figure 3 and Eq. (8) illustrate that a
fluid element in a vortex flow that is radially displaced by dr and
retains its angular momentum (vθr = const) experiences a restoring
force. The restoring force is proportional to the difference between
the centripetal forces acting on the displaced fluid element and its
environment; that is, it is proportional to the difference between the
velocity of the fluid element squared and the velocity of the sur-
rounding mean vortical flow squared and inversely proportional to
the local curvature radius

Fr = −ρ

[
v2

θ,r + dr

r + dr
− v̂2

θ

r + dr

]
, v̂θ = vθr

r + dr
(8)

By means of a Taylor series expansion and with higher-order terms
neglected, Fr can be expressed differentially

Q5Fr ≈ − 1

r 3

∂

∂r

[
ρ(vθr)2

]
dr (9)

Equating the restoring force to the inertia of the fluid element yields
a differential equation that describes undamped oscillations of the
displaced fluid element

Q6
∂2r

∂t2
+ 1

r 3

∂

∂r

[
(vθr)2

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ω2

r = 0 (10)

The restoring force, the oscillation frequency, and, hence, the vortex
stability achieve maximum values at the vortex center and vanish at
about 2rc where the vortex attains constant circulation (cf. Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Schematic of the restoring force experienced by a radially dis-
placed fluid element in a Lamb–Oseen vortex and respective circulation
profile.
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For negative gradients of vθr , the oscillation frequency becomes
imaginary and the vortex becomes unstable. Unstable flow condi-
tions may occur, for example, at the edges of a swirling jet where
they cause enhanced mixing or in the boundary-layer flow along a
concave wall where instability may lead to the formation of Görtler
vortices.

V. SGS Model Correction
A. Richardson Number

The following considerations are based on the Richardson number
for streamline curvature effects that Bradshaw24 derived in analogy
to the gradient Richardson number for buoyancy effects in stably
stratified flows. Bradshaw’s Richardson number

Ri = 2v

r 2

∂vr

∂r

/(
∂v

∂r

)2

(11)

relates the oscillation frequency squared of the radially displaced
fluid element [ω2 in Eq. (10)] to the square of a “typical frequencyQ7
scale of the shear flow.” However, the choice of the latter frequency
scale is misleading. For example, in an axisymmetric vortex, ∂v/∂r
vanishes at the core radius. As a consequence, the Richardson num-
ber would go to infinity at r = rc, where erroneously maximum sta-
bility would be assumed as it was in Ref. 25. (Recently, the flaw in
Ref. 25 was revised.26) As shown in the preceding section, however,
maximum stability is attained in the center of the vortex. A consis-
tent formulation is achieved when the deformation tensor squared
is employed in the denominator instead. In curvilinear coordinates,
chosen for convenience, this corresponds to

Ri = 2vθ

r 2

∂vθr

∂r

/
2

(
r
∂vθ/r

∂r

)2

(12)

Radial profiles of the components of Eq. (12) are plotted for the
Lamb–Oseen vortex in Fig. 4. The oscillation frequency in the nu-
merator normalized by (πr 2

c /�0)
2 inceases from zero at r/rc > 2 to

its maximum of π/2 at the vortex center. The normalized deforma-
tion tensor in the denominator has a maximum at rc = 1.19, attains
the same value as the oscillation frequency at the core radius, goes
to zero at the vortex center and to low values on large radii. Conse-
quently, the Richardson number increases monotonically from zero
at r/rc > 2, reaches a value of 1 at r = rc, and goes to infinity when
approaching r = 0.

Shen et al.15 extended the Richardson number formulation to three
dimensions

Ri = 
2/D2 + 
/D (13)

Because Eq. (13) cannot discriminate between vorticity of a plane
shear flow and vorticity of coherent rotation, an additional discrim-
inator algorithm has to be applied.

Fig. 4 Radial profiles of Richardson number, normalized oscillation
frequency squared, and normalized deformation tensor squared for a
Lamb–Oseen vortex.

Fig. 5 Determination of the tangential velocity vt and the curvature
radius r in natural coordinates.

We apply instead the modified ansatz by Bradshaw [Eq. (12)] in
natural coordinates

Ri = 2vt

r

(
vt

r
+ ∂vt

∂r

)/
D2 (14)

that does not require a discriminator function. It employs the tan-
gential velocity directly along a local streamline whose curvature
is given by an inscribed circle with radius r (Fig. 5). For an undis-
turbed axisymmetric vortex, both Richardson number formulations
described by Eqs. (13) and (14) yield very similar results. How-
ever, for plane shear, the curvature radius in Eq. (14) goes to infinity
and Ri = 0. In the potential vortex, the shear vorticity, ∂vt/∂r , and
curvature vorticity, vt/r , just balance each other such that Ri = 0
again.

B. Natural Coordinate System
Equation (14) employs the tangential velocity vt along a local

streamline whose curvature is given by an inscribed circle with
radius r (Fig. 5) and the respective velocity gradient, ∂vt/∂r . These
quantities are calculated at every grid point, following the approach
of Hirsch.27,28 In the natural coordinate system, the magnitude of
the tangential velocity corresponds to the local velocity magnitude

vt = |v| (15)

The magnitude of the curvature radius is calculated according to

r = |v2|/|an| (16)

where the acceleration in the direction of the curvature radius follows
from

an = a − v(a · v)/|v2| (17)

with the advective acceleration vector

a = (v · ∇)v (18)

Finally, the velocity gradient in the direction of the curvature radius

∂vt

∂r
= (en · ∇)v (19)

is determined based on the unit vector pointing in the direction of
the curvature radius

en = an/|an| (20)

The velocity gradient tensor, the deformation tensor, and
Eqs. (15–20) are calculated in LESTUF within one loop, such that
NaCoo increases the numerical effort by only 5%.
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C. Implementation
Shen et al.15 implement the Richardson number by modifying the

SGS viscosity according to

νSGS = νSGS,stand(1 − αRi)0.5 (21)

where α is a constant to adjust the impact of the curvature correction.
NaCoo is implemented following Boysan (see Ref. 1) according to

νSGS = νSGS,stand[1/(1 + αRi)] (22)

Boysan suggested this type of implementation for a source term
modification in the dissipation equation of the k–ε turbulence model.

The effects of the different Richardson number formulations and
their implementations are shown in Fig. 6. In both cases, the correc-
tions substantially reduce νSGS in the vortex core region compared to
the unmodified Smagorinsky approach. With NaCoo, νSGS smoothly
goes to small values when approaching the vortex center, whereas
the Shen et al. approach [Eqs. (13) and (21)] gives a relatively abrupt
transition to zero at r/rc ≈ 1.2. The observed differences of the SGS
viscosity profiles can be attributed primarily to the different types
of implementation. We prefer the smooth transition for the sake of
physical plausibility (maximum stability reached in vortex center)
and numerical stability. Formulations (21) and (22) also allow for
intensified momentum transport in unstable situations with Ri < 0.

D. Galilei Invariance
Galilei invariance, the independence of a physical model from

translational motions, serves as the criterion for the universality of
turbulence models. For many applications, like the ones addressed
here, the violation of the concept of Galilei invariance poses no se-
rious limitations because the applications are naturally defined in an
inertial frame of reference. Nevertheless, note that approaches based
on streamline curvature in general do not obey Galilei invariance.

Fig. 6 Radial profiles of normalized eddy viscosity for Smagorinsky
closure and modifications with α= 1 and rc = 4∆; NaCoo is also applied
for two different levels of superimposed constant axial velocities.

a) b) c)

Fig. 7 Vorticity distribution of a Lamb–Oseen vortex with initially superimposed random perturbations at a) t = 0 s with white streamlines and at
b) t = 20 s applying the standard Smagorinsky closure and c) at t = 20 s applying NaCoo with rc = 4∆ and α= 2.

Superimposition, for example, of a constant axial velocity on a
vortex in a fixed frame of reference, will transform closed axisym-
metric streamlines into helical streamlines with increased curvature
radii and, thus, modified values of the Richardson number. An in-
spection of the Richardson number in Eq. (14) shows that the defor-
mation tensor and ∂vt/∂r remain unchanged by the superimposed
axial flow. (Note that ∂vt/∂r is not susceptible to axial flows because
the direction of the curvature radius is invariant.) The magnitude of
the curvature radius and the tangential velocity, however, are mod-
ified. For example, in a quite strong axial flow, where the axial
velocity corresponds to the maximum circumferential velocity, the
curvature radius at rc is increased by a factor of two, whereas the
tangential velocity increases only by a factor of

√
2. Consequently,

Ri(rc) achieves a value of 0.5 instead of 1.
Figure 6 shows the respective effects on the SGS viscosity distri-

butions for two different levels of constant superimposed axial flows.
With increasing axial velocities, the effects of NaCoo are increas-
ingly reduced. On larger radii, the decreased curvature vorticity,
vt/r , cannot fully balance the unmodified shear vorticity, ∂vt/∂r ,
such that the SGS viscosity increases slightly in that area. This in-
crease reaches a maximum of less than 6% in the case of u = vθ (rc)
and decreases again for higher axial velocities. A pragmatic way to
avoid this small overestimation is to limit Ri to positive values at the
expense that the intensified SGS momentum transport in unstable
situations with Ri < 0 is suppressed.

VI. Applications
A. Single Vortices

To illustrate the effects of the streamline curvature correc-
tions, LES of the evolution of single Lamb–Oseen vortices with
�0 = 565 m2/s and rc0 = 4 m resolved by four grid points were per-
formed. Figure 7 shows cross sections of axial vorticity for vortices
with an initially superimposed random perturbation field according
to case b (Sec. III) at times of t = 0 s and t = 20 s. With NaCoo,
the peak vorticity of the initialized Lamb–Oseen vortex is well pre-
served and turbulence is damped to a reasonable level. In contrast,
the high levels of SGS viscosity predicted by the standard Smagorin-
sky closure strongly damp both mean and fluctuating vorticity such
that turbulent fluctuations become almost indiscernible.

Figure 8a compares the radial tangential velocity profiles that
have developed from initialized Lamb–Oseen vortices at t = 20 s.
With the unmodified Smagorinsky model the almost 20% reduction
in maximum velocity is situated on an increased radius of 1.29rc0.
Maximum velocities are also reduced with both corrections, but in
the rigid-body vortex region the velocity profiles are almost con-
served (preservation of peak vorticity) due to the suppressed SGS
viscosity. As a consequence, the shapes of the resulting velocity pro-
files deviate substantially from the initiated Lamb–Oseen vortices.
In the radii range between maximum velocity and potential vortex,
an outer vortex core is formed that can be characterized by rC with
C between −0.35 and −0.5.

At t = 80 s, the velocity profile achieved with NaCoo approxi-
mates properties of the Rosenhead vortex (often also refered to as
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a) b)

Fig. 8 Comparison of vortex evolution employing the Smagorinsky closure and modifications with rc = 4∆ and α= 2: a) radial profiles of tangential
velocity at different times and b) temporal evolution of core radii.

the Hallock–Burnham vortex). The Rosenhead vortex corresponds
roughly to wake vortex profiles deduced from lidar field measure-
ment data and wind-tunnel data.29

Figure 8b delineates the temporal evolution of vortex core radii
with and without initially superimposed random perturbations. Core
radii are determined as the mean distance between the vortex center
and the maximum of the tangential velocity where the mean distance
is an average over four individual distances calculated in four dif-
ferent directions, respectively. The unrealistically large growth rates
with the unmodified Smagorinsky closure are not affected by turbu-
lence. In the undisturbed vortex, Proctor’s correction (see Ref. 15)
even causes shrinking core radii because the region around the veloc-
ity maximum experiences diffusion only from larger radii (Fig. 6),
such that the velocity maximum is shifted toward the rigid-body
vortex (Fig. 8a). The disadvantage of the vorticity-based Richard-
son number formulation (13) becomes visible in the turbulent case:
Without the normally used discrimination procedure that identifies
vorticity of coherent rotation, turbulent vorticity patches receive no
damping, even outside the stable core region, as is reflected in the
unsteady evolution of core radii. In contrast, NaCoo, which gen-
erates reasonable small core growth rates, is not affected by the
initialized spotty structure of vorticity because it is controlled by
streamline curvature that is only marginally distorted by the super-
imposed random perturbations (Fig. 7a).

B. Aircraft Wake Vortices
Figure 9 compares the evolution of key parameters of a pair of

turbulent counter-rotating wake vortices in a quiescent (case b) and
a turbulent (case a) environment with and without NaCoo. The LES
without the curvature correction are described in detail in Ref. 22.

As in the preceding single vortex simulations, vortex growth rate
is substantially reduced with NaCoo, but is not affected by different
turbulence initializations until the initiation of a phase of rapid vortex
decay. When fully turbulent vortices have developed for case a at
t∗ = 3 and for case b at t∗ = 6.5 (Fig. 10 shows respective turbulence
structure) the definition of a core radius holds only in a statistical
sense and the evaluated average core radii start to grow rapidly.
This instant coincides with the onset of rapid circulation decay,
where circulation is determined as an average over radii intervals
ranging from 5 to 15 m. In the initial phase of moderate decay, the
diffusion phase, NaCoo reduces the decay rate as expected. In the
subsequent rapid decay phase, however, the decay rate of case b with
NaCoo is even increased because the initialized turbulence is less
suppressed (Fig. 7). As expected, the descent rate is not modified
by the curvature correction. The descent speed is mutually induced
by each vortex at the center of its respective neighboring vortex
and, due to the large vortex separation of almost 12 initial core

Fig. 9 Evolution of normalized vortex core radius, descent rate, and
5–15 m averaged circulation for turbulent wake vortex pairs of a B747
aircraft in quiescent (case b) and turbulent (case a) environment. NaCoo
employed with rc = 1.7∆ and α= 2.

radii, these velocities reside in the potential vortex region of the
respective neighboring vortex where Ri ≈ 0.

Because of the major difficulties connected with measurements
in the core of high-Reynolds-number wake vortices, very little ex-
perimental data for vortex core sizes and growth rates are available.
Recent evaluations of three different experimental approaches sug-
gest that minimum wake vortex core radii may be on the order of 1%
of the wingspan of the aircraft.30 Unfortunately, an adequate numer-
ical resolution of such tight vortices is hardly feasible; we employ
a ratio of rc/B = 8.5% that nevertheless, allows for an adequate
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Fig. 10 Vertical–lateral cross sections of axial vorticity distribution of wake vortices initialized with aircraft-induced turbulence in a quiescent
atmosphere employing NaCoo with rc = 1.7∆ and α= 2.

representation of main properties of wake vortices.6 Reference 30
finds, furthermore, that the vortex cores of aircraft with retracted
flaps grow roughly less than a factor of two before the onset of
instability mechanisms. This corresponds well with our simulation
results with NaCoo.

Figure 10 shows the evolution of the flow topology in vertical–
lateral cross sections of the wake vortices for case b. Note that,
already at t∗ = 4, maximum axial velocities attain the same mag-
nitude as the maximum swirl velocity components. In spite of the
lack of Galilei invariance, this causes no apparent consequences for
wake vortex evolution (Fig. 9). The seemingly fully incoherent flow
structure at t∗ = 8.5 represents vortices that still exhibit one-third
of their initial circulation (Fig. 9) and a descent speed reduced by
only 23%. It is only the white streamlines that elucidate the linger-
ing coherence of the vortex motion. The smooth streamlines show
the qualification of our current approach to determine the Richard-
son number based on local streamline curvature even in complex
and fully turbulent situations of coherent rotation. Recent particle
image velocimetry measurements31 corroborate that the shown com-
plex flow topologies are typical for wake vortices at high Reynolds
numbers.

VII. Sensitivity
In this section, the relation of SGS viscosity-driven vortex core

radius growth to the numerical resolution of the vortex, its circula-
tion, and the curvature correction is investigated. For the decaying
potential vortex, core radius growth can be described by32

rc/rc0 ∼
√

νt
/

r 2
c0 (23)

The Smagorinsky eddy viscosity [Eq. (7)] at the core radius amounts
to

νSGS(rc) = [
(cS�)2

/
πr 2

c

]
0.358�0 (24)

The simplifying assumption, that in the LES the core radius growth
can be characterized by Eq. (23) employing the value of the SGS
viscosity at the instantaneous core radius [Eq. (24)], yields an analyt-
ical expression of core radius growth as a function of the numerical
resolution of the initial vortex core and its circulation

Q8 rc

rc0
=

[
1 + C

0.114(cS�)2�0t

(1 + α)r 4
c0

] 1
4

(25)

In Eq. (25), the effect of NaCoo is considered by the factor (1 + α)
in the denominator. This factor results from the implementation
of NaCoo via a modified SGS viscosity according to Eq. (22) and
Ri(r = rc) = 1. Equation (25) indicates that, in the longer term, SGS
viscosity causes vortex core radii growth proportional to t1/4. The
t1/4 dependency arises from the fact that the SGS viscosity is not a
constant fluid property but, in turn, depends on �2/r 2

c .
Figure 11 delineates vortex core evolution vs time according to

Eq. (25) (solid lines) and different LES results (symbols) where
time is normalized according to t ′ = (�2/r 2

c0 �0/r 2
c0t)1/4. Vortex

core radii evolve along two tangents with a continuous transition
in between. Depending on the constant α, the vortex core remains

Fig. 11 Evolution of normalized core radii against normalized time;
——, parametrization according to Eq. (25) and C = 12.

constant during a time span of one to three time units. This means,
for example, that, according to Eq. (25), a vortex with rc0/� = 10,
�0/r 2

c0 = 10 s−1, and α = 2, would grow only for 4.6% during a
period of t ′ = 2 or t = 160 s. Without NaCoo, the same parameter
combinations would cause an increase in core radii by 12.4%. At
later times vortex cores grow proportional to t1/4 where the slope
can be adjusted by α.

In Fig. 11, symbols denote simulation results of single vortices Q9
and vortex pairs with different resolutions of the core radii with and
without superimposed turbulence. Without NaCoo (α = 0), vortex
growth is described consistently by Eq. (25) with C = 12. With the
curvature correction, vortex growth is somewhat overestimated by
the analytical description. The deviation of the analytical curve from
simulation results is probably mainly caused by the simplifications
used to derive Eq. (25). In particular, the assumption that νSGS(rc)
may represent some global ν in Eq. (23) is less appropriate because,
with NaCoo, the SGS viscosity exhibits a strong gradient in the
vicinity of rc (Fig. 6).

Figure 11 indicates further that, at later times, vortex growth is
somewhat delayed for case b with α = 2. A much weaker delay also
seems to be present for case b and α = 0. This is possibly caused
by a redistribution of angular momentum driven by the resolved
turbulence in the vortices shown in Fig. 10. The inviscid, large-
scale fluctuations conserve to first order the angular momentum that
sustains the potential vortex flow and may compensate to a certain
extent for the core growth caused by the SGS model.

To discuss the trends for very high values of α, one simulation is
performed with α = 20 (Fig. 12). Now vortex core growth is sup-
pressed for a significant period of time. Intially, vortex cores even
tend to shrink. Because SGS viscosity achieves larger values only
on larger radii, angular momentum is sucked from larger radii with-
out supply from smaller radii. This unequal angular momentum
transport initially shifts the tangential velocity maximum along the
rigid-body vortex toward smaller radii (Fig. 12). Later on the vortex
grows more rapidly.
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Fig. 12 Tangential velocity profiles for α= 20 and rc/∆ = 1 at different
times.

Fig. 13 Tangential velocity profiles for rc/∆ = 4 and different numer-
ical resolutions in vortex plane with and without NaCoo; initialized
profile and profiles at t = 20 s.

To avoid indistinguishable superimposed effects of numerical res-
olution requirements on vortex growth, core radii were always re-
solved by four grid points. Different values for rc0/� were achieved
by variation of the resolution perpendicular to the plane of rotation
that employed the fitting formula for anisotropic meshes.21 Never-
theless, the contribution of discretization errors was assessed by the
repetition of simulations with a doubled vortex core resolution and
a respective adjustment of the axial grid spacing to achieve identical
values of � in both simulations. Notably, the tangential velocity pro-
files that result from the different resolutions displayed in Fig. 13
are almost identical and cannot be distinguished from each other
by the naked eye. This result demonstrates grid independence at
the employed level of discretization for the second-order accurate
scheme.

We conclude that Eq. (25) can already be used in the design phase
of the numerical simulation to adjust vortex core growth rates caused
by SGS viscosity for given values of rc0, �, and �0. For our param-
eter combinations (Sec. VI) a value of α = 2 appears appropriate.

VIII. Conclusions
An adjustment of SGS parametrizations to strong streamline cur-

vature effects is proposed. Effects of SGS closures on inadequately
resolved regions of coherent rotation are analyzed by application of
the Smagorinsky closure approximation to Lamb–Oseen vortices.
In regions where resolved fluctuations are damped due to centrifugal
stability, the SGS viscosity may achieve excessive values that fur-
ther damp the resolved turbulence in the vortex and its peak vorticity
and, finally, lead to untimely disintegration of vortices.

The correction termed NaCoo identifies the local degree of cen-
trifugal stability via a rotational Richardson number that is deter-
mined from local streamline curvature at every grid point. The
Richardson number, in turn, is used to modify the SGS viscosity
such that SGS momentum transport is increased in unstable and de-
creased in stable situations. The basic principle of this approach is
applicable to any other eddy-viscosity closure model. The Richard-
son number rests on the formulation devised by Bradshaw.24 His
Richardson number employs a plane shear squared in the denomi-
nator and, thus, assumes erroneously maximum stability at the core
radius of a vortex. Here, instead the deformation tensor is used
whereby a proper distribution of stability with a maximum in the
center of the vortex is attained.

Features of NaCoo are discussed in comparison with other ap-
proaches from literature. The capability to resolve the slightest local
streamline curvature, the balanced weighting of the correction by
the type of its implementation, and the minor additional numerical
effort of only 5% constitute beneficial properties of NaCoo. Main
benefits of NaCoo are 1) conservation of the peak vorticity in the
vortex cores, 2) reduction of vortex core radius growth rates, 3) an
approach to properties of tangential velocity profiles found in exper-
iments, 4) allowance for appropriate turbulence levels in the vicinity
of the vortices, and 5) non suppression of vortex core meandering.
These features, which corroborate results of experimental studies of
turbulent vortices29,30,31,33,34 denote a significant step toward a more Q10
physical modeling of inadequately resolved vortices by LES.

Applications of NaCoo to single vortices and to aircraft wake
vortices in a quiescent and turbulent environment illustrate the per-
formance of the streamline curvature correction. In particular, it is
shown that streamline curvature constitutes a robust criterion for
coherent rotation, even in fully turbulent and apparently incoherent
flow topologies. A relation is derived that allows for the selective ad-
justment of vortex growth rates caused by SGS viscosity, depending
on the numerical resolution of the vortex and its circulation. The re-
lation, which indicates that vortex cores grow according to t1/4 after
a transient constancy, is corroborated by different applications.

For wake vortices, the turbulence structure within the vortices be-
comes more realistic and resembles flow topologies found in high-
Reynolds-number laboratory experiments.31 Vortex core growth
rates can be substantially reduced to growth rates found in vortex
cores of aircraft with retracted flaps.30 Nevertheless, global param-
eters like wake vortex transport and decay are little affected by
the correction because well-resolved secondary vorticity structures
control vortex evolution.6
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Predictions of the parametric probabilistic two-phase aircraft wake-vortex transport and decay model P2P
are compared with field observations. The two-phase decay model predicts probabilistic wake-vortex behavior
as a function of aircraft and environmental parameters in real time. Observation data from field deployments
accomplished at the International Airports Memphis and Dallas Fort Worth and from the WakeOP campaign
performed at the airfield in Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany, are employed. In a scoring procedure, the predictive
capabilities of a deterministic version of P2P are compared to Sarpkaya’s model. Based on 211 Memphis cases, it is
shown that the probabilistic model predicts conservative confidence intervals for vortex decay with the exception
of four cases in which constant background wind shear increases vortex lifetime. Nonetheless, the aircraft spacing
reduction potential based on vortex decay appears to be small. In contrast, consideration of advection outside the
lateral limits of a safety corridor results in a large potential spacing reduction. Vortex drift is investigated based
on input from different wind measurement devices with a focus on the spatial and temporal variability of the
crosswind. Safety corridor clearances based on short-term weather forecasts yield promising results. Further, it is
found that shear layers can modify vortex transport such that predicted uncertainty allowances are exceeded.

Nomenclature
A = constant
b = vortex spacing
C = constant to adjust turbulent spreading
g = gravitational acceleration
N = Brunt–Väisälä frequency
q = rms turbulence velocity
R = mean radius
r = radial coordinate
T = parameter for vortex age
t = time
U = horizontal wind velocity
u = axial velocity
v = lateral velocity
w = vertical velocity; descent speed
y = spanwise coordinate
z = vertical coordinate
� = circulation
ε = eddy dissipation rate
θ = potential temperature
� = one-half the longitudinal integral scale of atmospheric

turbulence
ν = (effective) kinematic viscosity

Subscripts

0 = initial value
1 = first decay phase
2 = second decay phase
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5–15 = average over circles with radii from 5 to 15 m
u = upper limit
y = lateral direction
z = vertical direction

Superscript

∗ = normalized quantity

Introduction

A IRCRAFT-GENERATED wake vortices pose a potential risk
for following aircraft. Mandated separation distances between

consecutive aircraft that are meant to eliminate this risk unfortu-
nately contribute significantly to the capacity constraints of ma-
jor airports. However, experience and research results acquired
over several decades have shown that wake-vortex separation stan-
dards might be overly conservative for a variety of meteorological
situations.1,2 Therefore, a parametric model that is capable of re-
liably predicting vortex positions and strengths in real time in a
measured or forecasted atmospheric environment in the vicinity of
the glide slope might be a useful tool for easing regulations without
loss of safety.

Several parametric wake-vortex models that predict determinis-
tic vortex behavior (see Refs. 3–6 for some of the better known
models) are available. Not specified in these models are deviations
from predicted values inherently caused by the stochastic nature
of turbulence, complex vortex instabilities and deformations, and
the uncertainty of environmental parameters that determine the vor-
tices’ behavior in the atmospheric boundary layer. The newly de-
veloped probabilistic two-phase wake-vortex transport and decay
model P2P (Ref. 7) considers these deviations and predicts uncer-
tainty allowances for vortex trajectories and vortex strength. The
performance of a wake-vortex algorithm and, in particular, the size
of the applied uncertainty allowances depend on the accuracy and
variability of input parameters. Therefore, an assessment of wake-
vortex model predictions must always consider the characteristics
of the meteorological and wake-vortex observation systems.

Comparisons of wake-vortex prediction algorithms with observa-
tions are available in Refs. 8 and 9. Sensitivity studies on the impact
of atmospheric conditions on a complete prototype wake-vortex
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spacing system are given in Refs. 10 and 11. For this purpose ei-
ther synthetic weather data10 or the assumption that the observed
environmental parameters persist for 30 min is used.11

In the current manuscript, P2P first is briefly introduced, and then
an overview of the utilized databases is given. A deterministic ver-
sion of P2P is compared to Sarpkaya’s model9 based on the statis-
tics of 211 Memphis cases. The statistics of the Memphis cases are
compared to 41 WakeOP cases, where environmental parameters are
provided by different sensors and by a short-term weather forecast
model system. The quality of vortex predictions is discussed with
regard to the variability of environmental parameters. Probabilistic
predictions are used to assess the performance of P2P and illustrate
the significance of wind shear for vortex decay and transport. Fi-
nally, the aircraft spacing reduction potential based on vortex drift
and decay is assessed.

Probabilistic Two-Phase Wake-Vortex Decay Model
A detailed description of P2P is given in Ref. 7. Here we restrict

ourselves to an outline of the main properties of the model. P2P
accounts for the effects of wind, turbulence, stable thermal stratifi-
cation, and ground proximity where the interaction with the ground
is modeled following the approach described in Ref. 8. Input data
that characterize the wake vortices are time of vortex generation and
initial position, circulation, and vortex spacing. Environmental in-
put parameters are vertical profiles of crosswind, vertical wind, rms
value of ambient turbulence, eddy dissipation rate (EDR), and poten-
tial temperature. The model is formulated in normalized form where

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 1 Measured and predicted evolution of a) vertical and b) lateral positions and c) circulation of wake vortices from WakeOP flight 7-03 and
d) vertical profiles of environmental data.

the characteristic scales are based on initial vortex separation and cir-
culation leading to the timescale t0 = 2πb0

2/�0. EDR is normalized
according to ε∗ = (εb0)

1/3/w0, wherew0 = �0/2πb0 denotes the ini-
tial descent speed, and temperature stratification is expressed by the
normalized Brunt–Väisälä frequency N ∗ = (g/θ0 dθ/dz)1/2t0.

P2P employs a circulation �∗
5 − 15, which is averaged over circles

with radii from 5 to 15 m or, alternatively, if smaller aircraft are
considered, over a smaller radii interval. �∗

5 − 15 combines several
advantages for the evaluation of vortex strength from lidar data like
the exclusion of small radii that are not reliably sensed by lidar, low
sensitivity to observation angles, automatic compensation of vortex
motion, and smoothing of scatter by averaging over several radii.12

Moreover, �∗
5 − 15 is well correlated with effects of potential wake

encounters.13

The hydrodynamical basis of P2P relies on an equation that de-
scribes the spatiotemporal circulation evolution of the decaying po-
tential vortex14 for a given viscosity ν

�(r, t)/�0 = 1 − exp(−r 2/4νt) (1)

From this relation the parameterizations of circulation decay and
descent speed, which are “calibrated” based on large-eddy simula-
tion (LES) data of different groups, are deduced.15,16 The LES data
suggest that the normalized circulation decays in two phases (see
Fig. 1c). The diffusion phase described by part 1 of Eq. (2) is fol-
lowed by a rapid decay phase1,15,16 that can be parametrized by the
full equation
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�∗
5 − 15(t

∗) = A − exp
−R2

ν∗
1

(
t∗ − T ∗

1

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

1

− exp
−R2

ν∗
2

(
t∗ − T ∗

2

) (2)

In Eq. (2) the onset time of rapid decay at T ∗
2 and the respective

decay rate, which is adjusted by the effective viscosity ν∗
2 , are func-

tions of ambient turbulence and stratification. T ∗
1 and ν∗

1 control
decay in the diffusion phase, R corresponds to a mean radius, and
A is a constant to adjust �∗

5 − 15(t
∗ = 0). The descent rate obeys a

nonlinear dependence on circulation, which allows for stagnating or
even rebounding vortices with nonzero circulation in strongly stably
stratified environments as observed in LES15 and experiments.17

Precise deterministic wake-vortex predictions are not feasible op-
erationally. Primarily, it is the nature of turbulence that deforms and
transports the vortices in a stochastic way and leads to considerable
spatiotemporal variations of vortex position and strength. Moreover,
uncertainties of aircraft parameters and the variability of environ-
mental conditions must be taken into account. Therefore, P2P is de-
signed to predict wake-vortex behavior within defined confidence
intervals.

In a first step, two consecutive runs of P2P with a variation of
the decay parameters T ∗

2 and ν∗
2 are performed. Second, constant

uncertainty allowances of ±0.2�∗
0 for circulation and of plus and

minus one initial vortex spacing for vertical and lateral locations are
added. Finally, the increased scatter of vortices in turbulent envi-
ronments is modeled by the assumption that the turbulence velocity
acts as a superimposed propagation velocity.18 An example of this
applied to the upper bound of lateral position is

y∗
u = y∗ + Cy

∫
q∗(z∗) dt∗ (3)

where Cy is a constant of the order of one. Figure 1 depicts the re-
sulting confidence intervals for a case where vortex evolution agrees
well with the mean predictions.

Wake-Vortex Databases
The quality of wake vortex and coincident meteorological data

and the conclusions that can be drawn from the data strongly de-
pend on many factors including the measurement strategy, the type
of sensors used, their locations, and the temporal and spatial res-
olution of the measurements, as well as the aircraft mix and the
prevailing meteorological conditions. In the following we give an
overview of the databases we have used to evaluate P2P. Because
our investigations largely concentrate on Memphis and WakeOP
data, a detailed description of the Dallas Fort Worth database is
omitted.

Memphis
A detailed description of the wake-vortex field measurement cam-

paign performed at Memphis International Airport during December
1994 and August 1995 is given in Refs. 19 and 20. We use data of
211 overflights measured at the Armory site, which was located
3 km south of the 36R runway touchdown zone where approaching
aircraft were passing over at a height of nominally 150 m. The air-
craft mix consisted of 81% medium and 19% heavy aircraft. The
vortices were measured by a 10-µm continuous-wave lidar system
with active tracking of the vortex range by real-time analysis of
signal characteristics.

The meteorological instrumentation comprised various sensor
systems including a 150-ft tower equipped with wind and tempera-
ture sensors on five different heights, a Doppler radar with a radio
acoustic sounding system (RASS) option capable to measure wind
and virtual temperature throughout the atmospheric boundary layer
and a sodar to measure wind speeds in lower altitudes up to 400 m.
The meteorological site was located at a distance of about 2 km from
Armory. The wind velocity and temperature data arising from var-
ious sensors were merged to composite vertical profiles by human
evaluators.

Eddy dissipation rate and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) were
derived from 30-min series of 10-Hz data measured on the instru-
mented tower at heights of 5 and 40 m. Vertical profiles of EDR and
TKE were generated by applying similarity theory and scalings for
the atmospheric boundary layer,21 where the resulting profiles were
required to match observations at a height of 40 m. The mean eddy
dissipation rate fed into P2P predictions was ε∗ = 0.083 and var-
ied between 0.0 ≤ ε∗ ≤ 0.30. The mean Brunt–Väisälä frequency
was N ∗ = 0.21 within bounds of 0 ≤ N ∗ ≤ 0.58. Both turbulence
and temperature stratification levels represent weak to moderate
conditions.

WakeOP
The wake-vortex forecasting and measurement campaign

WakeOP was conducted at the special airfield of Fairchild–
Dornier in Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany, from 29 March to 4 May
2001. WakeOP has been accomplished in the framework of the
Brite European research program C-Wake and the DLR project
Wirbelschleppe. An outline of the campaign is given in Ref. 22.
Figure 2 shows an airborne camera image of the WakeOP site with
the flight track and the locations of the sensors from which data are
obtained for the current study. The photo, which was shot with the
high-resolution stereo camera—airborne extended, was provided by
the DLR Institute WP. The 10-µm continuous-wave lidar systems
of DLR, ONERA, and QinetiQ (locations denoted by l) were op-
erated to trace the wake vortices generated by DLR’s VFW 614
aircraft Advanced Technology and Testing Aircraft System (AT-
TAS). The ATTAS with a span of 21.5 m and an average weight of
18,000 kg performed overflights at a constant height of nominally
150 m above ground and produced wake vortices with a mean circu-
lation of �0 = 142 m2/s and an average timescale of t0 = 12.6 s. The
flight tracks were defined according to the prevailing wind condi-
tions to allow for simultaneous wake observations by the three lidars.
Wake-vortex trajectories were determined with an accuracy of bet-
ter than ±4.0 m by triangulating the vortex core intersections of
two simultaneously measuring lidars.23 Based on vortex positions,
circulation was determined as an average over a radii range from 3
to 8 m. For many overflights, doubly and triply sensed position and
circulation data are available (see Fig. 1).

We compare the predictive capabilities of P2P based on four dif-
ferent sources of environmental data:

1) A mini-Sodar with a RASS extension provided vertical pro-
files of the three wind components, vertical fluctuation velocity, and
virtual temperature. The vertical resolution was adjusted to 10 or
20 m and the averaging time to 10 min. Based on the assumption of
isotropy, the rms value of turbulence was calculated from the verti-
cal fluctuation velocity. The Brunt–Väisälä frequency was derived
from the virtual temperature profiles.

Fig. 2 WakeOP site, variable flight track, and locations of sensors.
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2) A 2-µm pulsed Doppler wind lidar scanned under a constant
elevation angle of 9 deg such that the measurement plane intersected
the air volume in which the vortices evolved about 40 m below the
flight track (see Fig. 2). From the line-of-sight wind measurements,
which were performed for a period of 80 s after each overflight, ver-
tical profiles of crosswind and eddy dissipation rate were deduced.
The ε profiles were derived from the evaluation of the structure func-
tion in adjacent range bins24 and averaged over several overflights.

3) The horizontal wind vector along the flight track was measured
by the standard equipment of the ATTAS aircraft, which consists of
the inertial aircraft navigation system and the airspeed system (pitot-
static tube and resistence temperature sensor). The wind vector re-
sults from the difference of the vectors of ground velocity and wind
velocity, where the latter arises from true airspeed and heading. The
crosswind during the overflight was calculated as an average over a
10-s period. The particular time period of 10 s was chosen for the
smoothing of the 5-Hz data to make sure that the data quality would
correspond to operationally available AMDAR (aircraft meteoro-
logical data relay) data.25 Furthermore, the turbulence velocity was
derived from the rms value of crosswind fluctuations, which was
determined from a 60-s crosswind record centered on the overflight
time. Fluctuation quantities are not part of the AMDAR data set.

4) During the WakeOP campaign, the weather forecast model sys-
tem NOWVIV26 (now casting wake-vortex impact variables) pre-
dicted vertical profiles of wind velocities, virtual potential temper-
ature, and turbulence velocity. NOWVIV was initialized every 12 h
with output data from the operational weather forecast model LM of
the German Weather Service. It was operated within a 2.1-km grid
around the airfield with detailed terrain and land-use information
and an increasing vertical spacing from 25 to 50 m throughout the
boundary layer. The normalized eddy dissipation rate was derived
from the predicted q profiles following Ref. 27 according to

ε∗ = 1
2 (q/w0)(b0/�)

1
3 (4)

In Eq. (4) the one-half integral scale of atmospheric turbulence was
set to the constant value of 110 m to avoid unrealistically large ε∗ val-
ues caused by overestimated turbulence levels close to the ground.
Deviations between measured and predicted normalized dissipation
rates typically fell below 50%. Above the atmospheric boundary
layer, the turbulence parameterization in NOWVIV tends to un-
derestimate turbulence levels. As a consequence, the uncertainty
allowances of P2P for lateral transport are rather small according
to Eq. (3), which, in turn, increases the sensitivity on the predicted
crosswind strength. Therefore, we assume that in low turbulent sit-
uations the minimum turbulence intensity of the wind amounts to
10%, and we estimate q∗(z∗) according to

q∗(z∗) = max[0.1|U ∗(z∗)|, q∗(z∗)] (5)

To ensure conservative predictions of vortex lifetime, we do not use
the modified q∗(z∗) values for the calculation of EDR in Eq. (4).

The current investigations are based on 41 overflights for which
data from all described components are available. Figure 1 shows
exemplarily a complete set of measured and predicted quantities
for flight 3 on day 7 (flight # 7-03). In Figs. 1a–1c, the evolution of
vertical and lateral positions and circulation of wake vortices against
time as measured by two lidar pairings (grey and black symbols)
and predicted by P2P (solid lines limit confidence intervals; dashed
lines mark mean evolution) are depicted. P2P predictions are based
on sodar/RASS data except ε∗, which is provided by Lidar, and
the constants for turbulent spreading [see Eq. (3)] are set to Cy = 1,
Cz = 0.5. A flight-path corridor is indicated by straight dashed lines.
Figure 1d shows vertical profiles of the respective environmental
data (sodar/RASS, solid lines; lidar, dashed lines; aircraft, symbols).

During the overflights, the mean value of the eddy dissipation
rate used in P2P predictions was ε∗ = 0.19 and varied in an inter-
val of 0.13 ≤ ε∗ ≤ 0.25. The mean Brunt–Väisälä frequency was
N ∗ = 0.14 within bounds of 0 ≤ N ∗ ≤ 0.44. On average, the atmo-
spheric conditions were more turbulent and less stably stratified in
the WakeOP data than in the Memphis data.

Deterministic Model Performance
To evaluate the basic performance of the two-phase model, a de-

terministic version without probabilisitic components (termed D2P)
is employed to predict mean vortex evolutions (compare Figs. 1a–
1c, curved dashed lines), which are compared to predictions of the
latest version of Sarpkaya’s model.9 For this purpose the 211 Mem-
phis cases are used in a scoring procedure that is described in detail
in Ref. 28. There, Sarpkaya’s model, which is part of the current
version of aircraft vortex spacing system (AVOSS),29 was best rated
compared to others.6,8 The scoring procedure evaluates the rms de-
viations of measurement and prediction of the quantities y∗ = y/b0,
z∗ = z/b0, and �∗

3−10 = �3−10/�0 for each individual aircraft ap-
proach. From the resulting distribution of rms values, the median
and the 90th percentile is used to characterize the performance of the
models. In contrast to the original scoring procedure,28 we consider
the deviations of measurement and prediction for both vortices and
every instant in time where measurements are available. In Ref. 28
statistics are computed only for the vortex having the greatest num-
ber of circulation observations, and predicted and observed values
are interpolated onto the same uniform time grid.

The scoring results for the Memphis data are presented in Table 1.
Although D2P was not designed to predict deterministic vortex be-
havior and although it was not adapted to the considered data basis in
contrast to Sarpkaya’s model9 (decay constant C and effective vor-
tex separation), the comparison is quite good. Note that in Table 1
and in Ref. 28 the calculated rms deviations of all of the investigated
models are of similar magnitude. This indicates that major contribu-
tions to the rms deviations are probably caused by inconsistencies
of the data basis as outlined next and by inherent deviations of wake
evolution from deterministic model predictions.

Table 2 contains scoring results of the application of D2P to
WakeOP data. The upper row displays the range of scoring results
that is achieved when D2P is driven by various combinations of
the available measurement data. For example, EDR can be taken
from lidar and temperature, and vertical wind from sodar/RASS,
and crosswind from ATTAS. In other D2P runs, only data available
from one device are used, and the remaining parameters are set to
zero. The intervals in Table 2 are also achieved when only aircraft
crosswind information is used and D2P assumes the baseline de-
cay and descent rates parameterized for ε∗ = N ∗ = 0. Further, the
intervals achieved by a single model, which is driven by different en-
vironmental input (upper row of Table 2), even exceed the variations
found for the different wake-vortex models applied to the Memphis
data (compare Table 1). This finding clearly points up the impor-
tance of high-quality environmental data. The D2P rating based on
the NOWVIV short-term weather forecasts depicted in the lower
row yields remarkably good results. With the exception of lateral
transport, the results are well within the range of D2P predictions
based on measurements.

On average, the scoring results of WakeOP are better than for
Memphis. This can result from several factors. Potentially, the

Table 1 Statistics for normalized differences between
deterministic model predictions and 1995 observations from

Memphis International Airport

Model Averages rms �y∗ rms �z∗ rms ��∗

Sarpkaya’s Median 0.776 0.436 0.156
90th perc. 2.33 0.912 0.276

D2P Median 0.783 0.427 0.187
90th perc. 2.26 0.898 0.310

Table 2 Statistics for normalized differences between D2P
predictions and observations from WakeOP campaign

Meteo input Averages rms �y∗ rms �z∗ rms ��∗

Sodar/RASS, Median 0.663–0.753 0.384–0.444 0.145–0.156
lidar, aircraft 90th perc. 1.32–2.17 0.804–1.09 0.208–0.264

NOWVIV Median 1.12 0.402 0.155
90th perc. 2.23 0.803 0.239
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triangulation strategy23 has increased the accuracy of lidar data.
However, it is probably the immediate proximity of the meteorolog-
ical sensors to the wake measurement site that explains the superior
results regarding lateral transport. On the other hand, the observation
times with an average of t∗ = 2.7 were shorter in WakeOP than in
Memphis with t∗ = 3.8, with the result that the Memphis predictions
have more time to deviate from observations. The shorter durations
are caused by the fact that for triangulation two lidars must observe
the vortices simultaneously and the intersection of two observation
domains is always smaller than the observation domain of a single
lidar. Finally, during the WakeOP campaign turbulence levels were
higher, which also can reduce observation times but, conversely, can
also degrade model performance.

Another remarkable conclusion can be drawn from a compar-
ison of the scoring results for lateral transport based on Memphis
measurements and on WakeOP short-term weather forecasts (NOW-
VIV). The 90th-percentile deviations, which are of high operational
relevance because they represent the poorly predicted cases, yield
the almost identical values of 2.26 and 2.23 for lateral transport. This
result indicates that the magnitude of the forecast error of crosswind
roughly corresponds to the spatial variability of the crosswind over
a distance of 2 km. The 2-km distance corresponds to the separation
between the Memphis sites for wind and wake-vortex data acquisi-
tion. This suggests that instantaneous measurement data of a costly
2-km spaced grid of wind measurement instrumentation along the
glide path would not yield much superior results compared to a
numerical prediction scheme without assimilation of local instru-
mentation data. Note that this conclusion is preliminary because it
is based on a statistically insufficient amount of data. Further, it ne-
glects the impact of the differences just listed between the Memphis
and WakeOP data, and, in particular, it assumes that measurement
errors can be neglected.

A closer inspection of how the choice of the device that is used for
the determination of crosswind affects the performance of D2P is
given in Fig. 3. The figure shows statistics for normalized differences
between predictions and observations of lateral wake vortex trans-
port based on different sources of crosswind data for 41 WakeOP
cases. Results from the Memphis database are included for compar-
ison. The ratings based on lidar crosswind measurements yield the
least dispersed results. Possibly, the averaging time of 80 s is most
appropriate because it corresponds roughly to the life span of the
vortices. Although the lowest median values are reached with sodar
and aircraft data, the respective high 90th-percentile values reflect
the suboptimal averaging times of 10 min and 10 s, respectively.

The strong significance of temporal and spatial averaging inter-
vals is best illustrated by the wind inhomogenities, which were ob-
served along the flight track of overflight 8-16 (Fig. 4a). A crosswind
jump of almost 5 m/s along less than 200-m length of flight track
is advected into the measurement domain in less than 60 s by an

Fig. 3 Statistics for normalized differences between predictions and
observations of lateral wake-vortex transport based on different sources
of crosswind data.

Fig. 4a Axial wind and crosswind along ATTAS flight track.

Fig. 4b Associated lateral vortex drift measured by lidar and pre-
dicted by P2P.

axial wind of about −3 m/s. This is evidenced by the strong lateral
acceleration of the vortices delineated in Fig. 4b (line indicates a
lateral drift velocity of v = −5 m/s). It is most obvious that deter-
ministic wake-vortex predictions must fail here, whereas P2P (based
on aircraft wind data) just manages to predict the confidence inter-
vals correctly. P2P predictions driven by sodar and lidar crosswinds
yield adequate confidence intervals as a result of the high level of
measured turbulence, whereas the lower turbulence predicted by
NOWVIV causes insufficient uncertainty allowances (not shown).

Tables 1 and 2 indicate that the deviations of measurement and
prediction for lateral transport are roughly doubled compared to
vertical transport. This reflects the larger variability and sensitivity
associated with crosswind transport compared to the impact of the
parameters turbulence, stratification, and vertical wind that control
vortex descent. Therefore, for probabilistic predictions we adjust
the constants for turbulent spreading to Cy = 1 and Cz = 0.5.

Finally, Fig. 3 indicates that the exclusion of vertical wind mea-
surements (w = 0) can degrade results. Obviously, a more precise
temporal descent history along vertical crosswind profiles seems
to affect lateral transport favorably. Conversely, we observed situa-
tions where the sodar measured positive vertical winds in an updraft,
whereas the vortices in immediate proximity of the sodar site ex-
perienced negative winds. This means that at least in convective
situations, where solar radiation drives the formation of updrafts
that are connected to adjacent downdraft regions and both updrafts
and downdrafts have extensions that can transport substantial parts
of wake vortices in opposite directions,18 signed vertical wind ve-
locities should not enter the predictions of vertical vortex transport.
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In convective atmospheric boundary layers it could be beneficial to
use the magnitude of vertical wind velocities to increase vertical
uncertainty allowances.

Probabilistic Model Performance and Aircraft
Spacing Reduction Potential

The probabilistic model performance cannot be evaluated by the
preceding used scoring approach because increased uncertainty al-
lowances would always improve ratings. Therefore, in this section
the probability that the vortices actually evolve within predicted
confidence intervals is discussed with regard to a potential run-
way capacity gain. For an operational system, the uncertainty al-
lowances must be adjusted such that they meet accepted probabil-
ities of appropriate risk metrics. This is beyond the scope of the
current manuscript.

The investigations concerning wake-vortex decay are restricted
to the Memphis data because there the durations of vortex measure-
ments were generally longer. Vortex transport is considered based
on WakeOP data because there vortex trajectory data evaluated by
triangulation and a variety of crosswind data sources are available.

Decay
From the 211 investigated Memphis cases, P2P underestimates

circulation for only 0.75% of the measurements provided that the

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 5 a–c) Comparison of P2P predictions with lidar observations for Memphis case 1150 and d) vertical profiles of environmental data.

operationally irrelevant initial overestimation of circulation by li-
dar (compare Fig. 5c) is neglected. In Ref. 12 it is demonstrated
that initial overestimations of root circulation by 30–70% can occur
when a radii-averaging circulation definition like �∗

5 − 15 is applied.
Radii-averaging methods interpret line-of-sight velocities of sec-
ondary vortices, which are induced for example by the edges of a
flap, as high tangential velocities on large radii of the primary vortex,
hence, high circulation. The overestimation ceases when the roll-up
process of the multiple vortices that evolve behind an aircraft in
high-lift configuration to a single vortex pair is completed.

Rejecting further obviously erroneous measurements, four
slightly nonconservative cases (1150, 1151, 1267, 1273) remain.
Figure 5 shows case 1150 (B727 aircraft) in detail. The longevity
of the vortices in these four cases most likely is caused by shear-
layer effects caused by nocturnal low-level jets. All four cases were
measured around midnight in a quite stably stratified and low tur-
bulent environment. And in all four cases an unusually long-lived
and stalling vortex is observed.

Unfortunately, the crosswind profiles provided by the human eval-
uator (fine crosses in Fig. 5d) did not result in the observed lateral
vortex drift (compare grey dashed lines with symbols in Fig. 5b),
but reliable crosswind profiles (bold crosses connected by lines,
Fig. 5d) that yield good agreement with the observed vortex drift
(black dashed lines, Fig. 5b) could be reconstructed from the mea-
sured sodar and tower data. The reconstructed vertical wind profiles
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contain considerable shear, and in all four cases it is the vortex with
the same signed vorticity (SSV vortex) as the vorticity of the back-
ground shear that persists longer than its partner vortex by one to
three time units.

The fact that for given turbulence the decay of the SSV vor-
tex can be retarded in a constantly sheared environment (com-
pared to the nonsheared environment) is elucidated by numerical
simulations,30,31 which show that vertical shear of ∂v∗/∂z∗ = 1 can
enhance vortex lifetime by one to two timescales. The shear inten-
sity ∂v∗/∂z∗ = 1 represents the case where the background shear
just compensates the shear that one vortex excerts on its partner. As
a consequence, the destructive effects of mutual strain do not apply
for one of the vortices. Further, it can be shown that for the SSV
vortex the formation of spiral-shaped secondary vorticity structures,
which play a crucial role for vortex decay, is strongly delayed.32 In
case 1150, we determine that there is vertical shear of ∂v∗/∂z∗ = 0.6
prevailing in a height interval of 120–180 m. This shear strength
seems to be sufficient to reduce the descent and to increase the life
span of the SSV vortex noticeably.

Our experience suggests that the complex wake-vortex shear-
layer interaction cannot be predicted reliably in an operational en-
vironment, in particular because of the difficulties related to the
observation and prediction of shear-layer profiles. Therefore, sit-
uations where shear-layer effects are not covered by uncertainty
allowances have to be identified, and reduced spacing operations
based on vortex decay must be ruled out.

Based on the assumption that P2P is capable of predicting upper
bounds of the circulation evolution, the respective aircraft spacing
reduction potential is assessed. Figure 6 delineates the cumulative
distributions of aircraft separations that result from decay predic-
tions of P2P for over 400 cases when an arbitrarily chosen threshold
of �t = 100 m2/s for acceptable vortex strengths is applied. For
international civil aviation organization (ICAO) separations (grey
bars) a medium approach speed of 70 m/s is assumed. In addition
to the 211 Memphis cases, another 191 cases from the 1997 Dallas
Fort Worth deployment33 are included, which lead to similar results.
The comparison of the predicted aircraft separations to the currently
effective ICAO separations clearly indicates that conservative de-
cay predictions do not allow for reduced spacing. In the majority
of the cases, durations predicted by P2P exceed ICAO standards
significantly. Reasonably modified circulation threshold values do
not alter this statement.

In another study34 it is found that in 45% of 346 Memphis cases
lidar wake-vortex detection times exceed ICAO separations for
heavy–heavy aircraft pairings, where the mean circulation at the
respective separation of 4 n miles amounts to 0.42 �0. These find-
ings clearly indicate that it is mainly the transport of vortices away
from the glide path by descent and/or advection by crosswind, which

Fig. 6 Aircraft separations based on conservative decay predictions of
P2P.

is responsible for the high level of safety provided by the currently
effective aircraft separation standards. Consequently, these results
suggest that in many cases only transport bears the potential to allow
for reduced spacing operations with appreciable capacity benefits.

Transport
We use the 41 WakeOP cases to evaluate the potential of P2P

to predict the time when the vortices have left a safety corridor
around the flight track based on different crosswind data sources.
The dimensions of the safety corridor are taken from an evaluation of
the navigational performance of instrumental landing system (ILS)
approaches at Frankfurt International Airport,35 which is based on
40,000 approaches collected by radar. For the nominal flight altitude
of the ATTAS aircraft of 150 m, 95% (2σ ) of the aircraft deviated less
than 20 m in lateral and vertical direction from the ILS. Therefore,
we define a safety corridor with ±20 m in both directions.

In addition to the safety corridor and the uncertainty allowances
predicted by P2P, another allowance is needed that considers the di-
mensions of the hazard area around the vortex center position.36,37

The dimensions of the hazard area depend on the pairing of vortex-
generating and following aircraft, the degree of vortex decay, and
generally accepted metrics for a safe encounter. In a future opera-
tional system, P2P and the dynamically determined dimensions of
the hazard area predicted by the DLR Simplified Hazard Area Pre-
diction (SHAPe) model will be linked. The idea is that during one
prediction cycle the hazard area shrinks such that aircraft separa-
tions can be adjusted to the time when either the hazard area has
left the safety corridor or has vanished. Rossow37 suggests a con-
servative and static hazard area that can be represented by two wing
spans of the wake-generating aircraft in breadth and one wing span
in height. This definition corresponds to an one half-span allowance
that is added to the vortex center positions in lateral and vertical
directions. Because the SHAPe model is still under development,
we first neglect the hazard area and then employ the static definition.

Figure 7 shows the cumulative distributions of the vortex ages at
which the vortices have left the safety corridor in lateral direction
based on lidar observations and P2P predictions. For these predic-
tions P2P employs crosswind data provided either by sodar, lidar,
aircraft, or NOWVIV. Table 3 delineates respective quantities that
characterize the efficiency of the different approaches. In 76% of
the lidar observations, the vortices leave the safety corridor. In the
remaining cases, the vortices either stay and decay within the lateral
bounds of the corridor, or the observations cease before the vortices
could leave the corridor (compare Fig. 1). In P2P predictions, the
time to leave the corridor is delayed, and only a reduced fraction
of the vortices leave the corridor. This conservative character of the
predictions is directly related to the fact that P2P predicts confidence
intervals, whereas lidar observations represent two particular vortex

Fig. 7 Cumulative distributions of times to leave the safety corridor
in lateral direction.
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trajectories. The measured average corridor occupation time for the
vortices that leave the corridor amounts to 17 s (Table 3). Although
this time on average is more than doubled in P2P predictions, there
is still potential for appreciable capacity benefits.

Depending on the crosswind source, P2P generates zero to three
nonconservative predictions (NoCoPs). NoCoPs denote cases where
according to P2P the corridor is cleared from vortices by lateral
transport, whereas lidar measurements indicate that there are still
vortices inside the corridor. In the investigated cases, the vortices
leave the corridor only a few seconds after the predicted clearance.
However, all NoCoPs represent nonhazardous situations because
the vortices have descended below the corridor floor in advance of
the predicted lateral escape. NoCoPs can be entirely avoided when
the constant for spreading of the confidence intervals [see Eq. (3)]
is increased from Cy = 1 to 3.5 for predictions based on lidar and
aircraft crosswind data and to Cy = 1.5 for crosswind provided by

Table 3 Efficiency of lateral transport for 41 WakeOP cases based
on different crosswind data sources

Method Leave corridor, % ACOT time, s NoCoPs, −
Observation 76 (76) 17 (20) ——

P2P fed with
crosswind from:
SODAR 56 (56) 37 (46) 0 (0)
Lidar 61 (61) 32 (39) 1 (1)
Aircraft 68 (66) 35 (38) 3 (2)
NOWVIV 54 (46) 44 (39) 1 (0)

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 8 Wake evolution of WakeOP overflight 7-08. Detailed description given in WakeOP section.

NOWVIV. The percentage of vortices that leave the corridor then
decreases to 10, 37, and 46% with average corridor occupation times
of 46, 33, and 46 s, respectively.

Table 3 shows further that the efficiency of the approach is only
slightly reduced when the static hazard area definition is applied
(numbers in brackets). For the ATTAS aircraft, the hazard area is
represented by the one half-span length of 10.75 m, which is added
to the predicted uncertainty allowances. The introduction of the
hazard area either slightly decreases the number of vortices that
leave the corridor or it slightly increases the corridor occupation
time. The number of NoCoPs remains equal or decreases. Note
that the prediction chain NOWVIV-P2P still allows for reduced
separations in 46% of the cases with an average corridor occupation
time of 39 s and without any NoCoP.

Figure 8 shows the wake evolution of WakeOP overflight 7-08,
where wind shear effects modify vortex descent and lateral transport
such that the uncertainty allowances of P2P are slightly exceeded.
The grey symbols in Figs. 8a and 8b indicate that the vortices start
to tilt at a height of 100 m and finally reach a maximum tilt angle
of 53 deg. Whereas the port vortex continues to descend undamped,
the starboard vortex is stalling at a height of 75 m. At the same
time the vortex spacing is increased to a maximum of 2.2 b0. It is
not perceptible to what extent the deviation of lateral transport from
pure advection is caused by the mutually induced lateral velocity of
the tilted vortex pair or the mutual velocity induction of the aircraft
vortices with the vorticity patches that are released from the shear
layer. Anyway, the described effects are consistent with the topology
of wake vortex interaction with shear layers shown by numerical
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simulations.30,31 We note that compared to the shear assumed in the
simulations the maximum normalized shear of 0.3–0.4 measured
by lidar and sodar is not very strong. Note that also the axial wind
component contains shear of a similar strength.

The different signs of measured and predicted initial lateral drift
directions in Fig. 8b indicate that there was considerable variability
in the windfield and that potentially higher shear rates could have
prevailed in the vicinity of the vortices. This example highlights that
shear effects can cause the exceedance of the predicted uncertainty
allowances not only regarding decay (see the preceding) but also
regarding transport. Further, it illustrates that sufficiently precise
observations and, in particular, predictions of shear-layer charac-
teristics are hardly feasible. Even with the applied dedicated wind
measurement devices it was not possible to measure shear layers
with sufficient accuracy to fully explain the observed vortex be-
havior. As a consequence, a tradeoff between wind shear prediction
capabilities and appropriate uncertainty allowances weighted by the
probability of respective shear layers will have to be found.

The relatively small absolute descent distance of the vortices gen-
erated by the ATTAS aircraft prevents a meaningful discussion of
the potential to reduce aircraft separations based on vortex descent.
Although lidar observations indicate an average corridor occupa-
tion time of 18 s for 90% of the overflights, it turns out that for
aircraft of relatively small size (ATTAS falls towards the lower end
of the medium-size category) the upper boundary of the predicted
confidence interval often resides close to the boundary of the safety
corridor (see Figs. 1a and 8a). As a consequence, already minor
modifications of parameters modify statistics significantly such that
the results can hardly be transfered to the typical aircraft mix pre-
vailing at large airports.

Conclusions
The probabilistic two-phase wake-vortex model P2P was applied

to observed data from three different field deployments. Altogether,
the performance of P2P proves a high level of skill, and the uncer-
tainty allowances appear appropriate. Furthermore, the comparison
of a deterministic version of P2P to Sarpkaya’s model9 yields good
results. Naturally, the assessment of P2P was done based on a lim-
ited number of cases representing only segments of the real weather
conditions over which it must finally operate. Therefore, further
analyses must complement the current investigations.

Predictions of lateral vortex drift based on different crosswind
data sources elucidate the significance of the spatiotemporal wind
variability. This variability clearly illustrates the need of probabilis-
tic wake-vortex modeling and the necessity to apply appropriate
spatiotemporal resolution in the observations of environmental pa-
rameters. It is found that the uncertainties connected with 2-km
separated wind observations are of the same order as uncertainties
connected to short-term weather forecasts. This result, however, is
based on a statistically insufficient amount of data. For vortex de-
scent, uncertainties are noticeably lower. Therefore, we halve the
constants for vertical turbulent spreading.

In the majority of the cases, the probabilistic predictions of
P2P are conservative. Only flawed crosswind information or pro-
nounced wind shear can cause deficient predictions. Detailed in-
vestigations of individual cases reveal that constant wind shear can
prolong vortex lifetime, whereas shear layers can modify vertical
and lateral transport. These findings corroborate results of numerical
simulations.30,31 Increased uncertainty allowances could eliminate
erroneous predictions at the expense of a decreased aircraft spacing
reduction potential. Further analyses of observation data are needed
to find optimum uncertainty allowances that permit the increase
of airport capacity without loss of safety. Apparently, uncertainty
allowances are site specific and depend heavily on the available
equipment and its performance.

Our investigations indicate that vortex decay proceeds too slowly
for appreciable capacity benefits, whereas lateral vortex drift bears
considerable potential for safe reduced spacing operations. Clearly,
the quality of crosswind measurements and forecasts determines the
efficiency of the approach. With regard to the considerable observed
crosswind variability, this remains a challenging venture. Almost

surprisingly, crosswind provided by short-term weather forecasts
would have allowed the safe reduction of separations to below 50 s
in 39% of the WakeOP cases. However, this assessment relies on a
single control window along the flight path.

A future goal would be to improve short-term weather forecasts
by the assimilation of local weather observations. P2P predictions
based on now casted environmental parameters could allow for
medium-term scheduling applications. Reduced aircraft separations
would only be applied provided that current weather observations
match weather predictions.
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